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FOREWORD

The United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation welcomed~
at its sixth session (New York, 1959), the offer of the World Meteorological Organization to
co-operate in any activity the Committee might suggest. NMO sUbsequently undertook to organize, at the request of the Committee, a series of discussions on the meteorological aspects
of world-wide radioactive fallout a

The intention \'las to make the members of

the

Committee

acquainted w:lth the meteorological factors influencing the ~ransport and removal of debris
originating from nuclear detonations" and to discuss on the basis of the available material
the possibility of forecasting the future distribution of fallout. It was also felt that
this would give the members of the Committee an opportunity to
views on special problems.

ask

questions

and exchange

It was decided to arrange informal discussions, during t.he seventh session of the
Committee, between the members of the Committee and a number of experts to be invited by
WMO. The dates chosen for these discussions were 12, 11~ and 15 Jenua.:FtJ 1960.
The organization of the discussions was in the hands of Dr. L. Machta (U.S.A.) and
other specialists tclcing part were: Professor W. Bleeker (Netherlands), Dr.A. Brewer (U.K.),
Mr. L. Facy (France), Dr. C. Junge (U.S.A.), Dr. M. Hinzpeter (Federal Republic of Germany),
Mr. P. J. Meade (U.K.), Dr. Y. Miyake (Japan), Professor H. Panofsky (U.S.A.), Professor J.
Spar (U.S.A.), Dr. P. Storeb¢ (Norway).
Dr. L. Machta and Mr R. J. List WeI'e observers for VJI';1O at that session of the
Scientific Committee. Dr. Machta undel~ook the preparation of a survey paper and he also
assisted the chairman of the session.
3

Other experts who,presented contributions and took part in the discussions were Dr.L.B.
Lockhart, invited by the United Nations Secretariat, 'al1d Dr. J. H. Harley and Messrs. J.Z.
Holland, H. Hollister and E. A. Martell, who were advisers to the United States delegation.
All these above-mentioned experts were scierrtists who in their resea~ch work had been
in touch with problems related to transport and removal of radioactive debris in the
atmosphere.
The general consensu~ was that the discussions were a great success. To ensure that the
full texts of the papers would be available to all those int.erested, it W'8.B decided to publish tllem in a WMO Teclnlical Note, which Professor Bleeker kindly w1dertook to edit.
I wish to thank all contributors for the generous assistance they have given to the
Editor in the final preparation of this TechnIcal Note. Gratefu~ thanks are due to
Dr. Machta for his contributions and to Professor Bleeker for his assistance in the final
stage of the project.

(D. A. Davies)
Secretary-General
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this Technical Note is to supply the reader, meteorologist or non-meteorologist, with information regarding the meteorological implications of large-scale pollutil;m of the atmosphere via point sources Oat various geographical locations and at different
l,evels.
For this reason only a selection of' the papers presented at the seventh session of
the Scientlf'lc Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation has been

included~

It was consi-

dered that the contributions on networks for obserVing atmospheric radioactivity and fallout
and also the graphical and tabltlar summaries of data, which during the session proved to be
veryhelpflil, were somewhat -out of place in a Technioal Note of the \'lorld Meteorological Organization. Some smaller Qrlg~nal contributions, which appeared in the current meteorological
~iterature shortly before or shortly after the session are also omitted from this Technical
Note.
The publication starts with an excellent survey of info~nation on meteorological as~
peets of world-wide fallout by Dr. L.Machtao Tpis paper, which was distributed at the session to all participants, formed the backbone of the discussions.

Dr. Machta1s contribution is follQw~d by some papers on special collecting programmes.
Dr. L.B. Lockhart discusses the information obtained from the surface network along Ineridian
SOoW 7 Mr. R.J. List the radioactivity data obtained from balloons, &ld Professor J. Spar the
high altitude airplane programme.
A number of contributions then deals With horizontal and vertical tr~sport of debris.
Professor \'1. Bll;lekel' discusses the tropospheric circnlation 7 Professor H.A. Panofsky the
stratospheric circulation and Dr~ A.W. Brewer the transfer of atmospheric ozone into the
troposphere7 a process which is closely related to the transport of radioactlve debris from
the stratosphere to the troposphere. Finallys Professor Bleeker describes some changes in
the radioactivity regime which were observed in relation to frontal passages.
The disC;uf:?s~.on of the circulation phenomena is followed by a series of papers dealing
with remov~l mechEu\isms. The inter~sting paper of Mr. L. Facy touches the fundamental problems
of the remov~l processes in general. Dr. M. Hinzpeter deals with a number of d~tailsp in particular thoqe related to the removal of radioactive debris. Dr. C.E. Junge gives a summary
of a number of papers which he has published on the su.bJect.
The contributions are :Dollowed by two papers by Dr. Machta. The results of the discussions during the meeting are briefly summarized and give an overall picture of the state
of our knmrledge in January 196o~ Since then some further developments have taken place; these
are enumerated ,in Dr. Machta's "Epilogue". Th~ latter paper therefore brings the Technical
Note up to date to March 196L
It is particularly inte~esting to note from a perusal of these papers that 7 especially
Incollilexion with the horizontal and vertical transport of naturally-produced radioisotopes
(both those created at the earth's surface and those induced by cosmic rays in the upper air)p
the study of artificially-produced radioisotopes has opened out new avenues of research. It
is very much hoped that t~s Technical Note will no·~ only serve as a reference paper for meteorologists and non-meteorologist,s who are dealing with problems related -to the transport and
removal of radioactive debris in tlle atmosphere~ but that it will also help to stinmlate research in two important fields in meteorology, namely the chemistry of the atmosphere and
the large-scale circulation in the stratospher~.
De Bilt p March 1961
W. Bleeker
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INTRODUCTION

La presente Note technique a pour but de fournir au lecteur, quill soit meteorologiste
ou non, des renseignements sur les incidences meteorologiques de la pollution a grande schelle
de llatmosphere emanant de sources ponctuelles situees a divers endroits geographiques et
a differents niveaux.
Clest pour cela que cette Note technique de l'Organisation meteorologique mandiale ne
comprend qu'une selection des communications presentees a la septieme session du Caroite scientifique pour 11 etude des effets des radiations ionisantes. II a ete considers en effet qu1elle
ne devait pas contenir les communications sur les reseaux d1observation de la radioactivite
atmospherlque et des retombees radioactives 3 ni les resumes de donnees sous forme de graphiques et de tableaux qui s'etaient reveles tres utiles au cours de la session. Quelques communications originales moins irnportantes 3 qui avaient paru dans 1a litterature meteorologique
peu de temps avant au apres 1a session 3 ne figurent pas non plus dans cette Note technique.
La publication slouvre sur une excell~nte enqu@te de M. L. Machta consacree a~ aspects
meteorologiques des retombees dans Ie monde. Cl es t autour de cette etude, qui a ete distribuee a tous les participants lors de la session, qu10nt tourne la plupart des discussions.

Ltetude de M. Machta est suivie de plusieurs communications sur des programmes spede prelevements: M. _L.B. Lo0khart examine les renseignements recueillis gr~ce au reseau
en surface Ie long du meridien de 80° W, tandis que M. R.J. List traite des donnees sur 1a
radioactivite obtenues a l'aide de ballons, et Ie Professeur J. Spar du programme de mesures
a haute altitude effectuees par aeronef.

~iaux

Viennent ensuite plusieurs communications consacrees a 1a diffusion horizontale·et a
la diffusion vertieale des residus radioactifs. ·Le Professeur W. Bleeker analyse la circula~
tion tropospherlque 3 Ie Professeur H.A. Pfu10fsky la circulation stratospherlque et M. A.W.
Brewer Ie transfert de ltozone atmospherique vers la troposphere, processus qui est etroitement lie au transport des particules radioactives de la stratosphere vers la troposphere.
Enfin, Ie Professeur Bleeker decrit quelques modifications du regime de la radioactivite qui
ont ete observees en liaison avec Ie passage des fronts.

La discussion des phenomenes de circulation est suivie dtune serie dletudes sur les
meeanismes d'elimination. La communication interessante de M. L. Facy aborde les·problemes
fondamentaux des processus dtelimination en general, tandis que M. M. Hinzpeter traite plus
particulierement de lle1imination des particuies radioactives. M. C.E. Junge resume plusieurs etudes qulil avait publiees sur eetta question.
La Note. technique se termine par deux communications de M. Machta. Celui-ci resume
les resultats des discussions de la session et fait Ie point de nos connaissances au mois de
janvier 1960. Depuis lors l quelques faits nouveaux se sont produitsJ ils sont enumsres dans
"Ll ep ilogue ll de M. Machta. Gr~ge a ee dernier ehapitre,la Note technique est done a jour au
ler mars 1961.
II est particulierement intcressant de noter que, specialement en relation avec la
diffusion horizontale et la diffusj.on verticale des radioisotopes naturels (ceux qui provie-nnent de la radiation nature lIe de 11 ecorce terrestre et des rayons cosmiques dans 11 atmosphere superieure), lletude des radioisotopes artificiels a ouvert de nouvelles voies a la
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recherche. II est a esperer que cette Note technique ne servira pas seulement d'ouvrage de
reference aux meteorologistes et aux non-meteorologistes qui s'oocupent-de problemes relatifs
a la diffusion et a l'elimination des dechets radioactifs dans l'atmosphere J mais qu1elle
contribuera egalemen~ a stimuler les recherches dans deux domaines lmportants de la meteorologie, notamment dans celui de la chlmie de l'atmosphere et dans celu! de la circulation a
grande schelle dans l~ stratosphere.

De Bi1t, mars 1961

w.

Bleeker
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BBE).(EHliE

Ue~ro

HaCTO~eW TeXHH~eCEOM 3aM8TEH HB~HeTCH HnWOpMHpOBaT~ ~HTaTe~H,
MeTeOpO~Or H~ He MeTeopo~or, OTHOOHTe~~HO MeTeopo~orH~ec,rnx noc~e~
CTBHm RpyrrrrO-MacmTaorroro sarpRSHeHHR aTMocwepR HS 0AHoro HCTO~HHRa B pas~~
HNX reorpaWH~eCRHX TO~ax H Ha pas~~ ypOBHRX.

oy~~

TO

~~

STOm

~e~

Ohma

BRmO~eHa

~ Heoo~~maH ~aCT~

paOOT,

npeACTaB~eHlrwx

Ha ceAbMOH cecaRR HayqHoro KOMHT8Ta no BRHHEHID aTOMHoH p~Ha~H.

BbTMO pemenD,
~TO HeROTcp~e paOCTR, nCCBrrmeHHble ceTH CTaH~HH, HaOnID~aroll~ H~ p~HoaRTHB
HOOT= H BhITI~eHHeM, a TaIOI<:e ~O=~I nO IIpeACTaB~eHIDo AaH~1X B BRAe rpaWHROB
H Tao~~, ROTop~e BO BpeMH ceoCHH ORa3~C~ o~eH~ nO~eSHh!M", OYAYT He COBCeM
YMeCT~I
TOpbI8

B TeXHH'l:eORCH 3aMeTRe BOeMHpHOH

aHaJIOrVrQ1ThI8

paOOTbI,

MeTeopO~Or"'IeCROH

ROTOPbI8 nomntJlllIc:c B

paTyphI Bes~o~o ~O H opasy
TeXHH'IeCRCH 3aMeTRH.

~e noc~e

OpraH"S~H".

HeRO-

CTIliIORax M8T80pOJIOrliI'tI8CHOH JIHTe-

YRaSaHHOH cecCHH

3aM€TRa Ha'IHHaeTOH C xopOmero oosopa HMeromeHcH

O~

TaIOI<:e

HHwopMa~"H

OH~eHR

no

HS

MeTeopo~o

rliI~eoRHM aCrr8RTaM MliIpOBoro paAliIoaRTliIBHoro B@TIaA8HliIH, CAe~aHHoro ~-OM M.Ma'qToH.
3TOT 0030P Ohm pOSAaH BceM Y'IeCTHHRaM oeCCHH H noc~y.ocn~ OCHOBOH ~~R ~HCRYCCHH.

3a OOSOpOM ~-pa Ma'IT~ RAYT HeCRO~~RO paOOT no CIIe~Ha~~ rrporpaMMaM
coopa. B CBoeH CTaT~e ~-p n.B. nORRapT paCCMaTpHBaeT ~aHHRe, IIO~Y'IeHHRe 0
ceTH IIpHseMHb~ CTaH~HH, paCIIo~c~eH~1X B~O~ MepRAHaHa 80 03, r-H P.~. nHCT
~aH~Ie P~HOaRTHBHOCTH,
nO~Y'IeHHRe C nOMo~ro oa~oHoB, a npoW. ~. Cnap nporpaMMy caMo~eTHbIX Hcc~e~OBaHHH OO~= BhICOT.
3aTeM RAeT ~e~ p~ CTaTeH nOCBameH~1X ropHSOHT~~BOMY H BepTHRa~HO
My nepeHocy P~HOaRTHBHbIX OCTaTROB. ITpOW. B. B~Rep paCCMaTpHBaeT ~HpRY~Hqmo
B TpOIIocwepe, npoW. X.A. ITaHoBcRHH ~PRY~Hqmo B CTpaTocwepe, a ~-p A.B. Bproep
nepeHOC aTMOcwepHoro CSOHa B TpOIIocWepy, IIpo~ecc, ROTOphW TecHO CBRSaH C nepeHOCOM Pa~HOaRTHB~~ OCTaTROB H3 cTpaTocwepR B TpOIIocWepy; H, HaRoHe~, IIpOW.
BJllIIRep OTIMOI:.maeT H8KOTOPbI8 H3M8H8HlIIH B

~a~"c~

B CBRSH C

npoxo~eHHeM

peT.&vrM:8

P~ROaIiTHBHOO'I'H,

HOTophI.e-

.Ha6.mo-

WpOHTOB.

3a ooc~eHHeM BOIIpOCOB ~HPRY~H H~eT oep"R cTaTeH, nOCBrrmeHHNX Mexa-

~B~eHHR. HRTepecHaR paooTa r-Ha n. ~aCH saTparHBaeT OCHOBHble npOO~eMbI
IIpo~eCCOB ~~eHHR.~-p M. XHH~HTep onHChmaeT PHA ~eTa~eH, CBRsaH~~ C ~BH~e
HHeM p~"oaRTHBHbIX OCTaTROB. ~-p a.E. ~a~ pesIOMHpyeT PHA CTaTeH onYO~"RO

HH3HaM

BaH~1X

no 3TOMy Bonpocy.

3a STMMH CTaT~RMH c~e~yroT ~Be paOOTR ~-pa Ma'IT~. PeSY~~TaTR ~HCRYCCHH
BO BpeMR ceCCHH, H3~O~eHHRe B RpaTROH wopMe ~aroT Oomee IIpe~OTaBneH"e 0 COCTORHHH Hamnx 3HaHHH B STOH oonaCTH Ha RIIBap~ 1960 ro~a. C Tex nop OhmH HaIIHcaHhI
HeRoTophle ~pyrHe paooTR, ROTcphle nepe'l:HC~eHR B "3IIH~ore II ~-pa Ma'IThI. TmoHM
oopasoM 3Ta nocne~HRR CTaT~R ~e~aeT TeXHH'IeCR~O 3aMeTRy BIIomIe cOBpeMeHHoH H
AOBOAHT ee AO MapTa 1961 rOAa.
liHTepeORO OTMeTliIT~ l!I3 liIsyqeEHH 3THX cTaTeM, QTO ocooeRHo B CBH3H C
ropH30HT~Bb!M m BepTmRall~Bb!M nepeHocoM
eCTeCTBeH~ P~MOH30TOIIOB (RaIO

XI
003~aHHb~ xa nOBepXHOOT~ 3eM~, TaR ~ BBe~eHEbcr KOCMH~eORaMn ~aMR B BepXRHe
CJIOJiI B03,n;yxa), JiI3yqeRJiIe JiICEycCT13el!HhlX Pa,ZJ;JiIOJiI30TOnOB OTEPhlJIO ROBbIe npocneETbI B
RayqBbIx JiICCJIe,n;0BaRJiIJDC. BbIpa:Jl<aeTCH Ra,ZJ;e:>R;ZJ;a Ra TO, 'ITO Rac TOJIITjaH TeXRJlI'!eCEaH.
3aMeTEa oy,n;eT CJIYXJiITb.Re TOJIbEO E~ OJiIOJIJlIorp~JiI'IeCEJiI~ crrRCOE ,n;JIH MeTeOpOJIOrOB
pOBRO ·EaE JiI Re MeTeOpOJIOrOB, paooTaromux Ra,ZJ; npOOJIeMaMR nepeRoca JiI ,n;BJiI~eRJiIH
Pa,ZJ;JiIOaETJiIBHb~ OCTaTEOB B a~Mocwepe, a oy,n;eT rrOMoraTb pa3BJiIBaTb Ray'IRHe JiICCJIe-

AOBaHHH B ~BYX B~ OQ~acTax M8TeoponorRH,

a HM8RHO aTMocwepnOH XHMHH H aT-

MOCWepROH qJlIpEyJIHqJlIJlI B EpYITROM MaClliTaOe.

~e BJiIJIT, MapT

1961 r.

B. ·BJnmep
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INTRODUCCION

La finalidad de la presente Nota Teeniea conslste en informar al lector, sea a no sea
sabre· los aspectos meteorologicos de la contaminacion en gran escala de la

meteor61ogo~

atm&sfera, procedente de focos situados en diversos puntas y a diferentes niveles.
Por esta razon, la Nota Teeniea de- la Organizacion M~teorologica Mundial solo comprende
una seleacian de comunlcaciones presentadas a la septima reunion del Caroite Cientffico para
e1 Estudio de los Efectos de las Radiaciones At&micas. Se penso, en efecto, que no deb fan 1ncluirse las comunicaclones relativas a las redes de observacion de la radlactividad atmosferica y de las precipitaciones radiactivas, nl los res~menes de datos presentados en forma de
graficos y cuadros, que tan utiles resultaron durante la reunid'n. Tampoco figuran en esta
Nota Tecnica algunas comunicaciones origina1es de menor importancia que bab/an aparecido ya
en 1a literatura meteorold'gica poco antes de 1a reunion, 0 que se han publicado despues.
Inicia 1a publicaci&n una excelente encuesta del Sr. L. Machta dedicada a los aspectos
meteoro1tgicos de las precipitaciones en el,mundo. La mayor parte de los debates se han centrado en tomo a este trabajo que se distribuy& entre todos los participanteso
Al estudio del Sr. M&chta siguen varias comunicaciones relativas a programas especiales de recopilacion. El Sr. L.B. Lockhart examina las informaciones recogidas gracias a una
red de superficie situada a -10 largo del meridiano SooW, mientras que e1 Sr. R.J. List se
ocupa de los datos relativos a la radiactividad, obtenidos par medio de globos, y el Profesor J. Spar del programa de mediciones a gran aititud efectuadas por aeronaves.
Siguen despues varias comunicaciones dedicadas a 1a difusion horizontal y a 1a difusi&n vertical de los residuos radiactivos"o El Profesor W. Bleeker analiza la circulaci&n troposferica, el Profesor H.A." Panofsky la circulaci&n estratosferica y el Sr. A.W. Brewer la
transferencia del ozono atmosferico hacia la troposfera, proceso que se encuentra fntimamente
relacionado con el transporte de partfculas radiactivas de la estratosfera a la troposfera.
Por ultimo, el Profesor Bleeker describe algunas modificaciones del regimen de radiactividad
observadas en relacion con el paso de frentes.
El estud10 de los fen6menos de circulaci&n va seguido de una serie de trabajos sobre
los mecanismos de eliminaci6n. En la interesante comunicaci6n del Sr. L. Facy se abordan los
problemas fundamentales del proceso de eliminaci&n en general, mientras que el Sr. Hinzpeter
se ocupa especialmente de la eliminaci&n de partfculas radiactivas. El Sr. C.E. Junge resume
varios "estudios que habfa publicado sobre esta cuesti~n.
Termina 1a Nota Tecnica con dos comunicaciones del Sr." Machta, que resume los resultados de los debates celebrados durante la reunion y expone el estado de los conocimientos hasta enero de 1960. Despues de esa fecha se han producido algunas novedades que se enumeran en
el "Epflogo" de M. Machta. Gracias a ese ultimo capItulo, la Nota Tecnica queda puesta al
dfa basta e1 1 demarzo de 1961.
Es particularmente interesante seftalar que, sobre todo, en 10 que se refiere a la difusi&n horizontal y a la difusi&n vertical de los radiois&topos naturales (los procedentes
de la radiaci6n natural de la corteza terrestre y los rayos c&smicos en la parte superior de
la atm&sfera) e1 eatudio de los radiois6topos artificiales ha abiert? nuevas posibilidades
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a la investigaci&n. Es de esperar que esta Nota Tecnica no solo sirva como obra de consulta
para los meteor&logos y los que sin serlo se preacupan par los problemas relativQs a la difusi6n ya la eliminaci&n de deseohos radiactivQs en la atrntsfera, sino que contribuya tambien a estimular las investigaciones en das campos importantes para la meteorologfa : e1 de
la qufmlca de la atmosfera y e1 de la olrculaci~n en gran escala en la estratosfera.

De Bilt, marzo 1961
W. Bleeker
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A SURVEY OF INFORMATION ON METEOROLOGICAL
ASPECTS OF WORLD-WIDE FALLOUT*

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper reviews information related to the physical aspects of radioactive debris.
It has as its final objective the development of a set of principles from which a prediction
of world-wide radioactive fallout originating from past or future detonations in the atmos};hre of nuclear weapons can be deduced.
The review is limited to the life history of weapon test radioactivity from the time
of its formation to the time of its permanent deposition on the earth's surface (land J ooean»
plants, etc.). It is based mainly on evidence gathered ~r reported in the last few years, and
it emphasizes in particular the fate of long-lived fission products.
The detonation of a nuclear device in the air or near the ground contaminates the
atmosphere with radioactive particles. Those particles which are large enough '(greater than
about 50 microns) to settle out of the atmosphere in the first few hoUrs after the explosion
or which are washed out of the air by rain in this period will deposit in an area limited to
a few hundreds of miles downwind of the explosion point. This deposition'is called !llocal" or
lfclose-inll fallout. The fraction of fission products which settles or is washed out as local
fallout is Virtually zero for a high air burst and almost 100 per cent for a nuclear explosion
at the ground or slightly subs~rface. The fission products which remain in the air after local
fallout stops are classified according to their looation in the atmosphere. Those residing in the
troposphere (the lower layer of the atmosphere in which cloud formation and precipitation processes take place and which extends to about 12 kilometres in mid~latitudes and 16 kilometres
in the tropics) deposit. as "tropospheric" fallout normally within a !l1atter of a few months.
The small radioactive particles which are left in the stratosphere (the layer of the atmosphere
overlying the troposphere and separated from-it by an imaginary boundary called the tropopause)
contribute to "stratospheric" fallout,; they reside in the atmosphere during a much longer
period than the particles deposited as tropospheric fallout. Both tropospheric and stratospheric
fallout cover large-areas of the earth.During 1954-1958, nuclear tests have been conducted so frequently that the period
elapsed since an individual test or test series was not a sufficient criterion to distinguish
between-tropospheric and stratospheric fallout. Since approximately February 1959, virtually
all fallout has been- stratospheric.

2.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WORLD-WIDE FALLOUT

2.1

Fractionation

Fractionation is the term given to the inhomogeneous partitioning of a mixture of
fission products originating from a single nuclear explosion. As a result of -fractionation
selected samples may differ in composition and one fission product may have a higher or lower
relative concentration in one sample than in another. Fractionation starts in the fireball

*

This paper is derived largely from a document of the same title prepared prior to January
1960. No attempt has been made in subsequent editorial revisions to bring its contents up
to date.
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of the nuclear explosion when condensation of the fissi.on products 1s taldng place. Thus,. it

is argued that Strontium-90 having a gaseous precu~sor, Krypton-90, will condense late in the
history of particulate formation and most likely will form small particles or attach itself
to small partlcles, which means that a fractionation process can start more or less immediately. Machta and List
refer to work by Martell for evidence of fractionation in local
fallout in the Marshall Islands. Martell has found that local fallout in two high-yield "ater
detonations contained from 25 to 75 per cent of tll€ expected Sr-90. The fact that this percentage is not constant proves that there has been fractionation, which may have been a function
of the power of the explosion, the fractionation process being faster for the larger yield
device. The fractionation may be more import.ant in a land surface detonation than in a water
surface explosion as a result of the larger particle sizes. in a land surface detonation. The
debris from air burst~, in Which the fission products are unable to attach themselves to
ground-dust are probably least frr;wtionated. Larson, Neel and assooiates.
have, also reported fractionation for oertain UI!ited states tests in Nevada.

LIJ

L2J

The uncertainty about th~ r8le Which is played by fractionation adds to the errors
made in estimates about the inventory of specific isotopes. It is however usually possible to
infer. the sense of most fractionation phenomena from the mechanics of the explosion and the
chemistry of the isotope.
A recent report from th~ United States Atomic Energy Commission ~3~ provides the
following fLssion yields for thermonuclear t.ests: Sr...89, 2.93 per cent; Sr-90, 3.5 per centJ
Ce-144, 4.42 per oent and Cs-137, 5.76 per oent. The ratip of CS-137 to 8"-90 at forlljation
should be 1.7 and sinoe both have approximately'the same half-life (Sr-90 has 27.7 yr. halflife and Cs-137 a 26.6 yr. half-life), it is to be expeoted that samples oolleoted at later
times should, in the absence of fractionation of one isotope with respect to the other" have
the same ratio, 1.7.
2.2

Pl·ly"sica). qharacteristlcs of particulate flss.ion.pro.ducts

Certain physical characteristics playa vital r8le in the transport and removal of
particulates. Tlle dimensions (and density) of the particles determine their settling velocity
and also ,the possibility of their being captured by natural cloud elements, falling raindrops
or snowflakes; the solubility of the particle material determines whether a collision between
a fission product particle and a water particle results in capture.
Knowledge of tbe particle size (which possesses a much larger potential variability
than the particle density) is important both for the particles in the troposphere and in the
stratosphere. There exist several studies regarding the particle size distributions at ground
level. Junge
has computed the theoretical distribution of the dimensions of aerosol
particles as a 'function of time and he shows that particles in the range of'OGOl to 1.0 microns
are most likely to survive in the air; larger particles will settle out and smaller ones coagulate. It is possible that the particle size spectrum of stratospheric fission products
changes when they enter into the troposphere, as a result of the coagulation of the particles
with the dust of the troposphere.

£'4J

Many attemPB have been made to determine the radioactivity on individual particles
of measured size. Particle size and activity distribution are i~portant in assessing the
inhalation hazard. Size and activity determination are usually accomplished by the use of
sampling devices with differing efficiencies for various sizes and by autoradiography. Neither
of these methods :t.s without fault and both are less reliable than direct optical or electron
Inicroscope inspection after location of the particle by autoradiography.
Rosinski and Stocldham ~5-7 separated particles by an Andersen sampler Qacked by a
millipore filter, which can stratify particles by siz~ to below 1 micron. Measurements made
in Chioago (Ill.) showed that during the period from July 1958 to mid-October 1958, when
tropospheric debris could contribute to ground level radioactivity~ more radioactiVity was
collected in the 1·-5GS mi.::ron size range than in the greater than 5.5 or les8 than I micron
size rangesG From November 1958 to February 1959, when tropospheric debris from polar tests
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may have been a large contributor to the atmospheric radioactivity, the peak activity was
observed on particles in the 1-2 micron range. Rosinski and Stockham continued their samplmg further into 1959, when the fission product radioactivity was expected to be almost entirely ofstratospheri~ origin and found again a preference for the 1-5.5 micron range. The
observations were made only during non-precipitating periods.
A greater number of studies which may, in Borne respeots, be more meaningful for
health hazard evaluation deal with the amount of radioactivity on individual particles irrespective of their size. Thus, Bradshaw and Setter
in Cincinnati (Ohio) in 1955 found
one 7-.5 micron particle with an apparent age of 8 days, which carried an activity of 1.7 x
10-9 curies; no radiomechanical analysis was performed on it. Gross~ Arant Mayer# Roser,
Ribeiro and Olinto ~7-7 ~~alysed a single unusually active particle found in Brazil originating from an equatorial test which took place on 15 May 1957. The active mass was believed to
be concentrated in a particle of radius 0.25 microns (the inactive particle mass was not
given)} 40 per cent of the total value of the radioactivity of 5 x 10-9 curies was associated
with the rare earth Cerium-l44. The German Weatl)er Service
reported olouds of "hot"
particles, particularly in the spring and autumn but none in February 1959. Sittkus ~9-7:
found three particles on a :ilter paper ~§ 20-21 November 1958 in Germany with estimated beta
activity values of 3.2 x 10 9, 0.63 x 10
and 0.69 x 10-9 curies. The firm of Frieseke and
Hoepfner in Erlangen-Bruck t Germany ["8J found a total of 302 "hot" particle~ in 1.4 x 105
cubic metres of air. Of these, 266 showed an activity between 6 to 25 x 10-1 curies, 22
between 26 and 44 x 10-12 curies and 19 had still higher values. On the ·average, one single
active particle was found in each 460 cubic ~etres of air in 1958.

£6J

1:8J

The figures mentioned in the preceding paragraphs refer to measurements made at ground
level. Analyses of particulate sizes in the stratosphere are much less numerous. The long
stratospheric residence imposes a maximum reasonable size on the stratospheric particles. A
spherical particle with a density of 2 grwnmes/cm3 and a radius of 0.1 micron will settle
through still air about 3 kilometres per year and a particle half this radius about 1 1/4
kilometres per year ~10-7. It is thus probable that the particlss much larger than about
0.1 microns will be unable to reside in the stratosphere more than a few months, so that the
bulk of the radioactive material in the stratosphere is on particles smaller than about 0.1
microns. Stern ~11-7 has computed a theoretical particle diameter from the known collection
efficiencies of two stratospheric samplers. He finds a range of sizes from 0 ..055 to 0.095
microns in five cases, derived from balloon flights over Minneapolis (Minnesota) at heights
of about 19 km (60,000 feet) to 28 km (90,000 feet). His data suggest a slight inverse
correlation between particle size and height. Holland ~3~ has compared aircraft with
balloon collections and, using similar theoretical reasoni~, found,. in five cases, that the
particles were in the 0.02 to 0.2 micron range. Stebbins L 12-7 reports that the particles
collected by aircraft in the lower stratosphere could not be seen by optical mlcrosc~pes, so
that their size was less than 0.5 microns. Preliminary measurements by electron microscopes,
made by the same research group suggest particle sizes smaller than 0.1 microns.
Junge ~14-7 has measured,at Minneapolis (Minnesota) and Sioux City (Iowa),
particle size distributions as a function of altitude in the stratosphere for all dust
particles without regard to their radioactiVity. Surprisingly, the concentration of particles
per unit volume of air or per unit mass of air increases with altitude between about 15 and
28 kilometres. The size of the majority of the particles at about 28 kilometres lies in the
few tenths ofa micron range; it should be realized, however, that the particle size measurements below 0.2 microns are still rather doubtful. The analysis was perfonned by optical and
electron microscopyo The number of particles was between 0.2 and 2 particles per ambient cubic
centimetre of air.
2.3

Chemical properties

It is of interest to have some information about the chemical history of the most
important fission products, e.g. of Sr-gO. As already mentioned, this decay product of Kr-90
will condense relatively late in the fireball cooling periodo According to Martell ~13-7,
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it is probable that for air bursts the Sr-90 becomes strontium oxlde~ but that for surface
bursts a small amou~t of strontium silicate may form. For the high yield ground bursts in
the United States Pacific test slte l the bulk of the vaporized material was coral and sea
water J so that also here strontium oxide must be formed. With time, the strontium oxide should
be converted to strontium hydroxide by the aotion of atmospheric water vapour. Atmospheric
carbon dioxide can then slowly and partially convert the hydroxide. to carbonate. Martell
states that analyses of rains in Chicago demonstrate that the Sr-gO is in a soluble forml
chemical analysis IndJcates tha'~ Sr-gO is not a component of the insoluble radioactive material.
Dry deposits of Sr-90 are also readily dissolved in distilled water. It is, however, unknown
whether the dust particles to which the strontium oxide particles attach themselves are soluple.
The observed fact that most of the deposited Sr-90 (and also Cs-137) is deposited in precipita-

tion suggests that the chemical compounds of these isotopes do not bounce off water

3.

OBSERVED DIS'l'RIBUTION

3.1

Soils

drop~ets.

The observed distribution of radioactivity colleoted by soil sampling represents the
closest approximation to natural conditions currently available. It suffers hOw$ver from
several defects 'with respect to the study of the geographical aspects of fallout. These area
sampling is limited to land areas and in particular to level areas where runoff and drainage
are minimized; polar regions are excluded be~ause frozen soil is impermeable. It is to be
noted that the selection of the collection site must be made by a soil specialist in order to
assure reliable results. It should also be mentioned that the chemical analysis of Sr-gO in
soils is difficult~ Soil analyses have been reported in England 1:15, lE?1 17J, iIi. Sweden

L18, 19J,
["24J

in the USSR

L20J,

1::1 Germany

L2l,

22J and in Australia

L23J.

A recently completed soil. sampling progranune for the world was performed by Alexander'
of the United States Department of Agriculture in the spring of 1958.

The general

pattern over the world reveals a similar profile as found in earlier sampling projects. The
profile of the integrated values for the various latitudinal bands shows a maximum of Sr-90
fallo~t in the north temperate zone (maximum zonal average value of 10-15 mC/km2 in the
4o-50o N band), a secondary maximum in the corresponding south temperate zone (about 4 mC/km2 )
and a minimum in the equatorial region (about 21nc/km 2 ). Alexander also divided the Sr-gO
fallout by the amount of precipitation during the period from 1953 to 1958 and found that the

meridional profile of the quantity so obtained, which
the specific radioactivity of rain,* was very similar
specific activity shows also a Inaxlmum in the 70-BooN
due to poor precipitation and fallout observations in

in the absence of dry fallout would be
to the profile of total fallout. This
band, which, however; may be spurious
polar areas. Alexander likewise demon-

strate:! that the Sr-90 fallout during the period 1956-1958 showed more or less the same picture.

as that obtained from the total accumulated fallout up to 1958. Finally# Alexander extra_
polated his results to a common date at the end of September 1958, using the fallout rate
between 1956 and 1958 oold applying corrections for the heavier tropospheric fallout in the
United States al!d the USSR) the :j.ntegrated value of the >lOrld-wide Sr-90 fallout was computed
to be 3.2 megaouries. Machta and List ~25-7 have derived a world-wide deposition value of

2.4 megacuries as of the spring of 1958~ Their computations were based on the same soil data
and they assumed that, the fallout values in the United States were the same as the averages
for other parts of the world at the same latitudes. Extrapolation of this result to the
begi'1l1ing of Novembe)' 1958 >lIth'the aid of monthly' wo)'ld·-wide pot data gives a value of about

3.0 Inegacuries~ Alexander's integral gave a value of 3.2 megacuries for the end of September.
Fallout in October 1958 is less than 0.1 megacuries.

*

The term specIfic activity used in this paper 1s the amount of radioactivity per unit
volwne of rainwater.
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The stalldard deviation of individual soil values (non-continental United States
samples) from the mean north-south profile derived from the spring 1958 ~ata by Machta and
List ~25-7 is 2.8 mc Sr-90ikm2 in the northern hemisphere and 0.7 mcilan in the southern
hemisphere. This variability reflects the errors in analysis and sampling ~24-7 and real
spatial differences due to topography and climatic regimes.
Machta and List ~25-7 have subtracted from the total Sr-90 fallout values in ~he
various latitudinal bands as of spring 1958 the tropospheric Sr-90 values in order to obtain
a picture of the distribution of the stratospheric fallout. It was assumed that the total
estimated amolmt of 0.5 megacuries of Sr-90 tropospheric fallout was distributed in accordance
with previous observed tropospl~ric fallout patterns and therefore was mainly centred on the
latitudes of the appropriate proving grounds. The resultant stratospheric fallout picture i~
very similar to the picture of the total fallout described above.

Gustafson ~26-7 has compared the Sr-90 and Cs-137 in five soils. The CS-137/Sr-90
ratio varied between, o.8~ and 2.01~ with an over-all average of 1.6. This compares favourably
with the theoretical ratio of 1.7. Gustafson 1:27, 28, 29J has also analysed othe~ isotopes
of fission products in soils using a gamma spectrometer. The global distribution of isotopes
other thanSr-90 can be computed from the Sr-90 distribution, if the radioactive decay is
taken into consideration and it is assluned that the ratio of the amount of the otbe~ isotope
and Sr-90 at a certain moment is ,the same allover the surface of the earth.
3.2

Collection of rainfall

The second most useful method of obtaining a measure of the deposited radioactivity
is the pot or funnel method. It is well known that this m~thod is not reliable when used
during non-precipitating weather. However, the error$ caused by the improper catch of the
pot or funnel during dry weather are usually only 10 per cent or less. The water which is
collected by the instrument may be subjected to a full analysis at a chemical laboratory or
it may be passed directly, in the field} through an ion exchange column and the resin analysed
at the chemical laboratory. Collection periods generally are a season, a month, a week, or
individual rains. Seasonal and monthly samples can only be analysed for radioisotopes such
as 3r-89 (53-day half-life) or those with longer half-lives. The collection of individual
rains allows analysis of very short-lived fission products such as barium-140 (half-life
12.8 days) as well as longer-lived fission products.
The prime shortcoming of the pot or funnel collector is its inability to reproduce
natural deposition conditions during either dry or precipitating weather. The pot method
also fails to provide satisfactory snow collections when there is blowing snow. Isotopes,
Inc.
suggest that a pot-with a permanent layer of water will collect perhaps 10 per
cent more fallout than a dry pot.•

L30J

MartellL31J has compared the accumulation of 31'-90 at several pot stations in the
United States and one pot station in England with soil observations. The two types of measurements agree reasor~bly well, at least as well as two pot stations a few hundred miles apart.
Machta and List ~25-7 have analysed data from United States and United Kingdom pot
stations which operated from mid~,l957 to rnid-1958 and confirm the findings of previous analysts
~32-7 for the time and space distribution of 31'-900 These are, as in the case of the soil
samples: a non-uniform pattern of deposition wi-th a major peak in the north temperate zone,
a secondary peak in the south temperate zone, and a minimum in the equatorial re,gion. The
same features are present in the distribution of the specific activity. For the temperate
zone, a seasonal variation in the fallout amount is observed with a maximum in the early
spring and a minimum in the autwnn,; the anIlual cycle has a very small amplitude in the south~
ern hemisphere temperate zoneo The equatorial region has essentially no systematic seasonal
variation.
Machta and List have also confirmed the earlier findings ~32~J based on the analyses
of short-lived fission products J which indicate that the apparent ITaget of the Sr-90 is greater
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than a few- monthsQ This corroborates that the bulk of the fission products have had a past
history in the stratosphere~ as tropospheric particulates are rapidly washed out. All analysts
agree that the short-lived fission products indicate that less than 10 per oent of the Sr~90
-is of tropospheric origin.
Not all measurements of radioactivity in the north temperate zone show the seasonal

L33J

trend noted above. Miyak;e et ala
state that there is no sprirgmax.imum in Sr-gO fallout in Tokyo~ Japan, from 1956 through rnid-1958. Gerlach and Stierstadt ~34_7J while measur-

ing air concentrations, also show no seasonal maximum. in the spring in Germany. LOw and
Edvardson ~18-7 have measured CS-137 inStockl101m, Sweden, and, up to 1957~ find no consistent
spring maximum, although there w~s a fallout peak in May 19550 It may be that stratospheric
fallout is temporarily dominated by tropospheric fallout (as perhaps is the case in TokyO);
it may also be that the annual variation is influenced by different climatic conditions and
it is also not unlikely that erroneous values of Sr-90 have been derived from gross fission
products (as in the German data). There exists also a possibility.. '~hough small, that the
seasonal trends observed at the United states and United Kingdom stations are spurious and
that the absence of an annual cycle in Japan, Germany and Sweden is valid.
Martell ~31~ and Kuroda ~35, 36-7 have indicated in which way additional inform~
ation can be obtained from analys~.s of short... and long-lived fission products. !t1artell assumes
that all tropospheric fallout can... in effect, be neglected. With this assumption, he is able
to date the origin of the stratospheric fallout and he finds that the spring.maximum originates in the previous autumn test series in the temperate or polar latitude zoneo From this he
draws three- important conclusions: first, most of the north temperate latitude Sr-gO fallout
is derived from the temperate or polar latitude source; second, the seasonal variation depends
mainly on the fact that stratospheric injections in the temperate or polar latitudes happened
to have tillten place the previous autumn; and third~ debris from temperate or polar latitudes
has a much shorter residence time in the stratosphere thun equatorial debriso
Kuroda has derived the theoretical time history of the ratios of short- and long~lived
fission products measured at ground l~vel" asswning that the removal rates from both troposphere and stratosphere are proportional to their reservoirs. From this analysis, he can predict whether the fission products came from a small (tropospheric clouds only) or large (tropospheric and stratospheric clouds) nuclear test~ Based on a few rains collected near Chicago
(Illinois) Kuroda derives a mean tropospheric residence time of 10 days or less from this
theory.
Stewart ~. ~32-7 have confirmed their own ~37-7 and Martell's ~3~j7 earlier
findings that in the same climatic region such as England or the Mediterranean area, the specific
activity of rainfall does not vary as widely as the actual fallout. Machta. and List ~1-7 and
Hallden and Collins ~38-7 have studied the distribution of specific activities over the United
states. Within the same climatic regime, the specific activity is indeed constant but the
specific activity changes markedly With the climatic region. !t is found that regions with
greater rainfalls have lower specific activities than arid regions. In some cases the difference is marked. For exalnple, the dry desert area in the western United States had a specific
activity of about 0.08 pc/litre (2 mc/km2 .inch) at the same time that the United States east
coast, at about the same latitude; had less than O.O~ pc/litre (1 mc/km2 .inch).

L32J

Stewart et a!.
have analysed both Sr~90 and CS-137 of many pot collections in
the British networko The average ratio 3 neglecting srunples with very small amounts of activi~
ties and those which are suspec:t for other reasons; was 1.63 with a standard deviation of
0.73 for the Cs-137 to Sr-90 ratio. As already indicated earlier, the theoretical ratio of
the two isotopes is 1.7. This evidence together with Gustafsonls soil measurements L26~7
suggest that these isotopes do not fractionate appreciably with respect to one anothero

3.3

Oceanic collections

The oceans cover over '70 per cent of the enrth I s surface. If the fallout over ocean
areas differs systematically from that over land areas, the above~entioned conclusions about
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the world~wide distribution of fallout, which were based on measurements from land stations,
oan be misleading. Fallout collections in oceanic areas are accomplished by pot sampling on
board ship and pot and soil sampling on isolated islands, and by sea-water analysis. The
analysis of sea-water for fission product isotopes, which corresponds to soil sampling on land,
Is unusually difficult because of the large amounts of water which must be treated. There are
considerable uncertainties in the interpretation of the data obtained from sea-water samples4
First, neither the depth of the mixed layer nor the vertical distribution with depth are always
known. Second, and more important, the ocean is in motion so that the sampling point is not
the location at which the fallout process took place.
Bowen and Sugihara ~39-7 of the United States Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
have made an extensive series of observations in the Atlantic Ocean. Collections were made
at the surface and to depths of over 5,000 metres. Data have been reported for the isotopes
Sr-90, Ce-144 and Pm-l47~ They show, in many cases, an abrupt decrease in Sr-gO concentration
below the isothermal or mixed layer" suggesting that the particles dissolve in the water rather
than settle through lt~ The most notable exception" thus far" is the finding of large amounts
of Sr-90 below the mixed layer in the Sargasso Sea.
The agreement between the integrated deposition of radioactivity per tmit area above
the thermocline (i.e. throughout the mixed layer) and the soil and pot observations at about
the same latitude is fairly good~ If a large amount of Sr-90 is found below the thermocline
in samples other than those of the Sargasso Sea, this agreement will be lost and it must then
be concluded that- the oceans possess more fa1lout per unit area than land areas. Soil measurements at islands or maritime stations show higher fallout, but the same or smaller specific
activities, than continental soil samples at the same latitude
Pot sampling aboard
ships is" at present" unsatisfactory since neither the _specific activity of the rain·~water nor
the amount of precipitation can be obtained. In the absence of strong contrary evidence the
assumption is made that tIle specific radioactivity in rainfall over the oceans is similar to
that over land at the same latitudes.

L24J.

Polar collections
----

Sampling of precipitation in the form of snow is extremely difficult. The meteoro~.
logist has not yet satisfactorily solved the problem of measuring the deposit of fresh snow
during a snowfall. It is difficult to distinguish fresh snow from the ever present blowing
and drifting snow. Snows from Antarctica and Greenland have been analysed by Drevinsky et al •
Stewart ~.
analysed samples from Norway" Canada and Antarctica. In e~
case the amount of Sr-90 per unit area was considerably smaller than at soil or pot stations
in temperate zones, which agrees with the trend found in the soil and pot results. However,
the specific actiVity of the snow is not necessarily smaller than that of temperate zone rains~

.L14J;
3.5

L32J

Gummed film collections

The use of the gummed films as a technique for the determination of Sr-90 and other
fission products has not led to reliable results in the past few years~ Any method
which deduces the quantity of long-lived fission products by assigning the measured gross
fission products to a single date is no longer valid because of the frequent occurrence of
low and high yield nuclear testsa
Neither can it be applied to data obtained since the
October 1958 test moratorium, as the stratospheric reservoir contains a mixture of fission
products from many tests.
long~lived

3.6

Ground level air

~am~li~

The sampling of air by filtration is an accurate method for finding ground level
radioactivity particulate concentration and it is routinely performed by many countries.
Generally" samples of many days must be composited in order to obtain adequate quan'tities
for Sr-90 analysis, unless very high flow rates are used. The long-lived fission products~
present in the air, may be less harmful to health than the deposited radioactivity, except
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for dust Inhalat1ono

It Is-, however, possible that there exists a relationship between alI'

concentration and foliar uptake by plants.

In the absence ·of a

clear·~cut

method of convert-

ing air concentration to deposition values~ the ground level air concentration is not a.s use~
ful in the budgeting of radioaotivity as the deposited radioactivlty~ Ground level air concentrations are J

howevel~,

very helpful in the. interpretation of the large-scale atmospherio

distribution of fission products.

[19J

The

Hath

meridian network operated by the United States Naval Research Laboratory

in co·~operation \'1ith North and South American countries provides an extensive well

distributed single set of' dat.a. The results of this programme confirm the nort·h-south profile
and the seasonal variation already noted in the soil and pot data L25_7~ Analysis of short..,
lived fission products also confirms the predominance of older or stratospheric debris as the
source of the 31'-90 and Cs-137 ~41-7. Two differences from the pot and soil results may be
noted.. however. First .. the air concentration peak is found in Miami (Florida) at'25°N.9 or at
Columbia (South Carolina) at 34°N~ rather than at 40~50oN as in the soimand pots; this may be
due to the fact that only one meridian is being monitored by the 80th meridian network. Second.9
higher air concentration is often noted at Thule, Greenland (77°N) than at Coral Harbour,
Canada (64°N).
307

Tropospheric sampling

AircEaft sampling of rad!o~etivity has been carried out by the United Kingdom ~42-,7J
Swedish ~43-7, Norwegian ~44.. 45-7~ USSR
and French Governments o Samples have been
collected since 19S1J. and all 'show approximately the same pattern although the mean concentratlins changed~ The concentration per unit mass of air increases with altitude~ first slowly
in the rain-bearing layers of the atmosphere up to about 3 km (10,,000 ft)~ and then more
rapidly. Just below the tropopaus8 s concentrations may be about 5 to 20 times thoBe at ground
level. Many of the samples collected at 15 kIn (50,,000 ft) as part of the United States Project Ashean at Sao Paulo, Brazil (23°S) come from the upper troposphere .. where the concentratiUE are also about 5 to 20 times' greater than at the ground in the same latitudes~ During
the passage of fresh nuclear clouds J the mid-tropospheric values are erratic; they show local
regions of high concentrationso

l:20-l,

L47J

Direct observ~ti"ons of gamma radiation have been mad-a in J"apan
by means of
balloon-borne blmdles of Geiger-MUller cO~1ters; the influence of cosmic radiation was minim·~
iZ~d by anti-coincidence circuits. The results
show patterns which differ from those
obtained by aircraft
It is possible that the technique preferentially meaSQr-es recent tropo~~
spheric debris and that the results are therefore not comparable with those of other methods
which filter the air.

1:48J

o

It may be concluded that the radioactivity concentrations in the upper troposphere
are consistently greater than those at ground level (although there 1s no direct evidence in
the equatorial region)
This result is reasonable since the main source of long... liv~d f:l.ssion
products is t.he stratosphere.
0

308

Stra~sp?eric sampling

Aircraft samplingJ as reported by the United Kingdom.9 the Swedish and Norwegian
Governments.9 penetrates at most about 5 kilometres into the stratosphereo The results of
aircraft measurements in the stratosphere are again reasonably consistent; they show a marked
increase In concentration with altitude to the aircraft ceiling of about 15 kilometres. On
individual flights" the gl'adient across the tropopause is very rnarkedo An increase in cop- _
centration by a factor of 10 to 100 Is usually detected, although according to Storebp ~49-7
the NOl~wegian flights measuring gross radioactiVity do not consistently show an abrupt increase
when passing up\'mrd through the tropopause. The abrupt change at the tropopause was present
in the Norwegian flights of early 1956-1957
but it was lacking in the 1958 flights
An extensive aircraft programme for the measurement of stratospheric radioactivity"
along the 70th West meridian (Project "HASP") was organized by the United States. The follow-
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ing interpreted results have been given by Stebbins ~l~ and Feely ~59-7 from observations
beginning November 1957. First, the fission products are not uniformly distributed in the
stratosphere; non-illliformity is present in both horizontal and vertical directions. There was
about twice as much Sr-90 in the northern hemisphere as in the southern hemisphere as of mid1958. Second, the stratospheric inventory of Sr-90, based on both the HASP and the Ashcan
data to be mentioned below, was 1.0 megacuries as of the same date. Third, the half residence
times for various stratospheric clouds are; 9-15 months for tests at or near the Equ~Gor and
4-9 months for tests at high north latitudes.
It is finally of importance to mention certain estimates and prediotions made by the
HASP analysts. The stratosphere would oontain 0.7 megacurles Sr-90 in January 1960 with no
further testing in 1959; the stratosphere has generally contained about 1.0 to 1.2 megacuries
of Sr-90 over the past several years (prior to mid-1958); the stratospheric reservoir was 2.5
megacuries in November 1958 due to the large polar injections in October 1958 ~51-7. The
north-south profile of vertically integrated Sr-90 above the tropopause shows a peak in the
north polar region of about ~2 mC/km2 , a minimum at about 25°_300 N of 13 mC/km2 , a second peak
near the Equator of 25 mc!km-, a minimum at 25°_30°8 of 4 mC/lcrn2 , and a southern hemisphere
minor maximum of 11 mC/lcrn2 at higher latitude o It must be understood that these integrated
contents depend both on the air concentration and on the depth of the stratosphereo The peak
near the Equator reflects the presence of the undiffused radioactive clouds from the equatorial
tests of the summer of 1958.
The HASP aircraft tracked the stratospheric spread of Tungsten-185 (half-life of
seventy-three days) which was created exclusively in the United States equatorial test series
in the summer of 19580 The nuclear cloud spread 45° in the north-south direction in forty~
four days, which means a latitudinal spread of 1° per day for equatorial clouds as they move
westward in the st.ratosphere 0 In December 1958 (about five months after injection time), the
concentration in the northern hemisphere was five times as high as in the southern hemisphere
~52-7, but this ratio reduced to three in the spring of 1959 ~50-7.
The HASP programme finds evidence for exit of radioactive material from the stratos.(here through the "gap" in the tropopauseo It was also found that debris in the Arctic is
mixed fairly rapidly in both vertical and latitudinal directions.
The most extensive set of observations of stratospheric radioactivity are those due
to Project Ashcan in the United States ~3-7. Stratospheric air has been sampled by means of
a fan pulling air through a large filter paper borne aloft by plastic balloons. Samples have
been collected at approximately 15, 20, 25 and 28 km (50,000, 65,000, 80,000 and 90,000 ft)
over Minneapolis (Minnesota) at latitude 45°N or over Sioux City (Iowa) at 42°N (after July
1958), over San Angelo (Texas) at 31°N, over the Panama Canal Zone at 9°N, and over Sao Paulo
(BraZil) at 23°S~ The results are subject to more uncertainties than those obtained from aircraft collections. The efficiency of collection of the filters is rather doubtful for the
slow flow rates used in the Ashcan Project; it can only be estimated by calibration with high
flying aircraft and with other balloon-borne samplers whose efficiencies are known to be almost
100 per cent. There may also be difficulties in the radiochemical analysis, as the samples
collected by balloons are much s~aller than those collected by aircraft; the variability of
the ratios of Cs-137 to Sr-90~ for example, is rather large.
The Ashcan data demonstrate a decreasing concentration of fission products with
altitude above 20 km (65,000 ft), which means that stratospheric integrals can be estimated
with some confidence~ There is.some evidence that initial impulses of debris from equatorial
tests appear first at 25 km (80,000 ft) level at ~5°N. If the observed month-to_month changes
in concentration are not due to sampling or analysis errors, the conclusion must be drawn that
even a long time after stratospheric injections mixing is still incomplete.
The United States Government has also flown a limited number of balloons equipped
with electrostatic precipitators in the stratosphere ~3-7 in 1953 and 1954 in New Mexico.
Duplicate samples showed relatively poor reproducibilitYD However, an abrupt increase in
concentration in April 1954 bet'L'reen 25 and 30 kIn undoubtedly signalled the arrival of debris
from the equatorial tests which began about one month and a half earlier on 1 March 19540
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Resume of sisrificant fallout items
The following is a resume of significant items.

(a)

The latitudinal distribution of stratospheric fallout is not uniform.

There is a

peak in the north temperate zone, a minimum in the equatorial region, and a secondary
peak in the south temperate Zone. The distribution of radioactive material in the
stratosphere Is also inhomogeneous, both with respect to height and latitUde.

(b)

A seasonal variation of the fallout rate. (maximum in spring, minimum in autumn) is
found in temperate latitudes.
hemisphere.

It is greatly minimized Or is missing in the southern

(c)

A shorter stratospheric residence time is found for debris added at polar latitudes
than for debris injected into the equatorial stratosphere.

(d)

Constant Sr-90 specific activities of rain-water ape observed in homogeneous climatic
areasJ the specific activities tnarid regions are higher than those In rainy regions.

4.

THE BUDGETING OF RADIOACTIVITY FROM WEAPON TESTS
Tables 1-3 provide the total amount of fission products created through 1958 ~5l-7,

expressed in terms of kilotons equivalent

en~rgyo

Table 1
United states and United Kingdom nuclear events

(Yield in kilotons)
Fission yield from
events, the total

yield of which was
Fission yield

Year

1945

60

1946

40

1948

100

1951

500
37,000

1952-1954

1 Mr

or greater

36,000

1955

200

1956

9,000

8,000

19,000

14,000

65,900

58,000

1957.. 1958
TOTAL
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Table 2
Soviet nuolear events

(Yie1cts in kilotons)
Inclusive years

Fission yield'!

1945-1951

60

1952-1954

50o.
4,000
21,000

1955-1956
1957-1958
TOTJ,lL

25,.560.

Table 3
United States, United

Kln~dom,

and Soviet nuolear events

(Yields in kilotons)
Fission yield"

Air

surface

Water
surface

burst

burst

burst

Land

Inclusive years

1945-1951

190

550

20

1952-1954

1,000

15,000

22,000

1955-1956
1957- 1958

5,600

1,500

6,000

31,000

4,400

4,600

37,790
91,860

21,450

32,620

TOTAL
Fission yield, all tests

Libby states that one megacurie of Sr-90 is equivalent to 10,000 kilotons of fission

energy. Thus, 9.2 megacuries of Sr-90 and 15.6 megacuries of Cs-137 (using a Cs-137 to
ratio of 1.7) were created.

Sr-9~

* It is known that 50 per cent is about the average fission yield to total yield ratio for
all US/UK thermonuclear testso The same value has been arbitrarily selected for the
fission yield to total ratio of all Soviet thermonuclear testse
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According to

Sh.elto~ L52J

100 per cent, 20 per cent and 30 per cent of the radio-

active debris from hi&~ yield explosions stabilizes in the stratosphere for air p land surface
and water surface tests respectlvelYa Applied to Table 3, it means that the equivalent of
almost 52,000 kilotons, or 5.2 megacuries of 81"-90, is available for world~wide dispersal.
A small part of this amount, possibly as much as 10 per cent, will actually be derived from
the trospospheric fallout but this will also be dispersed widely over the earth and for the
purpose of budgeting no distinction netween tropospheric and stratospheric fallout need be
made. There is, however, considerable uncertainty regarding the fraction of local fallouto
There is little doubt that most of true air burst debris remains in the air for one or more
da;y3 and an estimat,e of 100 per oent for stabilized airborne debris 15 not likely to be serious~
ly in error. The percentage of stabilized stratospheric radioactive debris from land surface
bursts .. indicated above as 20 per cent .. might be as 10\'/ as 5-10 per cent or as high as 50. SO
per cent. For water surface explosions .. Libby ~5l-7 uses 80 per cent rather than 20 per cent
for the percentage of stabilized airborne debris. The quantity of debris available for worldwide fallout may therefore~ for tests up to November 1958, be equivalent to 45,000 - 60,000
kilotons, or 4.5 = 6.0 megacuries of Sr-90
c

Q

As already noted, analyses of soil results as of the end of September 1958 Guggest
that about )00 megacuries of Sr-90 have been deposited from all non-local fallout sources as
of November 19580 Subtraction of the observed fallout froln that available for world-wide
fallout given above leaves about'2.2 megacuries (with a range of about lG5 to ),,0 megacuries)
still to be deposited on the ground on 1 Novymber 1958. This amount of 202 megacuries of
S1'-90 should be reduced by about 5 per cent for decay' between time of formation and November

1958.

.

An alternate budgeting approach uses the HASP estimate of the stratospheric reservoir
in mid-1958 of 1.0 megacuries of 81'-90. There are probably two sources of error in this
estimate. The first results from incomplete stratospheric sampling and radiochemical uncertainties; it is probably not nmch larger than ± 0.2 megaourieso The second deals with
the uncertainty in the a.ssumed filter efficiency of 100 per centJ errors due to this factor
can only increase the estimated stratospheric content but it is thought that the integral is
not likely to exceed IG25 megacuries" In addition; about 1.5 megacuries of 81'-90 ["51_7 are
estimated to have been'added since mid-1958 so that the total stratospheric content as of
November 1958 might be about 2.5 megacuries. This number, representing the world-~'dde fallout yet to be deposited 1 is comparable with the previous estimate of 202 megacuries or less
and suggests that. the local fallout may be slightly less than estimated.

5.

METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

5Gl

Transport in the troposphere

The transport of radioactive clouds in the troposphere, especially from sources in
the United states Nevada test site, has been the subject of a great number of papers ~54-7.
The bulk of the debris is in the upper mushroom part of the nuclear cloud, and for atomic
clouds which reach the tropopause
meteorological trajectories are usually computed
at about 6 - 9 km (20,000 to 30,000 ft). The speeds of the ,resterly winds at these altitudes
are generally high so that the clouds can circle the globe in a period of two weeks or less.
It has frequently been easy to correlate trajectories of individual clouds with observed air-.
borne or deposited radioact.ivity. The computations of the meteorological trajectories are
strai~1tforwardo The main difficUlty in determining the path of this radioactive debris lies
in the lack of knowledge of the vertical component of the motlon of the partioles, as neither
the terminal velocity of the particles in still air nor the ascending 01' descending motion of'
the air itself is known.

LS5J,

Wilkins ~56-7 has studied the spread in the troposphere of the stabilized atomic
clouds originating from the UoSG Nevada test site by means of aircraft observatiollSo Actual
cross-wind profiles reproduced by Machta ~~e ~57-7 show tl1at the clouds become torn,
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distorted and rained out, so that they rarely shoW the Gaussian distribution suggested in
mathematical models. The dimension of the oloud in the direotion of the wind is greater than
that in the cross-wind direotion. It seems likely that factors other than the ordinary
horizontal diffusion play an important r61e in the spread of the cloud. In partioular,
vertical differences in wind direction and speed together with vertioal mixing appear to be
more effective in the spreading of the cloud than conventional horizontal diffusion. The
meridional spread of deposited tropospheric fallout has been estimated by Maohta and List
~58-7 for a Nevada test series and a single United States Marshall Islands test. In the
temperate latitudes, the turbulent diffusion related to the rapid west to east flow ensures
a decrease of fallout in the north and in the south direction from the source of the explosion.
However, in the equatorial regions, the maximum value of the fallout can be displaoed poleward
of the latitude of the atomio test. An analysis of the IVY MIKE fallout in November 1952
given by Machta, List and Hubert ~59-7 shows that the peak is displaoed from the latitude
of the proving grounds. It is possible that the fallout distribution from tropospheric
equatorial tests in the Marshall Islands depends on the season. During the summer or autumn,
With well-developed oceanic high pressure cells, there is a greater likelihood of poleward
transport in the troposphere. The degree of orOBS equatorial flow ,may also depend on season l
the summer being the season of greater exchange.
The Tungsten-185 ground level air concentrations observed during the summer of 1958
~60-7 show also a displaced peak and there Is evidence of a second maximum in the southern
hemisphere which is however baSed on high values at mountain observatories. The distribution
of this material may also be influenced by stratospherio processes.
A' number of s·tudies have been undertaken to determine whether there eXists a relationship between ground level air concentration of fission produots and meteorological parameterB~
Hinzpeter ~61-7 and Neuwirth ~62-7 find higher conoentrations in maritime tropical air
masses over Germany~ Neuwirth also suggests the existenoe of "deposit spaces"p high pressure
areas in which air with high concentratlonof fission products subsides.
5.2

Transport in the stratosphere

The stratosphare is the layer of the atmosphere which overlies the tropopause, the
top of the troposphere. The tropopause is found ,at about 10 km over the polar regions in
Winter, at about 12 krn in summerJ it lies at about 12 krn over the temperate zone (again'somewhat higher in summer than Winter) and at about 16 krn in the tropics (with little seasonal
variation). In the polar and temperate latitUdes the height of the tropopause also varies
with the passage of cyclones, being lowest Just behind the centre of intense low-pressure
areas
v

The stratosphere is characterized by thermal stability and almost complete absence
of clouds. The thermal stability hinders vertical motions so that vertical transport of mass,
momentum, heat~ etc. is much mower in the stratosphere than 1n the troposphereJ short period
horizontal ,oscillations are also observed to be smaller in the stratosphere than in the
troposphere. The absence of clouds means a laok.of scaven~ing by precipitation.
Zonal winds in the stratosphere transport the arr and the fission produots within
it in easterly and westerly directions. The transport of fission products in a north-south
direction has however been a subject for much speculation, and it is still not known whether
horizontal diffusion or circulation processes play the major rBle. There seems to be firm
evidenoe that the rate of diffusive mixing in the st"atosphere is smaller than that in the
troposphere~

There are several models for the meridional transport of radioactive debris in the
stratosphere which purport to explain the observed fallout distribution in time and space.
(a)

Brewer ~63-7 and Dobson ~64-7 propose a model of transport on the stratosphere
whioh was deduoed already in 1949 and independent of the known fallout distribution.
The Brewer-Dobson model desoribes a meridional circulation which is olaimed to be
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necessal"Y to account for the stratospheric distrlbutlon of two nat.ural atmospheric
tracers: water vapour and ozone. In the proposed circulation, air rises i.nta ,the
stratosphere in equatortal reglonsand :l.t leaves the stratosphere preferentially ;f,n
the latItudes poleward of t~e tropics a The ozone observ~tions suggest that the exit
takes place in the late winter or spring. /fhe Brewer-Dobson; C i.rculat ion is used by
Stewart ~.
and Machta [:65J to explain the observed fallout pattern.
They"believe that the transfer of stratospheric radioactivity and the time of
maximum rate of fallout are well explained by this mOdeL Hagemann et a1. ["66_7

[:37.J

argue that the stratospheric distribution of weapon produced carbon-14 in 1955 also
can be explained by the Brewer-Dobson circulation. Machta and L1st ~58-7 suggest
that Canadian Bel'. yllium-7 observatIons_[:6J
suppor·t the. seasonal va:riation sug....
gested by ~ewer and Dobson. Machta ~58~has listed some of the meteorological
objections to the Brewer-Dobson circulation. These and other serious criticisms
induced many meteorologist.s to express doubt concerning the validity of the Brewer...
Dobson model.

7

(b)

£68J has proposed a mode~ for the ·transport of radioaotivity in the stratosphere in which only diffusion act.s as a transfer agent~ The low values of fallout
in the southern hemisphere ?-re considered due to an equatorial zone of weak horizontal mixing'which lies south of thePaclfic source. regions. The unusually stable
thermal struoture of the lower stratosphere at low latitudes hinder,s downward vertical
Inixing~ which explains the fallout minimum observed in the equatorial regionso
Exit
from the stratosphere is specifically possible in the mid-latitude break in the
tropop~use and would explain
the peak in fallout in the temperate latitudes of each
hemisphere
The polar winter stratosphere is least stable and therefore permits
relatively rapid vertical exchange, this~ in general!) would account for the seasonal
fallout variat1ono Difft"Jrences in mixing rate,,;; (faster between the polar region and
the tropopause gap than from the F.quator to the gap) account for the more rapid fallout from temperate a.Y1d polar str8,tospheric injections. There are no serious meteorological objections to this model. It remains,," of course, to be shown that the
differences in mixing rates required in the model are actually present.
Spar

0

(0)

Mal'tell/..,-31, 69J has in...ferred certain characteristics of stratospheric fallout from
his analysis of short-lived fissi~n products at north temperate latitude statio~s~ as
noted earlier. According to this author, the temperate or polar latitude stratospheric tests brought!) up to the present time, per megaton of produced fissio~nearly
four times as much 8r-90 actiVity over the temperate latitudes of the northern hemi...
sphere as equatorial test.s~ This conclusion forces Martell to assume an appreciably
longer residence time for equatorial stratospheric debris (5-10 year mean residence
time) than for temperate or polar latitude stratospheric clouds (mean residence time,
one year or less). The greater vertical thermal stability in the equatorial stratosphere hinders both vertical and horizontal mixing and accounts for the langel' res i·...
dence. Further, MaT'tell believes that the longer equatorial residence time (particularly of the debris of the higher yield explosions which might rise well above 25 km)
will allow equal partitipning between hemispheres as well as uniform fallout over
the globe .. except for differences in rainfall and other local inhomogeneities~ In a
sense, Martell has modified L:f.bbyls earlier Inodel
by suggesting a shorter
residence time for debris from temperate and polar stratospheric injections and by
considering the north temperate latitude fallout maximum as caused by debris from
temperate and polar nuclear tests exolusively. There are a number of crlticisms of
Martell's views whicll may be notedo First, his meteorological model is too incomplete
to be used as a basts for justifying his conclusions!) which follow from hls inter~
pretation of observations of short-lived fission products& Second.. he lleglects the
. short-lived fission products of tropospheric origin which, as has been found from
observatJ.ons made in the period be1'ore t.here existed a stratospheric reservo:ll', are
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certainly significant.

Martell

L'rOJ admits

that the uncertainty in the partitioning
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of debris of near equatorial origin is, for exarnple,sufficlent to allow for a ratio
of 2:1 between the Sr-90 fallout in the northern and that in sQuthevn hemiBphere~
Third, a north temperate latitude peak was observed in the 1956 soil and pot analysis,
but the amount of temperate or polar stratospherIc debris appears to have been in~
sufficient to acoount for this peak~ Fourth, the results are mainly based on the
ide~tlfication of the spring peak in fallout with the previous autumn temperate or
polar latitude injections" allowing about a 3-8 months lapse for the debris to mix.
down into the troposphere. However, two cases form exceptions to this idea: first,
there was no known stratospheric injection in late 1954 to provide the 1955 spring
peakj and second, the temperate or polar injections in February and March 1958 were
not followed by a fallout maximwn 3-8 months later. Despite these and possibly other
criticisms (for instance the uneven distribution and the seasonal variability of
Tungsten-185 fallout from an equatorial source) Martell'l s ideas have certain attraot_
ive features 6 They wilY be subjeot to a stringent test in the spring of 1960, when
Martell would predict a negligible Sr-90 fallout peak due to the absence of a previous
autumn test.

(d)

Storebp ~7~ proposes a model of transport in the stratosphere and through the
tropopause whioh is in lTIany respects similar to that of Brewer and Dobson. Tropospherio air ascends into the stratosphere in the equatorial regions of the globe
but the descent, poleward of the tropics, is mainly by turbulent exchange. This
mixing _process carries air through the tropopause. In fact, Storebp implies that
vertical mixing may be ,slightly greater in tue tropopause region than in the stratosphere 6 The north~south fallout profile and the seasonal variation of fallout in
the temperate zones are ascribed to meteorological factors.

5.3

~sfer

through the tropopause

In a sense, the movement of radioactive debris Within the stratosphere does not determine t~e location of radioactive fallout, particularly not if there are strongly preferred
exit regions from the stratosphere to the troposphere. Apart from the_ gravitational particle
sett~ing, there exist several other mechanisms by which transfer of debris can take place
from the stratosphere to the troposphere. Machta ~72~ has enumerated the following: ordinary
vertical mixing, quasi-horizontal mixing through the ~aps in the tropopause$ downward transfer.
through "funnels" as proposed by Reed and Danielson L 73-7, disappearance of the tropopause at
one level and its reformation at another level and disa:ppearance of the tropopause during
arctic and antarctic winters. In addition, it is possible that circulations exist in which
air moves bodily into and out of the stratosphere. All these mechanisms favour temperate or
polar latitudes to equatorial latitudes as the probable regions of exc}lange. Ordinary verticai
mixing 1s likely to be less effective in the tropical bands of the earth because of the marked
thermal stability of the lower tropical stratosphere.
Burton and stewart ~74-7 have obtained a profile of Ra-D concentrations in the lowerstratosphere over England which shows, surprisingly, an increase with altitude above the
tropopause. The Ra-D or its parent radon must have originated from the troposphere. Thus,
the increase of Ra-D with height-argues for an entrance of tropospheric air into the stratosphere at latitudes other than those of England. Burton and Stewart have also deduced that
the air containing the Ra-D (and its daughter Ra-F) left the troposphere less than six months
earlier. These observations indicate the existence of a circulation system) the entrill~oe of
air in the stratrosphere must b~ accompanied by the exit of air from the stratosphere as well,
and radioactive debris can therefore enter the troposphere by this transport mechanism.
Some of -the HASP flights ShOl-led a radioactivity pattern with gradual transition in
a north-south horizontal direction through the tropopause gap and the well~known prevalence
_of clear-air turbulence near the gap supports Spar1s idea
that the main horizontal exchange of tropospheric and stratospherlc air takes place in this region6 This view is widely
held by many meteorologists who feel that the vertical thermal stability in the lower stratosphere does not completely suppress horizontal mixing and that horizontal mixing is enhanoed
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Inthe vicln:Ltyof thE;l tropopause gap by the strong winds of the jet stream. This avenue of:
exit of ftsslon product debris from the stratosphere must, at this 'time, sttll be viewed as
unproven and certain slight' evidence actually opposes it. For example, the average location
of the northepn hem:Lsphere tropopause gap is in the spring ftrrther s04th tbPn the point of
m&Xlmum fallout. The location and details of the transfer of stratospheric debris into the
t~opQspheve must therefore still be considered as an unsolved vital problem.

5.4

Residence time

The usual concept of the half Or the mean residence time, as the tim~ in which the
ooncentration of the material in a p~~ervotr +~ reduced to 1/2 or·~e of the original value~
ts' unsatisfactory to meteorologists t In first order kinetics, inherent in the concept of
residence time, the reservoir must continuously be well stirred so that the concentration at
tpe point of exit is the same as in the remainder of the reservoir. The stratosphere, on the
time scale of months or a yeary is not weLl stirred. Almost all stratospheric weasurements
indicate large horizontal and vertical gradients which exist even months or posstbly yea~s
after the injection of the debris ~12J SO, 66, 7S-7. Transfer out of the stratosphere should
properly be computed on the basis of the- equations describing gravitational particle settling
(if any), diffuse horizontal and vertical mixing, and bulk transfer through the tropopause
(if any). Unfortunately, the meteorologist is not yet prepared to make such calculations,
let alone agree on the mechanism; location, and rate of exit from the stratosphere. By default,
the residence time concept is used in order to treat certain problems approximately quantitatively. In do:l,ng so, we recognize that the ;emovaJ. rates are only crudely given.
There are several means for determining the half or mean residence time* of' debris
in the stratosphere. The most simple one is to divide the stratospheric reservoir by the
fallout rate over the whole earth. This method was used by Libby
who obtained a 7-year
half residence time in 1956 and by Machta and List ~58-7 who obtained a value of 3.5 year or
less in 1958~ Whereas Libby had only very scattered informa't;.ion, limited almost exclusively
to t)1e northern hemisphere at this early time .. Machta and List used a world-wide soil programme to determine the fallout rate. In both cases, the stratospheric reservoir was computed
from the fission yields of the tests and the estimates of local and tropospheric fallout. The
stratospheric reservoir.. in general, appears to have been over~estimated and if the new figures
for loual fallout obtained by the United States Department of Defense are correct ~12, 52-7,
the above half residence times ought to be halvedo
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"A second method uses the observed stratospheric contEnt at successive times. The BA6P
1:12 1 50J progranune employed a version of this method in which the input into the stratosphere was again estinlated from the fission yields of the nuclear tests and the loss due to
local and tropospheric fallout. Given the input schedule and the content at a given time,
one obtains a unique solution for the mean residence time or rather the removal rate,** if
this quantity is assumed to be the same for all injections. The HASP single half residence
time is less than one year. The HASP analysts, however, believe that the residence time for
temperate and polar injections is shorter than for equatorial stratospheric clouds and they
suggest that the half residence time for equatorial injections is 9-15 months and for high
latitudes lf~9 months. Hagemann~. ~66-7 obtained a 3.5 year half residence time for
Carbon-ll~ which was injected mainly in equatorial latitude stratosphere and is in gaseous
rather than particulate form.

*

To simplify terminology only a half residence time will be discussed in the text. The
mean residence time can be obtained from the half residence t~e-by multiplying the latter
number by 1.1}5.

**

The removal rate is the reciprocal of the. mean residence time. Thus, a mean residence
time of five years is equivalent to a removal rate of 1/5 or 20 per cent of the stratospheric content per year.
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The residence times for stratospheric
life of Sr-9G or Cs-137 and little decay takes
short values which have now been fOW1d make it
the residence time in order to decide which of
a r81e in the fallout hazard.
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debris are clearly much shorter than the halfplace during its stratospheric hold up. The
important to ascertain reliable estimates of
the shorter-lived fission products can play

Summarizing, it appears likely that debris of equatorial injections -has a half residence time of about one or two years, although a half residence time of as long as 3.5 year~
is·possible~ Evidenoe concerning the half residence time of debris from temperate or polar
injections is based almost entirely on the extensive fallout from the October 1958 test E!eries in the polar regions. The fallout rate from this test series is greater than that for
equatorial injections, which were the main stratospheric source before October 1958 ;-25
The October 1958 test series is believed to have contributed about 75 per cent of the Sr~90
fallout in the rains at Westwood, New Jersey, United states of America, during the spring
of 1959

7Q
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Atmospheric removal processes

It is customary to divide the fallout into dry fallout, which is 'removed from the
atmosphere in dry weather, and wet fallout, l'lhich is removed in precipitating weather. It
has been clearly established th&t the fraction of deposition of non-local fallout on horizontal surface during precipitating weather (in which the removal-is by falling precipitation), is at least ten times greater than that deposited in dry weather ;-42, 50, 77, 78, 937.
This appears to be the case independent of the character of the fallout,-fresh tropospheric or older stratospherico
The following mechanisms may be imagined as removal processes for particles during
non-precipitating periods : gravitational settling out of the atmosphere, impaction by turbulent motion ont.o horizontal surfaces, impaction onto quasi-vertical surfaces by the wind,
attraction to the ground or water surface by other than -gravitational forces (SUCh as electrostatic or thermal forces). It is possible that some tropospheric "fallout, in the 1-50
micron size range, may deposit because of gravitational settling during the first week following an explosion, but beyond this time gravitational settling of debris is probably unimportant except in the very thin boundary near the ground Impaction of particles on horizontal surfaces or transport of particles into a thin boundary layer near the ground undoubtedly plays a r81e in dry deposition but one is unable to evaluate this loss from the air quantitativelYft Impaction on vertical or quasi-vertical surfaces like trees, grass, buildings,
waves in the sea, is probably the most important removal process during dry weather. The
existence of this effect has heen demonstrated on wire screens L79-7and plants ~80-7. Although it is theoretically possible to compute the collection efficiency of an arbitrarily
shaped body for particles of a given size moving With a knO\m speed, in practice no attempt
has been made to·do this~ Removal by impaction rna;" be particularly important with regard to
the hazard due to foli.ar uptake. The effect of other forces than gravlty on the removal of
particles from the ~~mosphere is entirely unknown but most investigators assume that it is
negligihle.
0

'£he following mechanisms have been suggest.ed. as important in precipitation scavenging t removal by int.erception and inertial effects, nucleating processes, capture by Brownian
motion, Dlotion toward a water droplet as a result of the vapour pressure gradient~ electrostatic attraction, and dOWl~ward drag in the air behind a falling precipitation element. The
collection efficiency of falling precipitation elements for small particles due to the inertia of these partteles \'lhich are unable to pass around the falling water element or whose
edged touch can be eastly calculated. Theory and actual field tests show that the collection
efficiency for particles smaller than about 5 microns iil d;tameter is very small, almost zero
r18, 82 7. Capture by Brownian motion has been evaluated by Greenfield
for various
'8:tmosphm::ic precipitation rates~ it was found too be small for particles greater than about
001 micron but very hign for particles smaller t.han 0.01 microns:.

L83J
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The movement of very small particles toward a condensing

water~element

or away from

7.

an evaporating water-element has been studied 17xpertmentally and theore·tically by Facy rS4
Again .. the mechanism proves to be important for very small particles .. probably only fOl':-tho-:;e

smaller than 0.1 microns.
Particles of radioactive dust may act as condensat.ion nuclei. The question whether
they are preferred condensation nuclei as a result of electrostatic attraction also needs
some attention. Greenfield ;-85 7-argues that althou~1 radioactive dust acquires a charge,
this is so transitory that -it
not affect the condensation prooess or the precipitation

does

mechanjsm. Machta and Harris r86 7 indicate that the dust partlcles from the Nevada Test
Slte apparently do not act as-good freezing nuclei.

The downward drag of particles in the wake of a falling precipitation element is
unlikely to be very effeotive through great depths of the atmosphere, as it is not reasonable
to expect the same air to remain .in the wake of a droplet for long periods of descent. On the
other hand, it has been demonstrated that coalescence between a water element and aerosol particles in its wake can indeed oocur, but this is only the case if the water element and the
aerosol particle.s have approximately the same fall velocity. Th1.s process is not effective
for large precipitation elements and micron oX" submlcron radioactive particles.

Three mechanisms (attachment by Brownian motlon,. transfer along a vapour pressure
gradient and action as a nucleus' for a precipitation element), will therefore result in the
~ncorp0ration of dust in water particles before the latter have an appreciable fall speed.
'fhus J the amount of radj.oactivity removed by' rain depends on the rad.ioactivity concentration
in the natural cloud.
The residence times of particulates in the troposphere have been measured by various
techniques. From the lack of equilibrium between radon and its decay product Ra-D, a halfresidence time of about one day or so has been deduced in the northern hemisphere by Lehman
and Sittkus

r87

7. Haxel and Schumann

;-88 7 and Lockhart et a1.

r897

inferred siml.lar

values from t~he Ra-D measurements of Burton-and stewart r74~d-the-radon observations of
Gale and Peaple

r90 7.

This short residence time reflects the life-history of dust particles

which originate in the lowest layers of the atmosphereo Junge and Gustafson r91 7 estimate
a 3-day half residence for salt particles present i~ the troposphere as a wr~left--Lettau /92
calculated an approximate value of 7 days for the half residence tlme of water vapour mole...
cules in the atmosphere A half residence t:l.me of 10-35 days has been found b~r Lockhart et al o

7

0

by Lehmann and Sittkus /-87 7and by Bur·ton and SGeWal't r74 7from the lack of equ~
librlum of Ra-F and its parent Ra-D--in groLlIld level air and in ;ain: Burton and stewart

r897,

L7g

have measured the ratios of these radioisotopes in the upper troposphere (8.5 kilometres) and
found ~'5-day half residence time for these levels .. rrheir measurements 'of Ra-D and Ra-F show
higher concentrations of both radioisotopes in the upper troposphere than at ground level
despite the lower radon concentrations aloft.; this is due to the ra.pid removal of Ra-D in the
lower' 'atmosphere. In this sense there is some similarity bebleen the residence, times of lia - F
in the upper troposphere and those of tropospheric fallout. Goel et ai,

r937

and LB.l

f

94

7

in India have deduced about a 35-day half residence time for the 'dust, to-Which the cosmlc ray radionuclides are attached. These isotopes are mainly created in upper tropospheric levels so t.hat the obtained values of the residence times are comparable ~lith the residence
times of fission products from nuclear tests • .rtu1ge and Werby
7have derived a 30-day
half residence time for sulphur dioxide but they do not contend th~t their result is necessa-

r95

rily applicable to particulates, Finally, Stewart et al, /-3"( 7 have obtained a 20-day half

residence tlme for tropospheric radioactive debris- itself:

--

The above evidence po:t.nts to a half residence t:J.me of about 20_1~O de.ys for particulates which are present well above the ralnbearing layers of the a'tmosphere~ It is this time
rather than the much shorter residence·time derived from tracers in the surface layers which~
generally speaking J can be expected to be the best estimate for the half residence time of
radioactive fallout. The l"ain mechani.sm very likely account,s for the bulk of the removal of
the particles which al~e lnltially· above t.he rainbear'ing layers.
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There is some evidence which points to little or no decrease of fission product oon~
oentration during rains ~61, 96-7, suggesting a negligible scavenging effect of falling pre.
oipitation on low-level debris. Isotopes, Inc. at Westwood, N.J., ;-30 7also fo~nd only a
slightly higher radioactivity in the early parts of rains than in the lattsr parts, This in.
dicates that. the interception mechanism is not an important means of attacl1ing dust to pre...
cipitation elements. I t was found at Mcunt Washington, New Hampshire (about 2 km height),
that the specific activity of natural cloud water was just as high as that of the rainwater
in the same general area /~ }T. It can be shown that the Sr-90 content of rain exceeds that
which would be derived by~dePositing the Sr-90 in the entire column from the rainbearing
aloud to the ground level. This again strcngly implies that scavenging of the 8r_90 by falling precipitation elements, even if 100 per cent efficient, would, on the average, be insuf~
fieient to provide the observed Sr-9) found in rainwater.
There exist rather great day-to-day differences in the specific radioactivity of
rainwater. If it is assumed that the collection efficiency of the cloud particles is to a
large extent always the same, then the following factors may be considered responsible for
these variations.
First, the concentration of fission produc"ts varies with season, place and time within a season. Second, as pointed out by Holland
7, the ratio of fission product concentration to water vapour content in .the same air mass is important as will be argued below. Third,
the life-history of the cloud droplets and analogous characteristics play a role in the dust
collection process. For example, small dropl'ets which remain suspended in natural clouds for
long periods can more effectively remove dust particles by the action of Brownian motion than
large droplets

;-3

Q

It has been observed that the specific activity of rain with respect. to Sr-90 is
greater in the arid regions of western United States than in the more humid areas of the southeastern United States
This difference can be explained by any of the three following
possible effects. First~ tropospheric tests are conducted in the state of Nevada, the western
United States area. This may partially account for higher accumulated fallout; it has peen
found" however, that the specific activity in rain during Nevada tests is not particularly
high and that on the other hand the specific actiVity is generally high in comparison with
that in the humid areas. Second, it is known from radar observations that natural clouds extend to greater heights over the arid region of the western United States than over the humid south-eastern United 3tates
Since the Sr-9J concentration increases with height,
this may result in higher specific activities of rain in areas where natural clouds penetrate
to higher altitudes~ A third basis for the difference may be found in the low moisture concentration in the drier region. In an arid area, more air must contribute its moisture to
produce the same amount of rain as in a moist region~ The larger amount of ail' brings more
31'-90 in contact with t.he growing droplet resulting in a higher specific-actiVity. Although
some objections can be made to this idea, it can explain at least part of the difference
between the higher values of the specific activity of the arid region rain and the lower values of humid region rain.

£""'rJ.

LWJ.

Attempts have been ma..d~ in several studies to correlate the radioactivity concentration of ground-level air with the rate of deposition. Hinzpeter ~61-7 could find no rela.tionship between ground-level alI' concentration. and the specific radioactivity of rainwater over Germany. If the amount of fallout per time unit is divided by the radioactivity
concentration of the air at ground level a quantity with the dimension of speed is obtained~
Blifford et ala
7 computed this lIapparent settling velocity" for particles deposed as
dry and as wet f-;llout on horizontally exposed gummed fIlm sheets at Washington, D.C~ The
value for non-precipitating days was 0.8 kilometres per day£ the average values for all days
was 13 kilometres per day. The dry fallout settling. speed of 0.8 kilometres per day would
correspond to a Stokes law settling speed for a IO~micron diameter particle (speci.fic gravity of 2.0) "rhich is higher than expected~ The high average value for the "appa.rent. settling
velocity" is presumably the result of increasing concentration of specific radioactivity of
air with al ti tude and the fact that most of the radioactivity 1s broughl> down with rain

r9S
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;-997

which obtains its radioaotivity from higher altitudes. storeb~
has also attempted to
obtain a relationship between the amotmt of gross fission produ(;t fallout and the amount of
precipitation in Norway without marked success.
The very short (order of one day) residence time of Ra-D in the lowest levels of the
atmosphere suggests that removal of dust during dry weather is not negligible. It can be shown
that with the observed ground concentration of Sr-90 present in a ground "blanket ll of' air not
thicker than 0.3 km, and assuming a half residence time of· one day, the dry fallout will
amount to about 10 per cent of the observed wet fallout. It has also been observed that this
amolUlt is of the same order as the dry fallout found on funnel or pot colleo tors in the United
states.
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The deposition of dust directly on foliage can take place either during dry weather
or during preoipitation. The ~nount of radioactivity absorbed by plants is, however, difficult
to determine. There are several other problems related to the behaviour of particles on plants
or on the ground. The~e are I the degree of washing from plants by rain falling after deposition or impaction has taken place and the influence of erosion on the particles deposited on
the ground. In theory, particles smaller than 200 microns are eroded only at very high wind
speeds ;-100 7, however, saltatIon by other pa.rtioles may assist in makIng these smaller
Sr-~) carrying particles airborne. On the other hand, the compounds of Sr-90 and Cs-137 are
soluble and particles consisting of these compowlds are no longer solid particles after being
wetted# so that erosion possibilities may be unimportant.
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6.

FUTURE FALLOUT

The north-south distribution of non-local radioactive fallout can be predicted with
the aid of our knowledge of the deposition of tropospheric and stratospheric fallout (seG
Fi"'gures 1 and 2) and the estimates of the stratospheric half-residence times given previously"

Figure 1 shows the north-south average profile for tropospheric fallout for nuclear
tests at the latitudes of 37°N and lION. The same types of profiles are applicable to test 0
at other latitudes. Two profiles are shown for equatorial test fallout; it is assumed that
in the spring or winter season the tropospheric fallout will be distributed according tD
the profile shann by CASTLE BRAVO, but that for a test in the summer or autumn the profIle
identified by IVY MIKE may be more correct. Due to the sparse network of observing points s
there is considerable doubt about the correctness of the equatorial profiles and the two
patterns may reflect the uncertainty in the data instead of a suggested ~easonal difference~
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Figure 2 - Idealized stratospherio fallout distribution.

It has been observed that tropospheric fallout (originating from tests with local fallout)
shows a decreasing intensity dO~f[lwind from the proving ground.
Figure 2 illustrates the fallout distribution for stratospheric debris. RadioactiVity transferring from the stratosphere into the troposphere will be distributed. in each
hemisphere according to the indicated profile for that hemisphere alone. The partitioning
of stratospheric debris between hemispheres must be given in order to estimate the fallout
in each hemisphere. It is suggested that debris injected at 11° is partitioned ina 2 to 1
ratio in favour of the hemisphere of the test but that stratospheric debris in temperate or
polar latitudes will be deposited entirely within the hemisphere of the test. In lieu of
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better Information.. it may be assumed that clouds within 5° of the Equator will partition
equally between hemispheres. The above estimates are derived from nuclear clouds which rose
to levels not higher than about !to kilometres.
The idealized profiles for tropospheric and stratospheric fallout given in Figures 1
However,_ it is probable that the large departures from the average latitudinal curve of the values at individual localities and their unand 2 are subject to several sources of error.

oertainties "Till overshadow the uncertainty in the mean profile. Fallout at specific loca-

tions may differ from the values indicated for the same latitude in the average praftleas a
result of deviation of rainfall from the average for the latitude, due to topographic or other
causes. It is importru~t to keep such departures from the average curve in mind, when making
a forecast of fallout for a given location.
It is possible to approximate the difference in fallout at a given locality from
the average for the latItude by as Bruning that effectively all of the deposition takes place
with precipitation and that the specifiaactivity is approximately constant in a given climatic area. The specific activity ih each such area depends, as has already been pointed out,
on the average rainfall in that area. Figure 3 plots specific activity based on Sr-90 fallout
versus annual rainfall. The sloping lines show the specific activity as a function of rainfall at a given latitude (Where the air concentration is assumed to be constant).* The predicted average specific activity for a certain latitude, obtained by dividing the predicted
fallout by the average (actual or normal)annual precipitation for the latitude, and-the average rainfall locate a point 011 the chart of Figure 3. Following along the sloping line passing through the above point .. a specific activity corresponding to the new average rai:nfall
for the climatic region, in which the locality of interest lies .. is derived. The new specific
activity for the climatic area multiplied by the rainfall at the actual location prOVides the
desired fallout.
The amount of long-lived fission products in the atmosphere in November 1958 and
available for future fallout can be estimated in two ways, each involv~ng approximations and
assumptions which cannot be completely verified as already described above. The estimates
are .. however, in fairly good agreement.
The usual approximation concerning the production of 81'-90 is 1 I megaton of fission
yield == 0.1 megacurie of 81'-90 =: 0.19 millicurie 81'-90 per square kilometre, if uniformly distributed over the globe.
The 1958 soil analysis in Figure !t indicates that 3.0 megacuries have already been
deposited over the world, exclusive of local fallout by 1 November 1958. From the limited
aircraft and balloon data it is ~stimated that in mid-1958 there was 1.0 megacurie of Sr-90
in the stratosphere; it is furthermore estimated that in the period from July to November
1958, 105 additional megacuries were injected into the atmosphere, resulting in a total of
2.5 megacuries in the atmosphere as of November 1958.
The dotted curve in Figure 4 shows the expected distribution of 8r-90 on the ground
in 1962-1963. It is based on the following factors I of the above-mentioned quantity of Sr-90
in the stratosphere, 0.7 megacu~ie is present in the northern hemisphere and 0.3 in the southern hemisphere; it is assumed that virtually all of the L5 megacuries added after mid-1958
remains i.n the northern hemisphere} it is expected that future stratospheric fallout will
parallel that in the past; finally, allowance is made for radioactive decay. On the basis of
the present estimates of residen~e tinles it is thought that all the debris now in the atmosphere will have been deposited by 1962-1963. The peak of 28 to 30 millicuries per square
kilometre in the 40 o _50 oN latitude band may be increased by as much as 15 mll11curies per
square kilometre additional Sr-90 in the al'ea downwind of the Nevada Test Site. The equatorial

*

The curved dashed parts on the left-hand side at low rainfall rates are less certain,
probably due to significant contributions of dry ra11outo
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miniJJ1Um win be about 4 millicuries per square kilometre and the secondary peak in the south_
ern hemisphere should be about 8 millicuries per square kilometre. Cesium-137 fallout should
be similarly distributed, with 7alues about 1.7 times greater.
The average concentration of Sr-90 in ground_level air which reached a peak of
about 10 to 15 disintegrations per minute per 100 cubic metres at some northern hemisphere
stations in the spring of 1959, will wldoubtedly not be surpassed i f no further testing takes
placel the values will decline sUbstantially. A smaller peak of perhsps 1/3 to 1/6 of the
1959 values should occur in the spring of 1960 if theories concerning a spring maximum are
valid.
J

Mathematical models for predicting the detailed history of stratospheric fallout
using first order kinetics for the removal process have been given by Campbell ;-101
J
Kuroda
and Beohert

L35J

L102J.
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AIR CONCEN:r.RATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAIB AT GROUND LEVEL
ALoNG THE 80th W MERIDIAN

1.

INTRODUCTION

The progrmnme which will be discu~sed in this paper is a programme of measurement
of the fission product radioactivity in the air along the 80th meridiano It has been carried
out by the UoSo Naval Research Laboratory in co~operation with the UoSo Atomic Energy Commls~
sion and the U.S. Weather Bureau. Actual radioactivity collections have been carried out
at various sites along the 80th meridian (W} by the co-operating groups indicated in Table I.
This project has been a part of the International Geophysical Year and International Geophy~ic-·
al Co-operation-1959 programmes on Atmospheric Nuclear Radiation.
Each collecting site makes daily collections of airborne particulate matter by use
of' extremely effic~.ent asbestos_based filters" and blower units which draw air through the
paper at a rate ot 30 cubic feet .per minute (approximately 1200 cubic metres per day)
These
exposed filters are sent to 'Washington" D.C. by air, ashed at 650°C" compressed to a disk
and counted for radioactivity ll} days after exposure using statldard If-counting techniques.
This delay permits the interfering natural radioisotopes collected to decay to negligible
levels. At the end of 'each month samples from a given site are combined into a single sample
for radioohemical analysis for the lsotopes Sr-89, Sr-90, Y-9l" CS-137, Ce~141" Ce...144 and
w-185.
0

Results of the daily measurements of the gross activity are reported at monthly
intervals together with the radioactivity profile for that month.
2.

GROSS FISSION PRODUCT CONCENTRATIONS

The series of monthly profiles for 1958-1959 are shown in Figures 1-4. Note the
persistent feature of a low concentration of activity in tIle ground level air in the tropical
regions, a secondary minimum near 65°N" and the'maximum activity levels in the region of
25~35°N (With a corresponding maximum at similar southern latitUdes).
These maxima COnsiEt=
ently appear at lower latitudes than do those of Sr-90 found by soil analysis o
In FIgure 1, the influx of Soviet debris J.n the spring of 1958 is very eVident) however" it may have been superimposed on a seasonal maximum in the rate of deposition of strato.~
spheric debris since there was a sharp increase in Sr-90 during this same period a Note also
that there was no apparent cross~over of this debris into the southern hemispherea The peak
there in May and June was due to tests in the equatorial region of the Pacific Ocean.
The high activity in the southern hemisphere during July 1958" shown in Figure 2,
was due primarily to U.S. tests at about lOON latitude in the Pacific. This was confirmed
by analyses for W-185 which was produced uniquely in this test series. The highest activity
concentrations were encountered at the high altitude sites of Huancayo, Peru and Chacaltaya~
Bolivia ~,353 and5;220 metres, respectively). United Kingdom tests at Christmas Island undoubtedlycontributed to the radioactivity in the equatorial region during September 1958~
During the autunn1 of ]958 fresh debris from the Soviet tests (Ootober 1958) appeared in the
northern hemisphere.
Figure 3 shows the strong spring maximum (1959) resulting from s·tratospheric deposition in the northern hemisphere. In early 1959 there was a suspicion of transfer of activity
across th~ Equator (the hi@l point in the southern hemisphere is at Iquitos, eas'c of the
Andes). Bogota$ too, is hi~~ on the side of the curve indicating the strong effect of northern hemisphere air. Note that the zone of highest act:l.vity seemed to shift northward as
summer approached~

'cl\
Table I - Collecting sites associated with the NRL/IGY Programme on Atmospheric Nuclear Radiation
Elevation
Station

latitude

Longitude

(m)

Operat.or

Daily filter collections
Thule,.".Greenland

Coral Harbour, N.W.T. Canada
Moosonee, Ontario, Canada
BeUford, Mass., U.S.A.
Silver Hill.. Maryland~ U.S.A.
(Washington, D. C. )
Columbia.. S.C., q.S.A
Miami, Florida
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Miroflores, Panama Canal Zone
Bogota, Colombia
Qui to, Ecuador
Guayaquil, Ecuador.
Iquito:s" Peru

76°35'1l

68°35'W

64°12'N
51o l6'N
42°27 ' N

83°22'W
800 39 I W
71022 rW

38°50'N

76°57'W

33°57'N
25° 49'N
IBo26'N

810 07''W
80ol7'W

9"OO'N

66°oo'w
79°35'W

259
59
10

80
88
69
4
10
10

IGY Thule Coordinator, U.S. Air Force
Meteorological Branch, Department of Transport (Canada)
Meteorological Branch, Department of Transport (Canada)
USAF Cambridge Research Center
U.S. Weather Bureau
U.S. Weather Bureau
U.S. Weather BureaU"
U.S. Weather Bureau
Canal Zone Corrosio.n Laboratory, O.S. Naval Research
Laboratory
Inst~tuto Geof{sico de los Andes Colombianos
Astronomic Observatory
Met~orological Office
Corporacion Peruana de Aeropuertos y AViacion Comercial

2 10'S

79°52'W"

3°45'8

73°11'W

2640
2818
7
117

12°c6's

77°01'W

1)4

Corporaclon Peruana de Aeropuertos y AVlacion Comercial

12°07'S
170 lOIS

75°20'W

3353
522Q

23°37'8
30002'8
33°27'8

51°13'W

Institute Geof!sice de Huancayo
Oniversidad Mayor de S~ Andres, Laboratorio de F!sica
Cosmica de Chacaltaya
NASA Satellite Tracking Station
Service de Meteorolog~a
Oficina Meteordlogica·de Chile
o .S. Weather Bureau
Ofieina Meteorologica de Chile

4°37 1 N

0008'8
0

74°04'W
78°26'w

(CORPAC)

Lima, Peru

(CORPAC)

. Huancayo,- Peru
Chacaltaya, Bolivia
Antofagasta" Chile
Porto Alegre, Brazil
Santiago, Chile
Puerto Montt, Chile
Punta Arenas, Chile

41°27 1 3

53°08'8

68°15 'w
70016'w
70042'W
72°57'W
70053'W

519
24
520
5
3

Weekly filter collections
Drifting Station Alpha *
Mauna IDa,

Hawa11~

T .B.

Pearl Harbour', oahu, T.R.
Sub1c Bay. Philippines

*

83°86'N
19°28'N
2l022 1 N

14°49'N

Stat.ion evacuat.ed November 1, 1958.

1100lBo 'w
155° )6'w
157° 58'w
1200 17'E

3

3394
5
18

O.S. Weather Bureau/lGY
Weather Bureau/IGY
U.S. Naval Air Station, Ford Island
U.S. Naval Station, Subic Bay
U.S
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Figure 4 indioates that the zone of highest activity had shifted farthest north in
July and then began to return southward. More importantly, it shows that the aotivity levels
in the north were decreasing with great rapidity.
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Figure 3 - Radioaotivity
profiles, January-June 1959.

FiguI'e 4 - Radioaotivity
profiles, July-Deoember 1959.

These changes are summarized in Figure 5, which shows the integrated tropospheric
activity in each hemisphere by months. In the northern hemisphere, an influx of debris from
Soviet tests ooourred in March and April 1958, a small amount of U.S. debris from the Paoifio
appeared in July and August} then another strong influx. of Soviet debris canie in OctoberNovember 1958. The aotivity remained high dUring early 1':159, reaohing a peak in April. The
rapid deoay after April 1959 is noteworthy. The slope of this ourve (May-Ootober), even
after correcting for a six month,half~life decay periOd for the ,gross actiVity, indicates a
maximum residence half-time of about 30 days for this material in the troposphere. Changes
in the air oonoentrationof Sr-90, CS-137 and Ce-144 at several individual sites oorroborate
this 30-day maximum residenoe half-time. If during this period some stratospherio leakage
was occurring, the troposphere residence time must have been even less than the above figure.

In the southern hemisphere the peak actiVity in JUly 1958 was due primarily to U.S.
debris. The secondary peak in September was probably rela~ed to U.K. tests at Christmas
Island in August and september 1958. GraBS fission product measurements give no clear indication of seasonal variations in the rate of stratosphe~ic deposition in the southern hemisphere.
Figure 6, wh~ch presents data accumulated prior to the era of the thermonuclear
device, indicates the rapid removal of tropospheric debris and the lack of any stratospheric
reservoir in 1951-2. There is no indication of aoy residual fission-produot oontamination
in the air during February, Maroh and April 1952 whioh could be related to the deposition
of stratospheric debris.
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Figure 5 - Tropospheric burden of gross
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RADIOCHEMICAL ANALYSES OF FISSION PRODUCT MIXTURES

The next figures deal with some of the isotopes whose concentrations have been
determined by radiochemical assay of monthly filter samples. They are, 1n general, selfexplanatory.

Figure 7(a) shows a definite maximum in the Sr-90 oonoentration of the northern
hemisphere air during the spring of 1958 with highest values at 35-40oN latitude. Reoent
data indicate an even more pronounced peak in the spring of 1959. Figure 7(b) shows how
the monthly Sr-gO concentrations in the equatorial zone change from a northern hemisphere

regime similar to that in Figure

7(a) to one which is characteristic of the southern hemi-

sphere. Figure 7(0) indicates that there is, perhaps, a fall minimum In the air concentrations of Sr~90 in the southern hemisphere which is being largely obscured by fresh debris

from the Pacific tests of 1958.
periods

Figures 8 and 9 show the profiles of Sr-90 along the 80th meridian during the
1958 and Janua~-Jul~ 1959 respectivel~. The ratio of the integrated

Januar~-April

northern to southern hemisphere burdens of Sr-gO 1n the lower layers of the troposphere in-

creased from 4.1 to 7.1 during the period
the period January to May 1959.

Janua~

to March 1958, and from 8.1 to 19.1 during

l0r:--------------------,
o JANUARY
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Figure 8 - Profile of Sr-90 in the
ground-level air along the 80th
meridian - January through April 1958.

SOUTH

From the profiles of the contribution of Sr-90 to the gross activity levels~ ShOlfn
in Figure IO~ it is clearly eVi~ent that, during the period January-April 1958, older debris
were present in the southern hemisphere air than in air of the northern hemisphere and,
furthermore, that one cannot use gross activity levels to estimate Sr-90 concentrations with

aDo/ degree of reliability.
The latitudinal variations of several isotopes during March 1958 are shown in

Figure 11.

Note that the Cs-137/Sr-90 ratio is approximately 2 at all sites.

The values

of the Y_91/ce-144 ratios again indicate younger debris in the northern hemisphere than in
the southern hemisphere.
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TRACER STUDIES USING w-185
Several times during the preceding presentations mention has been made of the W-185

tracer generated during the U.S. Hardtack tests of April-July 1958. The results of w-185
analyses, shown in Table II, indicate that in January 1959, the w-185 concentration of the
Table I I - Concentration of W-185 in the air at ground level
along the 80th meridian during 1959
Activity in disintegrations/minute per 100 s.c.m. of air, corrected

for decay to JUly 15, 1958
Jan.

Mar.

May

July

207

234

198

49

28

Maosouee

190

214

250

143

43

Washington

274

234

214

98

Miami

'308

330

252

73

22

Mlraflores

112

156

78

30

(8)

Quito

20

13

48

Lima

48

27

Antofagasta

73

37

38

55

Santiago

55

53

38

(37)

Coral Harbour

Puerto Montt

9.0*

Sept.

Nov.

36
36
33
40

(0)

(9)

17

(24)
(20)
(13)

*

Ptmta Arenas data for January.
( ) Values in parenthesis are unreliable due to low counting rates.

surface layers was roughly four times higher in the northern than in the southern hemisphere.
Since this was at a time when one might expect minimum seasonal effects on stratospheric
deposition rates, it perhaps indicates a 4 to 1 split of Hardtack debris between these areas.

The profile of

~1-185

during the period May-Jul" 1958 is shown in Figure 12.

Note

the rapidity of north/south spread of activity. It may probably be assumed that the device
from which this w-185 originated was detonated 12 or 13 May; if this is true, within two
weeks it was detectable over the region between 34°N and 24°3. The four sites of highest
activity during May were Eogota,Quito, Huancayo and Chacaltaya, the stations at the highest
elevations. It is postulated that this initIally rapid spread was due to transport by winds
of the upper troposphere. The high aetiv! ty at 3 l19N during July may have come from debris
that travelled via the Philippines and Japan, as high activity was encountered there in late
June and early July. Also Mauna Loa" Hawaii (at about 200 N) registered a very high w-185

count during July (about 1200 d/m(100 s.c.m., eight times that at Cbacalcaya during its June
peak).
'
Figure 13 shows the seasonal changes in w-185 and the W-185/Sr-90 ratios during the
past year.. There is definite evidence of a spring maximum in the w-l85 concentration in the
northern hemisphere during 1959 (shown by the uppermost set of 3 curves). However" the season""

al change of the W-185 concentration was less than that of Sr-90, so that the ratio of w-185
to Sr-90 results in the curves shown in the lower part of the figure. It is evident that two
separate sources are contributing activity to the troposphere at different rates. This 1s
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in agreement with data obtained from balloon and aircraft flights in the stratosphere which
have shown two separate SOliX'ces of activity in the stratosphere, namely one, rich 1n W-185 ..

o WASHINOTON
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Figure 1) - Seasonal changes in the w-185
concentration (upper ourves) and the W-IBS/Sr-90
ratio (lower curvea). The W-185 values have been
corrected for radioactive decay to 15 July 1958.

centred over the equatorial region and a second, located in the Arctic region, and containing
much smaller quantities of W-185.

SUMMARY

A knowledge of the concentrations of fission products in the air at ground level is
essential for an understanding of the processes involved in the ultimate deposition of stratospheric debris.
While the 80th meridian network may not be ideally situated meteorologioally, it is
the only network that gives comparable measurements over any great range of latitude. The
data obtained from this meridional network are not inconsistent in any way with that obtained
at similar' latitudes by the use o.f other techniques" and thus seem to give a Wlif'led picture
of the world-wide distribution of fission products.
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In 1956~ the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission started a trial programme to sample the
stratosphere between about 15 and 30 kilometres by means of a balloon-borne air filter.
The operation was called Project ASHCAN because the filtering device, about a metre
long, resembled an ordinary ash can in size and shape. The filter 1s wrapped around the
inner frame and inserted into the holder. When the balloon reaches the prescribed altitude,
the door opens and the blower at the other end turns on and begins to draw air through the

filter.
h~r_

The balloon floats at a fixed altitude during the sampling process, usually for an

or two" until about 1,000 standard cubic feet of air* have passed through the filter.

The

sampler then descends by parachute and when recovered, the filter is removed and sent to a
radiochemical laboratory. The filter contains an extremely minute quantity of debris, of the
order of a microgramme~ spread over a large surface, and the analysis is difficult. The
material is routinely analysed for Ba-140. Zr-95. Ce-144. C8-137. Sr-89. Sr~90. since mid1958. W-185.
By 1957~ four sampling locations were established for probing the stratosphere. These
were" Minneapolis, Minnesota, 45°N., San Angelo, Texas', 32°N." the Panama Canal Zone, gON.,
and Sao Paulo, Brazil, 23°3. At each of these stations, four flights a month were planned,
one each at 15" 20, 24 and 21 km. Although there are many shortcomings in the data, it is
possible to obtain an estimate or the stratospheric inventory of fission products.
Figure 1 shows an analysis of the estimates of the stratospheric content of Sr-90
derived from the balloon programme for the first six months of 1957 and of 1958. The absoissa
is latitude on a sine scale, the ordinate altitude and the lines are Sr-90 concentration in
disintegrations per minute per 1,000 SCF. Note that actual data e~ist at only a very limited
number of points, and the 1s01ines of Sr-90 concentration must be viewed as approximative.
Each data point is the average of all observations at that latitude and elevation for a six
months period, January through June. Integration of the figures gives a stratospheric oontent
of 0.78 megacuries of Sr-90 in the stratosphere in the first half of 1957 and 0.55 megacuries
in 1958~ Preliminary results from the few samples available for the early part of 1959· indicate that the stratospheric Sr-~O inventory was about one megacurie. All of the inventory
estimates must be viewed as tentative and the results of the balloon programme will be combined with aircraft data in the lower stratosphere (see Spar: Notes on the high altitude
sampling programme (project HASP) of the U.S. Department of Defense).
Some of the important shortcomings of the balloon data must be mentioned. In order
to draw the rarified stratospheric air through the filter with the power available, a very
porous mat must be used, and even so the reSUlting air stream velocities are small, about 30
metres a minute~ This means that the efficiency for collecting the small particles of Sr-90
is considerably less than 100 per cent, and must be corrected. Theoretical work and laboratory experiments have resulted in curves of filter efficiency versus altitude for various
particle sizes. The problem is then to estimate the stratospheric particle sizes. This bas
been done by comparison of simultaneous balloon and aircraft sampling at about 15 km. Because
of the higher flow rates possib~e through aircaft filterp~ their efficiency approaches 100 per
cent. The balloon filters appeared to have an average efficiency of about 30 per cent, from
which a particle size in the range of 0.02 to 0.2 ~ could be computed. Using these results"
the efficiency of the balloon filters at other altitudes was estimated; it increased to 80 per
cent at 27 km.

*

A standard cubic foot is the volume of the air in cubic feet if compressed to standard,
sea-level condltions. At 15 km this would amount to a volume of ambient air seven times
larger~ at 30 km about 55 times larger.
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Another estimate of filter efficiency and particle sizes was made by comparing results obtained using a newly-designed l very efficient collector with considerably greater
flow velocities through the filter mat. Simultaneous collections at several altitud~8 up to
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Figure 1 - Distribution of Sr-90 in disintegration per minute per 1,000 standard cubic feet
in the stratosphere; (a) pe~lod January - June 1957, (b) period January - June 1958.

27 km show Ashoan filter efficiencies of the same order as predicted from the aircraft comparisons, and particle sizes in the range of 0.05 to 0.1 #
Another disturbing feature in the balloon data results from the observed ratios of
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isotopes. For example, the Cs-137/Sr-90 ratio should be, on the basis of fission yield data,
about 1.7_ Observed ratios in the balloon data average from 2.1 at the lower altitudes to
3.5 at the upper levels with large standard variations. This is presumably a result of the
extremely small sample sizes. Storebp has suggested, however, that part of the explanatlo~
may lie in some systematic difference in the physical characteristics of the particles. 3imi~
larly, a comparison of Sr-90 and c-14 concentrations in the stratosphere, where simultaneous
measurements were made, shows poor correlations. Here, however, the differences in formation
and in the behaviour of gases and particulates may account for the discrepancy.
Figure ~ shows the actual observed concentration of Sr-90 as a function of time and
altitude at two of t~e balloon stations, San Angelo, Texas, at 32°N_ and Sao Paulo, Brazil,
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Figure 2 - Representation of Sr-90 observations in disintegration per 1,000 standard cubic
feet for the st,ations San Angelo '(Texas L period July 1957 - August 1959 and Sao Paulo
(Braz~l), period July 1957 - February 1959.
,
N denotes period or northern latitude injections, T period of tropical injections and E that
of equatorial injections.

at 23°30 The approximate times of large-scale injections of. 3r-90 into the stratosphere are
indicated in the centre of the figure. (E denotes equatorial injections~ T tropical and N
northern latitude injections.)
Considering the Sao Paulo data first, note the low values at the 15 km level~ which
is in the troposphere at this latitude (the tropopause is at about 16 or 17 km). The highest
concentrations are found in the 20 to 25 km layer. The high value in July 1957 is undoubtedly
a result of equatorial injections made in May and Juneo
Although both sets of observations show higher concentrations of Sr-90 in the 20 to
25 km layer than at either higher or lower levels, the most striking feature is the variability
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of the data from point 'to point.

However.. in the meanl/ changes can be Seen which are fairly

regular in nature. For example .. notice the increase at 20 km over Sao Paulo in August 1958..
and at 25 km in October a following the tropical and equatorial injections of the spring and
summer
Increases also appear in the spring of 1959 over San Angelo, but it is difficult to
establish the source of .the debris. It may be southward-moving material from the northern
tests of October 1958.. ornorthwavru-moving debris from earlier tropical injections. A study
of shorter~lived isotopes (Sr-89.. Zr-95) is inconclusive on this point, however, the evidence
suggests that the debris is either from the tropical injections in the summer of 1958 or
possibly a mixture of no more than 25 to 50 per cent October northerly latitude material with
very old Sr-90. Similar results were found at Sioux City, Iowa (43°N.). Had all the 12.5
to 15 MT of October 1958 Sr-90 mixed uniformly in the stratosphere to 30o No; the concentrattons should have been 300 to 400 dp~l,OOO SCF from this source alone, assuming no removal~
Q

If the assumption is made that higher values are the result of intercepting discrete
individual clouds that move more or less as a coherent mass; the probability of hitting any
oloud with the few sampling points is so small as to be negligible~ If, on the other hand,
atmospheric shears and turbulence create myriads of streamers of debris by the breaking up
of individual clouds; then variations may be viewed as another example of the normal streakiness of the atmosphere.
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NOTES ON THE HIGH ALTITUDE SAMPL.ING PROGRAMME (PROJECT HASP)
OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

ABSTRACT
The purpose of Project HASP is to determine the distribution in the stratosphere of
particulate radioactive debris from nuclear weapons' tests. From these data we have attempted
to calculate the total stratospheric burden of Sr-90 at various times~ We have tried to estimate the rate of 'mixing of the debris in the vertical and horizontal in the st.ratosphere,

and to compute the rate of removal of the debris from the stratosphere. The stratospheric
measurements have been related to measurements of fallout and estimates of fission yields by
material balance calculations.

1,

THE OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAMME
The HASP was initiated in 1956 by the U.S. Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA). A

high altitude airplane, a sampling device, and a filter paper of high retention efficiency
were developed for the project, and measurements were begun in the United states in September 1957 ~ .The sampling programme is expected to continue through Aprll 1960, but there are
at present no plans to continue beyond that date.

Sampling has been conducted in a north-south plane, or corridor, in the vicinity of
longitude 70 westQ Six airplanes·were assigned to the project by the U.S. Air Force. From
November 1957 through May 1958 the operational bases were in New York state and Puerto Rico.
In June and July 1958 flights were conducted only over Puerto Rico. From September 1958
through August 1959 the aircraft operated out of Puerto Rico and Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Since September 1959 the fli~ts have been conducted from bases in Texas and North Dakota
along approximately a north-west / south-east track extending over longitudes 85 W. to 130 w.
The sampling has covered a range of latitudes from 57 s~ to 70 N. In addition there have
been three special flights to the North Pole. More than 2,000 filte:' papers have been exposed
and analysed thus far.
The airplane is a single engine jet known as the Lockheed U-2& The sampler, located
in the nose of the alrplane~ is essentially an air scoop through which passes a known volume
of air (varying between 5,000 and 20,000 standard cubic feet). Four filter papers are exposed
in sequence in the nose sampler& In addition, most of the aircraft are now equipped with a
11atch sampler which can expose six filter papers in sequence so that the present capability
of the system is 10 samples for each airplane flight~
The filter paper, which was developed at the Institute of Paper Chemistry in Appleton; Wisconsin, consists of cotton fibres with gal1ze backing impregnated with di-butoxylethyl
phthalate It is found to have a retention efficiency under operating conditions of affeotively 100 per cent for particles down to at least 0.005 microns.
a

Sampling missions are conducted twice each week by four airplanes& The flights are
staggered in altitude and latitude and a variety of sampling traoks is employed so that, over
a period of time, enough data are collected to permit the construction of composite quasisynoptic vertical cross-sections of thecont~nt of Sr-90 or other nuclides in the stratosphere.
A meteorologioal cross-section analysis accompanies each of the individual flight analyses
so that the data can be analysed in terms of tropopause structureQ
The radiochemical analyses are performed at Isotopes, Incorporated (Westwood, N.J.).

All filters are analysed for total beta actiVity, Sr-89, Sr-90 and (since May 1958) W-185.
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Seleoted filters are also analysed for Ba-140, Zr-95, Cs-137, Cs-144, Rh-l02, and plutonium.
Activity is expressed in disintegrations per minute per 1,000 standard cubic feet of

air

(dpm!l,OOO SCF). Physical analysis of the particles captured is also being carried out

at

Isotopes, Incorporated, which is responsible for the soientific direotion of the project and

the analysis and interpretation of the data.
2.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF STRONTIUM-90
The Sr-90 activity in the upper troposphere is about 1-5 dpm!l,OOO SCF. The activity

increases rather abruptly with altitude above the tropopause in the tropics, while the increase is more gradual above the polar tropopause. The vertical gradients vary with the age
of the debris. Thus in October 1958 the vertical gradient above the equatorial tropopause was

about 200 dpm!l,OOO SCF/l,OOO feet, while in August 1959 the vertical gradient in the same
region was only about 20 dpm!l,OOO SCF/l,OOO feet. In the sub-Arctio latitudes in August 1959
the average vertical gradient above the ·tropopause was about 10 dpm!l,OOO SCF/l,OOO feet.
3.

HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTION OF STRON'rIUM-90

The maximum concentration of Sr-90 has always been found near the Equator in the
tropical stratosphere, even as late as August 1959~ Secondary maxima are found at higher latitudes in the northern hemisphere~ At correspbnding altitudes and latitudes in the southern
hemisphere the activity has averaged about one-half to one-third of the northern hemisphere
levels~ In July and August 1959, however, the Sr-go activity in the southern hemisphere was
beginning to rise~
The altitude of maximum Sr-9::> activity slopes downward from the Equator toward the
North Pole. This slope has not been observed so clearly in the strontium data for the south-·
ern hemisphere, but it does show up clearly in the cross-sections for w-185~

4.

TIlE GAP LAYER·

The tropopause is not a continuous surface extending from pole to pole, but rather
consists of at least three distinct surfaces : a tropical tropopause which is nearly horizon-

tal from about latitude 30 0 N. to 30 0 S. at about 55,000 feet (pressure about 100 millibars),
and sloping polar tropopauses in the two hemispheres rising from about 30,000 feet (300 mb)
over the polar regions to about 40,000 feet (200 mb) in the subtropics. The mass of air per
unit area in the tropopause "gap" in the subtropics Where the two tropopauses overlap is
about one-half the total mass per unit area of the stratosphere in that region.
In the gap layer there is found a horizontal transition from tropical tropospheric
air to polar stratospheric air. Horizontal flights through the gap shoW increases in Sr-go

activity from 2 dpm/l,OOO SCF in the troposphere to about 100 dpm/l,OOO SCF or more in the
stratosphere over distances of the order of 1-2,000 miles.

5.

DISTRIBUTION OF TUNGSTEN-185 IN TIlE STRATOSPHERE

w-185 was released into the stratosphere during the U.S. HARDTACK tests between May.
and July 1958 as a unique low-latitude tracer. It has since spread rather rapidly about the
latitude of injection at a rate consistent With a lateral mixing coefficient of about 109cm2 •
sec-I. The asymmetry of the distribution (most of the tungsten is.in the northern hemisphere)
appears to be due to the fact that it was injected at latitude 10 N. The level of tungsten
.
activity (corrected for radioactive decay) has dropped rapidly, indicating rapid removal from
the stratosphere. The peak of the distribution is still found over the equatorial region more
than a year after injection, although the distribution has flattened out. The altitude of
the tungsten maxinmm over the Equator appears to be sinking slightly.
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The world stratospheric burden of Sr-9O has been calculated from the HASP data, supplemented by the ASHCAN balloon data for high altitudes, on the assumption that th~ meI~dional
HASP profile is representative of the world meridional distribution.
In the period November 1957-November 1958 the total stratospheric burden was caloulated to be 0.9 megacuries (Mc) of Sr-9O. Of this 0.63 Mc resided in the northern hemisphere.
This inventory does !lot include the debris from the Soviet tests of the fall of 1958.
In the period January-August 1959 the total stratospheric Sr-9O inventory was oomputed to be about 0.8 Me, of which about two-thirds were again found in the northern hemi-

sphere. The distribution of the debris with latitude is shown in Table I.
Table I - The average distribution of Sr-9O in the stratosphere in 1958 and 1959.
Activity.is expressed both in millicuries per square mile (mc/mi 2 )
and in megacuries (Mc)
mo/mi 2

Latitude
90-80 north
80-70
70-60
60-50
50-40
40-30
30-20
20-10
10-0 north

Mo

!Iov.57-Nov.58

Jan.59-Aug.59

Nov.57-Nov.58

Jan. 59-Aug. 59

10.00
10.40
12.70
11.30
7.70
4.60
3.80
3.90
5.90

7.47
7.47
7.44
7.30
7.30
7.01
4.94
4.30
3.88

0.015
0.046
0.092
0.111
0.093
0.065
0.059
0.064
0.101
0.646

0.011
0.033
0.054
0.072
0.089
0.099
0.077
0.071
0.066
0.572

southern hemisphere

0.077
0.028
0.029
0.035
0.041
0.029
0.021
0.012
0.004
0.276

0.054
0.035
0.031
0.036
0.033
0.024
0.016
0.009
0.003
0.241

World total

0.922

0.813

northern hemisphere

0-10 south
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90 south •

7.

4.60
1.70
1.90
2.50
3.40
2.90
2.90
2.70
2.70

3.15
2.08
2.01
2.52
2.74
2.43
2.16
2.04
1.92

REMOVAL RATES OF STRONTIUM-9O AND OTHER NUCLIDES ·FROM THE STRATOSPHERE

Several methods may be used to calculate the rate at which radioactive debris is
removed from the stratosphere by meteorological processes. All of them suffer from certain
weakne5Bes~ We have attempted to calculate the transfer rates from the measured stratospheric
Sr-90 inventory and the estimated fission yields of individual weapons' tests u~ing the concept of residence time. These calculations have been checked against world fallout estimates
on material balance considerations. The fallout rates have also been computed from successive
ahart-period stratospheric inventories of Sr-gO and W-185 in the period after cessation of

testing.
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To account for the 1958 inventory it was necessary to assume a residence half-time
of about 9 months. However~ assuming that the removal rate is a function of the latitude of
the injection, with a shorterresldence time for high.-latltude than for lo~-latltude tests,
leads to estimates of perhaps 4-9 months for the half~time of Soviet debris, and 9-18 ~Qnths
for the low latitude U.S. and U.K. debris.
Between 1958 and 1959 the stratospheric burden decreased by 0.1 Mo of Sr-90. Therefore, an amount of Sr-90 about equal to that injected by the USSR in its autu~ 1958 tests
fell out of the stratosphere in this period. This injection has been estimated to have been
abo~b 1.0 to 1.5 Me. Thus more than half of the total stratospheric burden of Sr-90 fell out
of the stratosphere in less than one year. About 5 months appears to have been the "half_
time" for this period.
Sr-90 inventories have been calculated for the intervals September-December 1958,
January-April 1959, and May-August 1959, for w~ch the values are respectively 1.6, 0.8, and
0.7 Me. The decline in the fallout rate with time, from 50 per cent in th~ first four months
to 13 per cent iri the next interval, i$ noteworthy.
From the trend of the bimonthly inventories of w-l85, and estimates of the total
stratospheric input of this tracer it appears that the equatorial debris has also fallen out
of the stratosphere at a rapid rate corresponding to a half-time of 6-8 months.
The material balance calculations are not inconsistent with the above estimates of
the fallout rate. The total input of Sr-90 to the stratosphere from all tests is estimated
to be 5.2 Me. In mid-1959, 0.8 Mc was left in the stratosphere. Thus the world-wide fallout
should have been 4.4 Me up to that time. Estimates of world fallout from rain and soil measurements by Machta and others suggest that the fallout up to mid-1959 was between 3.7 and 5.1 Mc.
It should be noted that the removal rate from the stratosphere is not constant, and
that the concept of residence time has little validity for the prediction of future fallou~.
Besides the dependence of the fallout rate on the latitude and altitude of injection, there
is probably a seasonal variation of .the fallout rate (with maximum in late winter or early
spring), as well as a general decline in the relative fallout rate with time as the reservoir
diminishes.

8.

MIXING AND TRANSFER PROCESSES

There are several possible avenues of egress for airborne debris from the stratosphere, and all of them undoubtedly contribute in some measure to the fallout process~ As
yet no sufficiently precise calculations of the various removal processes have been rnade~ It
Is therefore not possible to state quantitatively which of the fallout mechanisms are the
most effective. We can only hypothesize qualitatively~
I suggest that the principal removal mechanism is lateral mass exchange through the
tropopaus~ gap (or gaps) by both organized large-scale circulation end turbulent mixing. Di-

rect vertical transfer through the tropopause by subsidence of air, by turbulent mass exchange, and by non-conservative 'reformation of the tropopause at higher altibldes, I believe
to be significant but secondary processes.
The model that I have suggested- postulates relatively rapid east-west spreading of
the radioactive cloud into an annular ring around the Earth, after which the cloud continues'
to spread vertically and horizontally by turbulent mixing. The vertical mixing process is
stronger in the polar stratosphere, especially in winter, than in the more stable tropical
stratosphere as evidenced by the greater degree of homogeneity of the debris in the former.
Polar debris is quickly brought down to the altitude.of the gap and to the vicinity of the
polar tropopause l thus permitting both the lateral and vertical removal processes to operate.
(The principal problem in the transfel' process is not the movement of air across the tropo~
pause l which is after all not a substantial boundary surface, but rather the movement of air
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in the stratosphere to the tropopause or to the gap.) The tropical debris moves laterally by
turbulent diffusion to the latitude of the gap in the subtropical or higher latitudes where
some of the radioactive dust is transferred down into the gap by turbulenoe. The remainder
flows into the polar stratosphere where vertical mixing brings it down to the altitude of the
gap layer. This debris is removed through the gap with that of polar origin.
The existenoe of a stationary but diminishing maximum of w-185 over the Equator appears to support the hypothesis of a turbulent diffusion mechanism. The spring fallout maximum that has appeared.so clearly in the northern hemisphere in 1959, a period without testing,
and for whioh there is now also some evidence from the southern hemisphere, is consistent with
the concept of intensified turbulent and organized mass exchange through the tropopause gap
in late winter associated with the intensification of the Jet stream. The equatorial fallout
minimum and the abrupt rise in fallput with latitude at about the latitude of the gap is also
consistent with the proposed mixing-transfer hypotheBts.
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THE TROPOSPllERIC CIRCULATION AND ITS RELATION TO THE DISTRIBUTION
OF RADIOACTIVE

1.

~lATTER

INTRODUCTION

It is my understanding that we are going to discuss during the forthcoming week the
factors that govern the distribution of a certain kind of radioactive matter over the globe.
It is the artificially produced radioactive matter that has been brought into the atmosphere
by detonations of A- and H-bombs, that mainly interests. us'! And when ''Ie speak of the distribution of this radioa.ct.ive matter over the globe p we are concerned with the specifio radioactivity of air (i.e. the amount of artificial radioactivity per unit mass), the specific radioactivity of rain-water (again the amcunt of artificial radioactivity per unit mass) and the
amount of radioaotivity which is deposited per unit of area and per unit of time (season or
year), or the amount of radioactivity per unit area deposited over a period of time extending from the moment that the de~onations started until now.
Art.lficially produced radioaotivlty deposited at the surface of the earth 1s usually
called fallout; it can be divided into wet fallout and dry fallout; wet fallout is the deposition which takes place With What meteorologists oall precipitation, 1.e o drizzle, rain,
snow, hail, etc.; dry fallout is the deposition whioh takes place in dry weather, as a result of graVitational settling of small radioaotive particles and their oontact with the
soil~ and as a result of the impact of these also horizontally moving particles on objects
at the earth 1 s surface. The amount of wet fallout is considerably higher than that of dry
fallout. The ratio wet to dry fallout depends of course on the climate. In temperate climates,
or rather in latitudes between 40° and 65° J' t,he ratio is of the order of 20 i 1 to 10 : 1,
but it will be understood that in the semi-arid and arid climates the ratio is smaller. As
in the middle latltud~s the rain delivers the bulk of the deposition, it is understandable
that in areas with a more or less uniform climate, such as the Mediterranean or in large
parts of the North American continent, the total deposition is approximately proportional to
the amount of rainfall. This almost linear relationshi.p also mak:es it clear t.o us that the
total deposition in mountain areas can vary strongly from place to place; it is of particular importance to state that, as in SUch regions the rainfall increases with height, so the
total deposit~ion increases with height.

It is perhaps worth \"h1le. to not,e that I reserved the word fallout explicitly for
radioactive matter deposited on the groundJ the word "fallout ll shOUld, in my opinion,
not be used for substituting the terms specific artificial radioactivity of air or of rainwater, ~s.som9tlmes has been done.
t~e

NoW '~hat we have outlined what we are going to discuss, a few words should be said
about the sou~ces of radioactive matter. The geographical distribution of the sources is of
course of importance; we know that sources were situ~ted in the Nevada desert area, in the
Pacific proving grounds (Marshall Islands and near Christmas Island), in the Novaya Zemlya
area, in sout,h":'lofest Siberia and also in the southern hemisphere in the Australian area (south
and north-:';est Australia).

However,. the geographical distrtbut:l.on is not the only important factor. Equally
important is the height of the source. For detonations of the kiloton character the source
was usually situated in the lower part of the atmosphere, and in most of the cases not higher
than 10 Ion. For detonat.ions of the megaton cIlal'acter the source is not limited. to the lower
part of the atmosphere, but it is also presen.t in the higher part, where It may even be more
abundant; it, reaches far beyond 10 km. This may appear to be an unimportant; detail, but from
a meteorological point of view it is essential to t~(e tt into ffCCOUITb~
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Meteorologists are used to dividing the atmosphere into various spheres. The tropospl1ere is the lower layer where the temperature decreases with altitude, reaching a minimum
temperature of about -50 oC in the polar reg1.ons and about _Boac at the Equator. These lower
temperature limits occur at the tropopause, the height of which varies with latitude from
about 10 km on the average in the polar regions to over 15 km in the equatorial belt. Above
the tropopause, we find the stratosphere, where the temperature increases, or at least does
not decrease, with "altitude. The stratosphere extends from the tropopause to the stratopause,
which hE.s an altitude of about 50 _ 60 km, where the temperature varies between -10°C and +20oC.
Situated above the stratopause is the mesosphere, where the temperature decreases with altitude.
At about 80 to 90 km~ at the upper limit of the mesosphere (mesopause), the temperature might
be as low as -100°C. The.last zone is the thermosphere, the layer above the mesopause, where
the temperature increases with height. These various spheres are represented diagramatically
in Figure L*
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Figure 1 - General struoture of the
atmosphere according to measurements
made at Fort Churohill (Canada).

1~le top of the troposphere is called the tropopause; it will often be mentioned in
our d:J.scur,sJ.ons. The troposphere is the sphere where clouds and rains are formed as a result
of condens~.t:ton of water vapour. The source of the water vapour is the earthYs surface from
where there exists a constant flow upwards by vertical mixing in the form of turbulent eddies.

The precipitation processes remove the water vapour from the atmosphere.
It'he turbulent upward flux. of water vapour is small or almost nil, when the temperature 1.13 consi~a.nt or when it increases with height. The vertical transport of water vapour is
ther'ef'ore almost, stopped at the tropopause and it is as if the two spheres, the troposphere
and the stratosphere y lead a separate life and as if the tropopause, which is really nothing
more thrul a mathematical surface defined by convention, acts as a material surface, impermeable
for upward water vapour transport. It cannot, however, be completely impermeable, as water
vapour J.s found in the stratosphere, albeit in small amounts~

*

The upper limit of' the stratosphere should., accordidg to some Ruthors,be placed at the level
of the hJghest temperature, thus according to Figure 1 at 50 - 60 km~ this is of c.ourse a
matter. cf definItion.
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It is important to realize that for substances formed in the stratosphere the tropopause does not act as a barrier. This is for instance the case for ozone, which is formed in
the stratosphere under the influence of ultra-violet radiation. The ozone oontent Is high in
the stratosphere; however, all ozone whioh manages to pass the tropopause Is immediately distr~buted over a thick tropospheric layer. The small quantities of tropospheric ozone disappear
under oxidation of other substances.

The megaton detonations have plaaed the meteorologist in a aonfusing situation. He
was used to dealing with large souroe regions at the earth's surfaae (water vapour) from where
the substanae is distributed in· the troposphere by turbulent eddies, or with large sourae regions in the higher stratosphere (ozone) frOm Where the substanae is distributed int,o the
lower stratosphere. Now suddenly he has to deal with laoal souraes of radioaative substanae
in the troposphere and the stratosphere.

It is olear that we will have to study the tropospherio and stratospheria oiroulation in order to know the horizontal di~tribution of radioaotive matter over the earth's surfaoe. I t is. furthermore olear that the radioaative matter offers us an exaellent opportunity
of studying the ~xohange processes between ~he strat~sphere and the troposphere~ Water vapour
1s unfavourable for the study of exohange processes as it condenses at low tropopause temperatures, ozone, althOUgh a useful element ·for studies of the transport mechanism between stratosphere and troposphere, 15 unf~t ·for stud!es
the tropospheric ciroulation, as it
des-

is

of

troyed by interaotion with organia materials •.
What wi11 happen to the·radioaotivematter originating from the tropospheria souraes?
be
removed from the troposphere ,
it reaohes--the
where the I'ainfall is sufficient. One
may say that every 3 - 6 weeks half of it is deposited on the earth's surfaae in the form of
I t Nill start its journey over the earth and at the sEime time it will relatively soon

when

areas

so-oalled troposph~rlc fallout~
What will happen to theradioaotive matter which was released in the stratosphere ?
The larger particles will as a result of the gravitational force soon sink through the tropopause and join the tropospheric debris. However, most of the radioactive particles in the stt>ato..
sphere are sq sman that they· virtuallY noat in the air; they fonow the motion of the
stratospheric 'air and there -is -no precl-pltaticin mechanls'm t.hat remOves them from these layersG
The stratosphere acts as 'a store for radioactive'matter, from Which it can he drawn only by
means of exchange prooessesbetween.the
stratosphere and the troposphere.
.
.
All radioaotive matte'r released in the 'higher layers of the stratosphere Will, however~ gradually move down to the 'tropopau~e,'where:it enters the troposphere and it will final~
ly be deposited on the earthis _surfa~e JiB we~,.arid dry ~allou.t.. However,il the downward motion
in

the etratos,here as well as that in the upper troposphere take time and the stratospheria

fallout, is usuelly

(a)

~elayed

fallout .. There are therefore several major points to discuss :

The large-scale distribution of matter, emanated from the instantaneous point souraes,
by horizontal and vertioal motions tn.the troposphere and in the stratosphereJ

(b)

The exchange mechanism between stratosphere and troposphere/ and

(0)

The removal of radioaative matter, in particular by preaipitation proaesses.
Points (b) and (0) will be disaussed by other speakers. With r'egam to point (a),

we will first

~te

a few general remarks, and·then limit ourselves to the distribution of

delJris in the tropospher·e.
2e

General remarks about the spreading of radioactive debris

The radioactive ~artioles from a detonatiQn are of course carried with the winds ..
However.. when being caI;T1;ed the radioaotive "·cloud" spreads in all directions Just as a puff
of smoke. This spreading 1s a result of the turbulent motion of the air. There is strong~
~m1xing in the troposphere and a less strong mixing in the stratosphere. There is also
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Figure 2 - Deformation of horizontal surfaoe in a
stationary current (after Welander, Studies on the
general development of motion etc., Tellu8, vol. 7.
1955, p. 141.
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horizontal mixing, often oalled lateral mixing, which is particularly strong in areas where
we have large differences of wind speed in a direction perpendicular to the wind direction.
The dimensions of the "cloud" become larger and larger, and with its increasing size it Wlder~
goes further deformation as a result of the non-uniformity of the wind field. Figure 2 shows
&1 example of the latter process whioh apparently 1s somewhat overdone but which demonstrates
the idea.
We should furthermore realize that the wind field changes with height and that the
deformation of the "oloud ll at different levels will be different. There exist also vertical
motions, whioh oontribute to the deformation of the cloud. Thus, the cloud, which has started
in a mushroom_like form soon becomes completely distorted. While these distortion- processes
occur, turbulent diffusion continues, and radioaotive debris will gradually be spread over
larger areas.

3.

The tropospheric airculation

It is of importance ~o study the wind field in the troposphere and in the stratosphere
separately and it is my task to give you a general idea of the tropospheric motions. Let us
first obtain an idea of dimensions. The tropopause is not found at the same height everywhereJ
it is higher in the eq~atorial zone (15 km) than in the arctic area (8 km). Figure 3 gives its
average height in summer and winter as a function of latitude. On indiVidual days it is not
a smooth continuous surface that slopes from the Equator to the pole, but it always shows
breaks, which some meteorologists consider very important as they assert that here exchange
of water vapour, ozone and radioactive matter between troposphere and stratosphere can take
place.
Compared with the radius of the Earth (6,370 km), the troposphere is an extremely
thin layer, and it seems therefore reasonable to pay first attention to the horizontal motions. The best way to proceed is to begin with the study of a schematic picture of the sur-

SOUTHEAST

TRADES

,~~~~,.,

:JO· ~

Figure 4 - Diagrammetrlc representation
of pressure and wind arrangements at a
homogeneous earth's surface (after
Trewartha~ An "introduction to weather
and climate).

SUBTROPICAL=HIGH

POLAR HIGH

s. p.

face pressure distribution over a homogeneous Earth (Figure 4). Pressure is low at the Equator, high over the subtropics, low between 50 0 aDd 60 0 latitude ~1d high at the poles. As a
result of this pressure distribution, winds develop. Limiting ourselves to the northern hemisphere, we find north-easterly trade winds, south-westerlies and polar north-easterlies.
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This idealized picture is, however, distorted by the distribution of land and sea.
Generally speaking, there is a tendency for the development of high-pressure areaS over the
continents in winter and of low~pressure areas in summer, with outflow and inflow of air
(Figure 5).
If we consider the real average flow in July (Figure 6), and January (Figure
we see that it fUlfils, so to say, the conditions set by the idealized pictures.

7)

then

Notice that there is a clear separation between the flow patt~rns of the northern
and the southern hemisphere with the exception of the Indian Ocean areaj this explains why
radioactive substances released in one hemisphere cannot easily, at least not in the lower
layers of the atmosphere, reach the other.
There is another extremely important point that demands our attention. We note areas
where the air converges and areas where the air diverges. In spite of the fact that the converging air moves into a low-pressure area and the diverging air out of a high-pressure area,
lows and highs maintain themselves.
This means that in a low~pressure area the surface inflow of the air must be compensated by an outflow. This outflow apparently must. take place in the higher layers, and it
means also that the~e must exist a rising motion in the low-pressure areas where the surface
air converges. In areas where there is sufficient moisture, bver the seas and coastal area~
of the continents, this leads to' the formatioh of clouds and precipitation.
SUMMER

NORTH AMERICA

EURASIA

Figure 5 - Idealized picture of the pressure distribution and
the winds over. schematic oontinents, resembling North America
(left) and Eurasia {right)J the cross-hatched areas represent
major mOUJ!tain barriers (after Petterssen, Introduction to

meteorology) •
In a high-pressure area the outflowing air at the Earth's surface must be compensated
by an inflow in the higher layers. There exists a descending motion. The air is cloud-free
with the exception of the lower 1,000 _ 1,500 metres where clouds may be present over sea and
coastal areas;' these clouds cannot deliver substantial amounts of rain but only drizzle o
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Figure 6 - Streamlines of average surface flow in July (after Mintz and Dean. The observed
mean field of motion of the atmosphere, Geophysical Research PapersR no o 17).
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The conver~ence or divergence of the air can be expressed in a figure, which lrnme_
diately indicates whether there is in general ascending and descending motion in the troposphere. It is of great interest to study the diVergence and convergence of the surface winds
at various times of the year, and to obtain in this wayan impression of the vertical motions

(Figures 8 and 9) .
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Figure 8 - Convergence and divergence of the mean surface wind
(in 10-6 sec-I) in JulYI the vertical ruling of the convergence
pattern indicates the highest values of rising motion, the
stippled divergence pattern indicates the highest values of
downward motion (after Mintz and Dean, The observed mean field
of motion of the atmosphere, Geophysical Research Papers, no. 17).

Now, one should not expec4 the speed of the ascending or descending motion to be
of the same order of magnitude as the speed of the horizontal air motion. Whereas for horizontal motion we think in orders of magnitude of 10 metres per second for surface winds and,
as we shall see, of 25 - 50 metres per seoond for the higher layers, the vertioal speeds are'
of the order of a few centimetres per seoond. However, we should realize that 1 em/sec meanS
900 metres per day, which is approxinlately one-tenth of the thickness of the troposphere.
And in areas with oonsiderable divergence or convergence, air particles may ascend or descend
through the vertical layer of the troposphere within a few days.
Whether the air indeed will travel this vertical distance will depend on the time
that it will stay within such an area. If the residence time in the area of convergence or
divergence is short it will just go upward or downward for a limited period of time.
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Before studying the motion in the troposphere at somewhat higher layers, we will
first look at the distribution of rainfall over the Earth (Figures 10 and 11). As expected,
the highest amounts are found in the regions of convergence, the iow-pressure areas. It 1s
interesting to see that high precipitation is observed in the equatorial regions, little in
the subtropics and again more in the temperate latitudes, where it also depends on the
contlnentalityo
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Figure
Convergence and divergence of the mean surface wind
(in 10- sec-I) in JanuarYJ the vertical ruling of the convergence
pattern indicates the highest values of rising motion, the stippled
divergence pattern indicates the highest values of downward motion
(after Mintz and Dean, The observed mean field of motion of the
atmosphere, Geophysical Research Papers, no. 17).

If we again assume the Earth to be homogeneous and if we then study the wind in the
higher layers~ we would find that it would be overwhelmingly west. Figure 12 shows vertical
cross-sections through the atmosphere along a meridian with west winds blowing through the
picture at high speeds at the places indicated by J, the cores of the Jet stream," a fast running "river of airll~ In reality, the average picture at 500 rob (5,500 metres) shows streamlines which are not symmetric around the pole (Figures I) and 14). There are deviations from
the pure westerly current which apparently are connected with the distribution of land and
sea.
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F'lgure 10 ... Rainfall during June-August (after f.reller, Vierteljahreskarten des Nlederschlags
fU~

die ganze Erde, Petermanns Geographisohe Mitteilungen, vol. 95, 1951. p. 1 (with map).
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Figure 11 - Rainfall during Deoember-Februar,y (after MUller, VlertelJahr6skarten des
Niederschlaga fUr die ganze Erde, Petermanns Oeograph1sche Mitteilungen, vol. 95, 1951
p. J (with map).
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500mb

JULY

•

Figure 13 - Streamlines and lines of equal speed of the mean wind at 500 mb
in July for the northern hemisphere (after Mintz and Dean, The observed mean
field of motion of the atmosphere, Geophysioal Research Papers, no. 17).
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500 mb

JANUARY

Figure 14 - streamlines and lines of equal speed of the mean wind at 500 mb
in January for the northern hemisphere (after Mintz and Dean, The observed
mean field of motion of the atmosphere, Geophysioal Reeearah Papers, no. 17)c
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It 15 striking that areas of converging or diverging motion are apparently absent in
the pictures for the higher layers. It could be that the level we are looking at is the level
of non-divergence, i.e., the level where the converging motion of the lower layers changes. to
the diverging motion of the upper layers and vice versa. However, if we studied the picture
at 9,000 m, where we are above the level of non-divergence, we would also find a lack of

000-

verging or diverging motions. It does not appear to be ea~y to discover the areas of convergence and divergence in the higher layers, in the first place because the number of wind observations is too small, in the second place because we would have to know the wind direction
very accurately.

Figure 15 - Simplified sea-level ohart with three

oyclcnic whirl. (4 February 1957. 12.00 GMT).

Nevertheless~ we are reasonably sure that air between 5~OOO and 9;000 metres in the
mean moves~ with the almost westerly winds~ continuously away from equatorial regions and
towards the polar regions; one could say that at these levels it spirals from Equator to pole.
How far air particles will move northwards with every journey around the world~ is difficult
to estimate~ In the sUbtropics air particles will disappear out of the spirals and move downward to compensate the ·surface outflow, in the temperate latitudes ascending air from the
lower layers will join the spiralling motion, and in the polar regions the spiralling air
will sink down~ and spread southwards again with the surface winds.

Over the continents, rising air will Join the motion in summer; during winter, air
particles will leave the spiralling motion and sink.
We must be aware of the fact that we have discussed
aneous pictures which we can obtain on a day-to-day basis in
latitudes do not deviate too much from the average pictures.
the instantaneous pictures usually deviate to a large extent
at the surface and at higher levels.

average pictures; the instantthe equatorial and subtropical
However, in temperat~ latitudes
from the average picture both
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At the surface we have, instead of a stationary low-pressure area, a series c£ cyclones

which trave]sfrom west to easte These cyclones are whirls of air with an almost vertical axis
and with strong vertical motlonSe They form an efficient mech&nism for vertical and horizontal
mixing. Figure 15 shows a simplified sea-level chart with three cyclonic whirls o Winds are
south at the east side and north at the west side of the centres, indicated by the letter L

(low).

Figure 16 _ Meandering flow pattern with a Bo-oalled cut-off low at
5000 -5500 metres (1 Ootober 1957. 00.00 GMT).

The depressions are also connected with deformations of the flow pattern at higher
levels. The flow in the higher tropospheric layers 1s usually in the form of a wave pattern,
sometimes with small amplitudes, often however with extremely large amplitudes (Figure 16)0
Sometimes in southern latitudes an anti-clockwise rotating whirl of air of large dimensions
(500 _ 1,000 km diameter) is cut off from the main current8 Sometimes, but more rarely, the
same happens at high latitudes with a clockwise rotating whirl. Thus, cold polar ~r can at
levels between 5,000 and 9,,000 metres easily reach the subtropical latitudes, where it is
transformed" and subtropical air can reach polar latitudes~
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Figure 17 - Tropospheric fallout from a detonation at Bikini (after.~chta, List and Hubert,
World-wide travel of atomic debris, Science, vol. 124, 1956, p. 474).
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This completes our large-scale picture of the tropospheric motions. We will now try
to obtain a rough idea of the effect of these motions on the distribution of radioactive
matter injected into the troposphere at equatorial, temperate and Arctic latitudes.
Let us first consider the case of a kiloton explosion in the Pacific proving grounds
(Figure 17). The area 1s situated in the north-easterly trade wind region. The lower part of
the radioactive matter will therefore be transported towards the south-west or west-sQuth-west
with the trade winds. The upper part will be transported with the westerly winds eastward;
it may then with the westerly winds reach subtropical latitudes where a part of the matter
which has not yet reached the Earth's surface by gravitational settling will descend. Some
of this matter will move back to southerly latitudes with the "north-easterly trade winds,
part will move northward with the south-westerlies.
Radioactive matter which is released in the troposphere in temperate latitudes travels with the varying surface winds and with the westerly meandering current in the higher
layers. It circles around the globe in 2 - 4 weeks. Cyclones are responsible for intense mixing processes and the related wave patter~ in the higher layers is also responsible for a
spreading out of the material over a rather broad latitude belt. In this belt the tropospheric
radioactivity is efficiently removed by precipitation processes. Part of the temperate latitude radioactivity will reach the Arctic regions via the surface winds of the cyclones and
the upper-air westerlies. Part of it may, especially via the cut-off lows, reach subtropical
latitudes, sink in the subtropical high pressure areas and with the north-easterlY trades
even reach the equatorial regions.
\
Radioaotive matter introduced in the arctic troposphere will be effioiently transported southward by the northerly and north-westerly curI'ents on the west side of the cyclones
After the U.S.S.R. October 1958 tests polar air masses were contributing much to the transport of large amounts of radioactive matter to Western Europe. The wave pattern of the westerlies and cut-off prooesses must also be extremely efficient in the southward transport of
radioactive material, which in this way can reach even subtropical latitudes where it sinks
down in the higher layers and partly travels with the north-easterly trades to the equatorial regions and partly returns with the south~1esterly surface winds towards the temperate
latitudes.
This completes our picture of the large-scale circulation in the troposphere and
its influence on the distribution of radioactlve matter. It should be stated once more that
we left the stratosphere out of our considerations and that we also did not discuss exchange
processes between stratosphere and troposphere~
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ABSTRACT

The portion of the stratosphere between the tropopause and about 100,000 feet* m~
be subdivided into two layers; a lower layer which is characterized, except near the winter
pole and 1n the tropics, by westerly winds which decrease in intensity upward and an upper
layer in which the winds increase in intensity upward. The boundary between these two layers
is" on the average, at about 65,000 feet in summer and 80,000 in wintero

In the lower of these layers, not only the mean speed but also the intensity of
troughs and ridges decrease upward] the latter features· are, in fact, somewhat feeble and
smoothed replicas of the tropospheric systems immediately below. A major exce~tion exists
around the pole where a cold oyclonic vortex is located which inoreases in intensity upward
quite rapidly.
The upper layer generally oontains ~ystems which increase in strength as one moves
upward and is more nearly independent of tropospheric configurations~ Here~ there exists a
seasonal reversal of wind direction between·the tropics and the pole; westerlies in the
winter and easterlies in the summer. Correspondingly, there exists a large temperature variation at the poles, from about ~75°C in winter to _)5°C in summer&
In general, the movements and development of stratospheric systems are extremely
slowJ the best forecast technique is generally to rely on persistence& However, in northern
latitudes in winter relatively rapid_and profound changes may occur between December and the
end of Maroh. During this period, warming by as much as 45°C in two days may be observed,
occurring first at 100,000 feet and gradually spreading downward. Antloyclogenesis at high
levels aocompanies the increase in temperature. This warming is rapid enough to deserve the
term "explosive" w~rming. The rate of warming is'much greater than the cooling rate at the
beginning of the winter seasonG

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Definitions

With the introduction of more and more man-made vehicles and part-ioles into the
lower ~tratosphere, it is becoming increasingly important to obtain as much information as
possible about the meteorological characteristics of this region, especially of the wind.
Fortunately, the development of plastic radiosonde balloons has added greatly to our knowledge
of this region since about 1951c ,However J reliable observations are still available only in
North America and Europe. Even there the record periods are short, and many of our ourrent
ideas will need modification as additional data become available c
The lower boundary of the stratosphere is the tropopause. This is usually defined
as the first level above which t~e lapse rate is less than 2°C/km for a distance of 2 km or
more. This definition 3 of course, includes the possibility that the lapse rate above the
tropopause is zero (isothermal layer) or negative (inversion).

*

Editor1s note. All heights in this paper are given in feet.
units of the metric system consult Figure 1.

For conversion of feet into
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Significance of the stratosphere

In contrast to conditions in the troposphere~ the temperature in the lower stratosphere varies below 100,000 ft slowly with height unless it is invaded by air from higher up,
in which case strong inversions develop-.

The tempera.tura generally increases upward in the

tropics, is nearly constant in moderate latitudes and in polar regions in summer, and decreases
with height in the surroundings of the winter pole.
Along with a change in vertical temperature gradient, the horizontal temperature
gradient ohanges at the tropopause. In large regions of the lower stratosphere the temperature
decreases towards the Equator, in oontrast to the normal temperature gradient in the troposphere.
Fundamentally, the difference between the troposphere and stratosphere is that the
distribution of temperature in the troposphere is controlled by the heating and cooling of
the Earth's surface and subSequent convection and vertical transport of sensible and latent
heat, while the distribution of temperature in the stratosphere is determined mostly by the
direct reaction of its gases to radiation and by the ciroulation in the stratosphere itself.
Of course, since the atmosphere is a oontinuous fluid, the stratosphere and troposphere cannot
aot independently of each other, for ohanges in part of the fluid will affect its other parts.
1.3

Relations between wind and temperature

In the atmosphere, wind and temperatUre are not independent.
observations are useful in discussing the ciroulation.

Therefore, temperature

The following rules are helpful:
(a)

When temperature deoreases towards the pole (as it does in the troposphere)1 the
west-east component of the wind increases upward (and vice versa).

(b)

The circulation around high-pressure areas (anticyclones) increases upward when these
highs are relatively warm, and decreases upward when they are cold. On the other
hand, cold low-pressure areas (cyclones) intensify upward.

2.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STRATOSPHERIC PROPERTIES

2.1

The temperature distribution in summer

The temperature distribution in the summer stratosphere can be described as follows.
At approximately 35,000 feet the temperature at the pole is slightly higher than the temperature at the Equator. With increasing height, the temperature gradient increases to a maximum
at approximately 50,000 feet, and here the temperatures at the Equator are 30°C lower than at
the pole. Above 52,000 feet the temperature gradient decreases, becoming negligible at .
100,000 feet. In the tropics, a strong stratospheric inversion overlies the tropopause, whereas in the middle and polar latitudes, only a slight inversion is found above the tropopause.
Figure 1 shows this distribution.
2.2

Temperature distribution in winter

Figure 2 shows vertical and latitudinal temperature distribution in winter which-is
typical for the months of October through March. As might he expected, the distribution of
temperature in the tropics is essentially the same in summer and winter. Outside the tropics
the major difference from the summer pattern is the cold air pocket near the pole, and the
strong poleward temperature gradient in the arotic latitudes. This region, the most interesting in the winter stratosphere, will be called the region of the "polar regime" (PR). Below
a height of about 65,000 feet the polar regime is on the average confined to the polar region
north of 55° latitude. Above 'that it hroadens so that at an altItude of 100,000 feet its'
influence covers the hemisphere from the pole to approximately 300 latitude. The cold PH
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exists in the polar regions during the winter because of the absence of solar radiation6 In
the portion of the stratosphere not cov€red by the PR, the temperature generally increases
poleward frqm near the Equator, as in summer. Again, this increase is greatest at about
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feet. Since the temperature increases froDl the Equator toward the poles up to the PR
and then decreases again in the PR" there must be a belt of relatively warm air which marks

52~OOO

the boundary of the PR. This will be called the PRE (polar regime boundary).
essentially a vertical wall near latitude 55° from the tropopause up to about

This boundary,

65,000 feet,
At latitude 45°, for

spreads out above that level and reaches 30° latitude near 75,000 feeto
example, the PRB is fOl.ll1d at about 72,000 feet. This means that, going up at lat1tude 45°,
one finds poleward temperature gradients in the troposphere, equatorward gradients in the lower stratosphere, and poleward gradients again above 72,000 feeto It will be ~een in later
sections that the PRE is an important bOlilldary surface" not only for the temperature regime,
but particularly for the wind regime.
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The distribution of

zona~

wind in summer

In this section, the distribution of wind with latitude and height is considered.
It should be emphasized that this section deals with average conditions only. The flow
patterns in individual periods may differ considerably from the average patternJ however,
the variation from summer to summer appears to be considerably less than that from winter to
winter. We will be concerned only with the zonal wind components. The meridional components
show essential variations with longitude, but their average around a latitude circle is close
to zero.
Except in the tropics, the distribution of zonal wind can be inferred from the
temperature distribution already discussed in this chapter and the wind distribution at the
tropopause by using the rules of thumb given in ,section 1.
swnmer.

Figure 3 shows .schematically the vertical and latitudinal zonal wind distribution in
The, zero isopleth separates the pattern into two regimes, the easterly regime (ER)

Figure 3 - Idealized distribution
of zonal wind in sununer. Negative
numbers are easterly wind speed in
knotSj positive numbers are westerly speeds'.

and the regime of westerlies. Since westerlies~ decreasing upward, are typical for a large
portion of the lower stratosphere in all seasons,' the regime of the westerlies is called the
ISH, for "lower stratosphere regime". In the summer, the ISR is quite small and extends from
the tropopause up to about 65,000 feet.
The ER extends vertically throughout the stratosphere in the tropics up to about
65,000 feet and covers all latitudes above that level. The strong easterly jet near 100,000
feet is oalled, the region of Krakatau Easterlies sincethaEcurrentscarried the debris from
the exploded volcano Krwtatau around the world6
Embedded in the ER near the Equat.or is a peculiar current of weak west.erlies near
65,000 feet; these winds are oalled "Berson West.el.""lies"6
This belt moves downwapd at the rate of 1 Ion per month and is replaced by another
similar belt of west winds 26 months later.
The separation between LSR and ER in middle latitudes is not only important for the
obvious change in wind direction] but also for the following reason.
The current patterns in the LSR are closely related to the tropospheric current
patterns underneath] whereas the easterly currents appear to bear no simple relationship to
tropospheric patterns.
2.4

The distribution of zonal wind in winter

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of zonal winds in Winter. We now have to
distinguish three regions, ~he ER region (easterlies), the LSR (westerlies decreasing with
height) and the PH (oyclonic flow about a centre near the pole, increasing with increasing
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height). The boundary between the ER and the ISR is the isopleth of zero zonal wind which is,
in winter, more or less vertical. The boundary between PR and ISH is the 1'RB, already mentioned in section 2.2. Above about 80,000 feet, the zero isopleth and the PRB merge, so that
the PR is directly adjacent to the ER.
II.
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Compared with summer, the LSR 1s stronger and larger in winter, starting from very
fast west winds near 35,000 feet~ and terminating in much weaker west winds at about SOpODa
feet on the average. The ER in tropical regions 1s similar in surrnner and winter, even including the Berson Westerlies near the Equator. The remainder of the region occupied by the summer ER is in winter mostly taken over by the PR with its strong cyclonic flow at great heights.
This cyclone is called the ·"polar vortex".
The faster circulation in the winter ISH reflects the stronger tropospheric ciroulation underneath. The PR p on the otherhand p is stronger than the underlying flow pattern and
is essentially a stratospheric phenomenon, although vestiges of it are found at 20 p OOO feet.
As mentioned already, the PRB separates the region of westerlies increasing upward
from the region of decreasing currents. At about 50,000 feet the westerlies are equally strong
on both sides of the PRB. At greater heights, the· polar circulation is stronger than the ISR
oirculation, and at lower heights the ISR circulation is stronger.
2.5

Annual variation of wind

As pointed out previously, the PIt, which is a winter feature, differs significantly
from the rest of the stratosphere below 80,000 feet in that the temperature decreases generally
poleward and the wind speed generally increases upward.
Since the temperature deoreases equatorward outside the cold core p the PRS 1s marked
by a belt of relatively high temperature. This boundary (nearly vertical above the tropopause
to 80,000 feet) is farthest south about the time of the winter solstice# when it is located
on the average at latitude 55°NI but its latitudinal position is not the same at all longitudes, and it also varies with time.
During the later winter and early springp the relatively warm boundary withdraws toward the pole p and by the end of March - sometimes the end of April - becomes a warm centre
near the pole. In the .summer no polar vortex exists a and temperatures generally increase
poleward. The PIt probably starts to make its appearance again in September.. but by the end
pf October the average positj.on of the PRE at 50,000 feet has perhaps reached its most equator~ard position, 55°N.
Mbst of the ~tratosphere is characterized by winds With easterly components in summer
winds with westerly components inwLnter. In January the easterlies are concentrated in
a small subtropical volume above 65,000 feet, but by May they have spread over most of the
stratosphere above 70,000 feet. In.July, easterlies predominate over virtually the whole

~d
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lower stratosphere, exoepting m~ddle latitudes between 35,000 feet and 65,000 fe~t. The withdrawaL of the easterlies from July to QctoherJis even more rapid than their arrivalJ by the
end of October they OCQUPY a volume about equal to that in January.

Of course, the region in which westerlies prevail all the year also has important
annual variations. The mean speed in the belt of maximum westerlies varies from about 100
knots ~n winter to 50 knots in summer. April and October maxima on mean maps also close to

50-60 knots.
According to Kochanski (1956), the wind variability generally has the following
characteristics!

(a)
The variability is somewhat greater in winter than in summer, and it is greater near
the tropopause (maximum-wind level) than at other levels in the troposphere or lower stratosphereq

(b)

The variability is greatest in the middle-latitude regions influenced by jet streams,

partioularly where the Jet stream itself undergoes large variations in position or strength.

(0)
In jet-stream regions" average 24- and 48-hour vector change's are ~eater than the
average departure of daily winds from the climatic mean. Henoe" although climatology is a
poor forec&~t tool near jets, persistence is usually even worse for periods of 24 hours or

more

0

(d)

Wind variability generally decreases. with height from the tropopause up to 80,000

feet and then increases again.

Thus normals generallY give a good estimate of the flow

between 50,000 fset snd 100,000 feet outSide the warm belt in winter.

Variability iA Small

at all latitudes outside the tropics at and above 50,,000- feet in the lower stratosphere during
swnmer.

(e)

Prominent changes take place 'in the region influenced by the warm belt and the PH in

winter, so that normals can be quite unreliable. However, these major developments are slow
and appear to be prominent only upon comparison of charts one or more we-ek$ apart. Hence ..
persistence of flow patterns can be expected for short periods.
To sum up, the- greatest variability in wind is generally found in regions of

fastes~.

winds.

3.

SYNOPTIC PHOPIffiTIES BETWEEN THE TROPOPAUSE AND 65,000 FEET

3.1

The situation in summer

The synoptic features on isobaric charts in the lower stratosphere closely correspond
to the simultaneous features in the upper t.roposphere. But, troughs and ridges intensify upward to the tropopause and become weaker above. Thus t.he contour patt.erns and gradients found
at an isobaric level well below the tropopause may bear a strong resemblance to patterns and
gradients at .an isobaric surface well above the' tropopause. In particular, 50,000 feet con-

tour patterns clossly resemble 2Q,000 feet patterns (JUlian, Krawitz and
For example, there exists a band of closed highs at low latitude at both
50,000 feetl however, the band of highs at 50,000 feet is located on the
latitude degress further north than at 20,000 feet. Also at both 50,000
the principal zone of westerlies is situated" on the
polar front.

average~

Panofsky, 1959).
20,000 feet and at
average perhaps 5
feet and 20,000 feet

in the region of the surface

Figures 5 and 6 show some typical northern-hemisphere charts for summer at 100 mb

(50,000 feet) and 50 mb (65,000 feet). At 50,000 feet, the flow is weak wSfiterly everywhere
outside the tropics. The ridges and troughs in the pattsrns in middle latitUdes generally
occur at the same longitudes at 50,000 feet as they do at 20,000 feet in tile troposphere. At
653000 feet the flow is predominantly easterly, but the winds are not strong. Clearly» however, the wi.ods must increase in strength upward in view of the- fact that both contour heights
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and temperatures increase poleward.
heights to their right. )
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(Winds are parallel to the contour lines with large

Figure 5 - 50,000' northern-hemisphere chart
for 1 July 1953. Temperatures in degrees C,
contour height in hundreds of geopotential
feet (after Moreland 1956).

Figure 6 ~ 65,000' northern_hemisphere chart
for 1 July 1953. Temperatures in degrees C,
contour height In hundreds of geopotentlal

feet (after Moreland 1956).

The maps shown were taken from a series of daily charts (see W. Moreland, 1956).
Comparison of successive charts indicates remarkably little change in the p~cterns from one
day to the next. One has to wait about a week before any clear-out changes become apparent#
which cannot be ascribed to error of analysis due to lack of observations. Thus, for example,
during the week following I July, a trough, appearing from the north~ gradually replaced the
high in the United States.
}.2

The situation in middle latitudes in winter

As in summer~ the middle' latitude belt in winter is dominated by the LSR~ i.e.,
westerlies decreasing upward in intensity. However~ this regime extends Ilul'thward only to
the PRB (polar regime boundary), the average latitude of which is 55°N., but which may fluctuate considerably. The LSR belt extends somewhat further south in winter than in summer,
and the subtropical anticyclones are located about 10° further south in winter than in summer.
The LSR, in addition to extending somewhat further toward the Equator in winter than
in SUITm\er, extends also to a slightly higher level, the top averaging perhaps 80;000 feet.
Otherwise the main distinction of the winter LSR is that the westerlies in it are on the
average about 40 knots faster than the corresponding summer winds.
Superimposed on the westerly winds in the LSR are troughs and ridges which are
associated with the troughs and ridges in the troposphere such as those shown on 20~000 feet
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charts. T.he tropopause 1.8 <;lold over a warm ridge in the troposphere and. warm over, a oold
tropospheric troughG Hence~ in the lower stratosphere the ridges ~re cold and the troughs
warm. This is true both in winter and in summer, and for this reason both the contour and
isotherm amplitudes decrease with elevation in the stratosphere. By 50JOOO feet, the ridges
and troughs are ,flatter, and the isotherms are more in phase with the contours tl~ at the
base of the str~~osphere. Since the patterns at 20,000 feet are also flatter than those at
the tropopause, we find in winter as in slllruner, a distinct similarity between 20,000 feet
flow and 50,000 feet flow in the LSR.
There are, l1owever$ several systematic differences between 20,000 feet and 50,000
feet charts even in the LSR region. In the first place, of oourse, the temperature gradient
in the stratosphere 1s opposite to that in t.he troposphere. Secondly, small tropospheric
systems no longer make their appearance at 50,000 feet. As a result; smoothed 20,000 fee't
(500 mb) oharts (for the theory of smoothing, see Holloway 1958) r"sembJ.e 50,000 feet charts
~ost closely.
Troughs and ridges occur at about the same longitudes at the two levels and
the speeds are comparable.
The relation between 50,000 feet'speeds and 20,000 feet smoothed speeds is not the
same in every winter ~eason. In seasons in which the polar vortex 1s relatively far south,
it raises the speeds in the iBR at 50,11000 feet relative to those at 20,000 feet at a given
latitude. In such oases, for example, the flow at 50,000 feet bet.ween latitudes 40o N.. and
50oN. may average a& much as 20 knots faster than the space~smoothed·flow at 20,000 feet.
Smoothed 20jOOO feet charts resemble 50~OOO feet flow not only in winter, but perhaps even
more closely in the spring and fall transitional periodso
At 50,000 feet, the winds are still predominantly westerly in middle latitudes with
a basically zonal pattern; by 65~OOO feet the flow is still westerly in the ISR, but the winds
are weaker
These features are demonstrated by Figures 7 and 80 Since the flow patterns
fnorease in intensity downward, it is reasonable to suppose tha·t they are controlled by tropospheric energy souraes o As a result, the waves ia the ISR patterns tend to travel eastward
slowly, together with the long waves in the tropospheric flow. However, the movement is so
slow that it is difficult to detect any systematic changes in 24 hoursJ it is therefore impossible to improve on a fl;1recftst of no change. Nevertheless,ll the changes are somewhat more
rapid than in sununer ~
a"

3.3

The polar

vortex_and~~e

PRE in the lower stratosphere

As mentioned before:- the exact position of the polar vortex and the PRE vaX'ies
radically from \'linter to winter, and slow changes occur within each season.
Figures 7 and 8 show a pronounced cold polar vortex, which intensifies from 50~OOO
feet to 65,000 feet. It should be pointed out that the figures describe the flow in March,
rather late in the season to find strong polar vortices. Actually, the winter of 1953 (the
only period for which a ser:les of daily hemispheric charts bas so far been published) was un...
usual in that the vortex was wellie in January and February and reached full intensity only in
March a This is the reason why 5 March was selected for the figures a More coinlnonly, the vor·..
tex is completely developed in Decelnber, and disappears, more or less suddenly at any time in
the next three months. Except for the time of the year, and perhaps for the too exact location of the vortex centre over the pole, the situation depiqted in Figures 7 and 8 is quite
characteristic: a single ma.Jor c;~rclonic cell, with minimum temperature in its centre, surrounded by smaller lows" Also, there is a typical wedge over Alaska, a feature which intensifies
upward and therefore belor~s to the polar regime.

3.4

Ex.plos:!:.~~:::~~

Perhaps the Illost lnteresting phenomenon of "the polar stratospheI'e is the "explosive"
warming (for a detailed discussion, see Craig and Hering 1959, Teweles 1958 9 Godson ~d Lee
1958 and rreNeles and Finger 1958) which occurs in some winters. This is, hOl-leVer, primarily
a phenomenon of the stratosphex'e above 65,000 feet, and will be discussed in more detail later
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The effects of such warming on the lower stratosphere (50,000 feet - 65,000 feet) are somewhat less conspicuQuso During the much-discussed warming of January 19571 in which sections
of the upper stratosphere experienced warming by as much as 50°0, all that is seen at 50,000
feet 1s a slow westward drift of the polar vortex, and a slow warmlng which eventually 161to temperatures above -40°C. Apparently, persistence foreoasts for one or two days would not
have led to too large errors in the flow. At 65,000 feet, the changes were pronounced3 the
same westward drift of the centre was accompanied by a filling of- the primary vortex by 3,,60Q
feet, and along with it a warming to ~250C.

Figure 7 - 50,000' northern-hemisphere chart
for 5 March 1953. Temperatu!'es in degrees Cg
contour height in hundreds of geopotential

feet (after Moreland 1956).

Figure 8 - 65,000' northern-hemisphere cha~t
for 5 March 1953. Temperatures in degrees Cg
contour height in hundreds of geopotential
feet (after Moreland 1956).

In another famous situation, that of February 1952 (see Scherhag 1952), the heights
and temperatures at 651000 feet in Canada became so high that l in the region often occupied
by a cold cyclonic vortex 1 a strong warm anticyclone appeared instead, and for a two-week period
easterly currents were found at 651000 feet over most of the United States leading to a wind
distribution in February usually found only in summer.
The cause of the relatively sudden warming in unknown 1 and was originally attributed
to solar effects. The more generally accepted theory is something like the following: in
response to the cooling during the polar night 1 a strongly baroclinic region is formed just
outside the centre of the polar vortex. As the temperature gradient becomes largeR the
clrculation becomes dynamically unstable l and perturbations arise with vertical motions of
the order of 1 inch/secG With the large hydrostatic stabilitYI these velocltiesare suff!<=>
c:1ent to account for most or all of the t'larming. Of course.ll once an unstable configuration
has been reached, solar aotivity could still be the trigger which releases the instability.
Statistical results on thls point have so far not been particularly convincing.
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Practically all developments in the polar stratosphere increase in intensity with
increasing height. They are presumably not much influenced by tropospheric changes although,
as we have seen, the smoothed tropospheric charts can be thought to show weakened versions
of the stratospheric flow. It seems tempting to assume that the tropospheric flow in these
latitudes is produced by the-stronger stratospheric flow above, particularly since the strong
northward temperature gradient in the ·polar stratosphere acts as a strong energy source~
whereas no source of comparable intensity exists in the troposphere.

4.

SYNOPrIC PROPERTIES ABOVE 65,000 FEET

4.1

The flow above 65,000 feet in summer

This region is in all seasons characterized by warm highs or cold lows.
above 65,000 feet, the speed of all currerrts tends to increase with height.

Therefore,

In the summer, the circulation is usually dominated by a single warm (-33°C) highpressure area near the pole, so that the whole hemisphere is covered by easterly winds.
Figure 9 (from Teweles and Finger 1958) shows a typical summer flo" pattern at 100,000 feet.

Figure 9 - 100,000', 15 July
1957. Contour lines (solid) in
hundreds of geopotential feet.
Isotherms (dashed) in deg. C,
(after Teweles and Finger 1958).

The summer pattern is normally encountered only in June, JUly and August. In April
and September, high--pressure cells are found aTound latitudes 35° and 40°, and polar and mid"
latitude regions are already dominated by westerlies and a cold polar vortex, a situation
which we will see to be the oharacteristic winter pattern. In the true winter pattern
(October to March), of course"t the high·~pressure cells move even further southJl to around 25°.
Synoptic changes above 65 J 000 feet in sununer are not conspicuous. The assmnption
that there exists easterlies of 15 m(sec about latitude 45°, increasing to perhaps 30 m(sec
at 25°, 1s probably correct for the situation ~t 100,000 feetG Of course~ if previous data
are available, pers1stenc~ can probably be used in forecasting wind for the upper_stratosphere
summer. There seems to be little variation from surruner to sunnner.
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The flow above 65,000 feet in winter

The PR extends from the cold polar cyclonic centre near the pole southward to the
belt of warm high centres J usually around latitude 25° 1.0 winter" This configura,.tlon yields
westerlies which increase with height, generally between the poles and the tropics. The
strongest westerlies are found about latitude 70° at 100,000 feet and are sometimes referred
to as the "Arctic Jet".
The pattern is generally not a simple zonal one,? howeverg Particularly in the north
Pacific and the Alaskaarea J a warm high is frequently found as far north as latitude 500,
thus producing northerly wind in the western United States (see Figure 10)0 In general, large
changes occur over periods of the order of a month, and, of course, larger variations occur
from season to season. Still, for a day or two, persistence is pronounced.

Figure 10 - 100,OOOI~ 15 January
1958. Contour lines (solid) 1n
hundreds of geopotentlal feet.
IBotherm~ (dashed) 1n deg. C~
(after Teweles and Finger 1958).

Extreme "synoptic II changes do take place, however,9 as pointed out, particularly after
December. Usually these changes are gradual, and most easily demonstra-t:.ed on the basis of
maps averaged over three days or more. Frequently the region influenced by the polar vortex
undergoes large temperature fluctuations,9 which culminate in a lIfinal" warming. After the
final warming, the strong vortex aoes not re-establish itself, but leads to weaker circulation, still usually in the counter-clockwise senseo
The remarkable thing is that the final warming may occur in any of the months from
January to Aprils usually before the sun reappears. In anY case 3 the warming is much too
fast to be accounted for by radiatione Originally, the periods of rapid warming were associated with solar flaresJ however the statistics on this relationship are not convincing. Rather~
it is likel th~c the warming is caused by large-scale subsidence at speeds of the order of a
few em sec- e Not much sinking is required to give rapid warming in the neighbourhood of
100,000 ft, since the temperature increases rapidly upwards above that levele

1

That the rapid warming is associated with sinking has been confirmed indirectly by
Oodson (1960)0 He showed that total ozone increases rapidly during the periods of the warm-
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lug. If' subsidenoe 1s the cause of the warming" this relation is to be expected; for sinking
air will bring ozone to lower levels; in regions above, ozone will either form, or be brought
in horizontally, so that the total ozone.in a column 1s increased. Godson was able to show
that in years in which the final warming was early, the ozone reached its, maximum value early
in the year; and if the warming was late, so was the ozone maximum.
Just as the subsidence brings down ozone from the upper stratosphere, it also brings
down atomic debris. This is likely to account for the maximum fallout of atomic remnants in
the spring. Closer analysis should show that the fallout, too" reaches its maximum early
when the "final'! warming is early.
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THE TRANSFER OF ATMOSPHERIC OZONE INTO TIlE TROPOSPHERE

1.

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric ozone is created by the action of sW11ight on the upper atmosphere. The
meohanism by which the ozone is formed requires the intervention of neutral air molecules and
therefore occurs most rapidly at low levels. On the other hand the solar radiations which
are also required do not penetrate too deeply into the atmosphere, and the oombination of
these two effects results in a reasonably clearly-defined region of formation. This region
is shown shaded in Figure 1. It will be noted that it coincides roughly with the levels at
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Figure 1 - Regions of ozone formation,
ozone 1s stable below the layer or in
the dark.
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which the debris from megaton nuclear weapons is ~eposited. Thus it might reasonably be
assumed that the redistribution and transport to the troposphere of these two materials will
be similar.
For use as an atmospheric tracer, ozone has perhaps an undesirably large source
region and the quantities of ozone are small (the ratio of molecules of ozone to molecules
of air for the entire atmosphere is about 1 : 2 x 106 ); it is, however, pronounced optical
and chemical properties which make it fairly easy to detect and a useful body of ozone data
1s now accumulating.
Measurements of the total amount of ozone overhead are made by observations of the
solar ultra~violet spectrum, and the total ozone measurements used in this note are available
as a result of the efforts of members~he Ozone Commission of the International Association of Meteorology. There are s~veral means of measuring the vertical distribution of the
ozone, each having some advantages and some disadvantages. The detailed ascents quoted here
were made with the Oxford Electrochemical Ozone Sonde by Brewer and Milford.
It has been known for a long time that most of the ozone is in the stratosphereo
Below the source region the ozone is stable and persists until it is brought to the ground
where it is destroyed by interaction with organic materials} once it is in the troposphere
this occurs fairly quickly.

2.

EVIDENCE OF SYSTEMATIC MOVEMENTS

The existence of systematic movements which redistribute the ozone are clear from
the "total" ozone measurements. At low latitude stations there are only very small fluctua-
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tions of the total ozone l but at temperate and high latitude stations~ in addition to day-today fluctuations.. whioh appear to follow the upper-air weather pattern" the smoothed values
show a clear annual variation with a maximum in the spring. This is shown in Figure 2 which
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Figure 2 - Annual variation of total ozone
at Troms~, Azores and Kada!.
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indioates the annual variations at Troms~ (Norway, yooN.), the Azores (37°N.) and at Kodai
(India.. looN.). Thus" though the' ozone 1s made by the action of the sun" the ozone amount
overhead at the North Pole increases steadily, through the winter night, and in the spring
reaches the largest values found anywhere!

3.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIlE OZONE

It appears _to be an inhe~ent. property of ozone. vertical distrjbution~~ as ~easured
with the electr9chemical sonde in middle_latitu4~s~that they differ consider~bly, one from the
other, even when intervals of only a few days separate ascents. (The basic accuracy of the
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individuai ascents is confirmed by the transmission of the data from the falling sandel which
usually closely follow the data given in the ascent.) This variability is shown in the four
ascents given in Figure 3, three of whioh were confirmed by descent data. This property is
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noted because similar variability must be expected in radioactive pollution measurements.
also gives a me~sure of uncertainty to deduotions made from a limited number of ascents a

It

All the asoents reproduced here are plotted as log p/ozone ooncentration, a rough
height scale lS introduced as a guide. The ozone concentration~ which is plotted horizontallYI
1s g1ven 1n un1ts of 10-3 em stp/kml one unit 1n th1s scale equals 21p.f'/m3 approx1mately.
The tropopause (sometimes more than one) is shown as a heavy arrow and "the corners of the
temperature curve are given. By plotting these points and joining with straight lines a substantially oorrect temperature ourve will be obtained.

4.

WORID DISTRmUTION OF STRATOSPHERIC OZONE

We do not have an ozone ascent made with an electrocqemical sonde at the Equator but
there 1s reason to be11eve that the ascent of Malta, 12 August 1958, shown 1n F1gure 4 1s
typ1cal of equatorial cond1t1ons.* Malta 18 at )SON. but 1n early August the thermal Equator
is about at its furthest north. It will b~ noted that there is l!ttle or no ozone at the
tropopause. The ozone concentration does not rise uncil apout 1 km above the tropopause and
then it only increases slowly. If this 1s typical of equatorial conditions there can clearly
be little or no downward transport of ozone occurring there.

The Malta ascent is to be contrasted w1th the ascent of Troms~ (700 N.), 18 July 1958
(Figure 4), which is probably typical of spring and early summer conditions at high n~rthern
latitudes. It wili be noted that though the tropopause is as low as 6 km, nevertheless the
ozone concentration rises sharply above it and ozone-r10hair extends throughout the stratosphere.
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cross-section, July 1958.

When these or similar ascents are combined with reasonably representative ascents
from Liverpool (54°N.) and Arosa (46°N.) for about the same period, the cross section, Figure
5, is obtained, in which isopleths of equal ozone mixing ratio are plotted for levels below

*

Later measurements are confirming this.
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18 km (60,000 ft). The asymmetry is obvious. At low latitudes the isopleths are carried up"
wards# even above the very high tropopause~ while at high latitudes they are pressed close
against the low tropopause. Also it will be noted that there is a etrong horizontal gradient
of ozone mixing ratios at levels between about 18 km and the temperate or polar tropopause
whiah is at about 10 km. A somewhat similar distribution has been found for the radioaotive
debris.
5.

ANNUAL VAR):ATION OF TIlE OZONE BELOW 16 KM

It has been noted that the ozone cannot be transported into the troposphere in
equatorial regions. The ozone must therefore be transported via the temperate or polar
stratosphere, and must pass into the troposphere either by horizontal transport through
the gap in the tropopause or downward through ,the tempera~e .tropopause. The transport of
ozone into ~he troposphere may thus bs divided into two parts. ,'The first and most diffiault
is the downward transport from 30 km through the stable stratosphere into the lower stratosphere, and the seoond is the immediate method of transport into the troposphere. This latter
process is important in determining the precise point of emergenoe, and henoe thediBtrlbu~
tion of surface ozone(or fallout, in the oaseor debris from nuclear'weapons).
There Is a clear 'annual variation in the available ozone. Figure 3 shows a series
of spring ascent. made at Liverpool (54°N.) and it will be noted that three of the four Show
high OZOne cronoentration in the lower stratosphere and near the tropopaus,e. The fourth was
made when the main Jet stream lay to 'the north of, Liverpool .. a \'Ieather .situation usually
associated with low ozone oonoentrations. ~ contrast.. Figure 6 shows three autumn ascents
also from Liverpool. Two show zero or almost zero ozone in the important region and one
shows only moderate quantities. This last ascent was made near the oentre of' a very strong
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upper low.. a situation which we would normally assooiate with high ozone concentrations.
seems' therefore that in the autumn there are, very limited opportunities for these.

It

Clearly, the lower temperate stratosphere forms a reservoir whioh 1s filled with
ozone during the winter and emptied during the spring and summer, the period in which surfaa.
ozone conoentrations are highest. The simplest mechanism by which the filling can occur is that
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there Is a meridional air,culation of air slowly rising in the equatorial stratosphere, and
desoending in the winter polar stratosphere. At the Equator the upward flow will prevent the
downward diffusion of the ozone and this will account for the low ozone ooncentration found
even in the stratosphere there. At high latitudes the desoending air will bring down the
ozone and fill the lower stratosphere, right down to the tropopause. This oiroulation was
suggested by the present writer in 1949 in oonnexion with the observed distribution of w~ter
vapour and helium In the stratosphereo

It is diffioult to estimate the amount of ozone brought down eaoh year with the
limited amouht of information available. It is certainly equal to one.tehth of the total
hemisphere store and possibly it Is as large as one-fifth.
6.

TRANSPOI\T INTO THE TI\OPOSPHERE

There appear to be four different mechanisms by Which the ozon~ oan pass into the
troposphereJ to describe these it is necessary to oonsider the nature of the obstacles to
atmospherio m6tloni which limit or distinguish between the methods,
The control on vertical motion is set by the way temperature cnanges With hel~t;
If a parcel of air moves upwar~ its temperature falls du~ to the expansion of -the air whioh
occurs since the atmospheric pressure always decreases upward. Usually this vesults in it
being colder and more dense than its surroundings and it sinks back to its original level.
This stability is rather weak in the troposph~re where temperature, falls with height but in
the stratosphere the effect 1s very powerful. Vertical transport is then very difficult unless the air is heated or cooled by other means, and such heating or cooling processes are
a] ways slow.
There is however always a surface, usually nearly horizontal, over which the air can
move and have the same density as its enVironment. Surfaces of this kind are called equi...
potential temperature, or alteY'hatively, isentropic surfaces. Hydrostatic forces present no
obstacle to movement over these surfaoes but the rotation of the Earth, and effects implicit
in its spherical shape, restrict horizontal motions in very complex ways. Movement over these
surfaces 1s therefore the easiest direction of motion, but it is not completely free.
Bearing this in mind, the four mechanisms are:
(1)
There may be a continuation across the tropopause· of the slow nonadiabatio descent
which is presumed to have brought the ozone down to the tropopause. This is shown by arrows
A of Figure 7u Though this descent probably occurs at high levels only in winter, it may
continue all the year round at the temperate and polar tropopause.
I!.O~1'I'l

"",."
~

Figure 7 - Possible meohanisms for the

tran~fer

..

'00

of ozone from the temperate stratosphere into

the troposphere.

'"

This process would tend to give a relatively uniform rate of transfer of ozone into
the troposphere over all temperate and polar regions. The outflow would be greatest in late
spring when the high concentrations are found near the tropopauseo
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(2)
The tropopause often slopes nelatively to the isentropic.surfaoes, espeoially I;' the
area Just north of the subtropical Jet stream, an~ also locally in certain synoptio situations.
Under these con~itions, motion alol1l$ the isentropic surfaces oan take ozone out of the strato~
sphere as, for example, alol1l$ arrows B of Figure 7. This prooess is probably the cause of the
~etailed ozone structure shown near the tropopause at Liverpool, 20 April 1958 (Figure 3), and
at Malta, 28 May 1958 (Figure 4). The ozone clearly extends below the tropopallSe which it
appears to ignore entirely.
This meohanism would give greatest outflow Just north of the subtropical Jet and
requires relatively high conoentrations of ozone Just above the tropopause in these regions.
From our ascents this oocurs in late spril1l$ an~ early summer. It will therefore give strol1l$
latitude and strol1l$ seasonal variations.

(3)
The isentropio surfaoes whioh lie in the lower stratosphere of temperate regions,
pass through the subtropioal Jet into the upper tropioal troposphere. Exohange oan ooour
alol1l$ these surfaoesl ozone-free air can enter the stratosphere an~ oonversely the ozone-rioh
air can pass out of the etratosphere. This is sl10wn by arrow C of Figure 7. The ~namio'
restriotions are probably fairly eevere but ozone-free leyers are oertainly found in the lower stratosphere, evidence of the inflow. The outflowingozone-rioh air is more diffioult to
find beoause the layers sre ~ispersed rapidly in the turbulent troposphere. Perhaps the
ozone-rioh air at 300 mb at Malta, 12 August 1958 (Figure 4), is such .. layer.
This proOeSS will conoentrate outflow at the region cf the subtropioal Jet and will
be grsatest in spril1l$ whsn the temperate stra~osphere oontains most ozone. Some ozone remains
available all the year and, though greatly .reduoed in autumn, some outflow should oontinue.
(4)
There is also the possibility of a oiroulation through the lower stratosphere as
shown by the'arrow D of Figure 7. Low ozone conoentrations often ooour in the Liverpool
asoents near 100 mb, suggeetil1l$ the presenoe of an inflowing stream of ozone-free air, and
in a series of asoents made at Arosa (46°N.) in July and August 1958, tongues of ozone-rich
air appeared on several asoents at the level whioh would oorrespond to tl1eoutflow of this
ciroulation. These tOl1l$ues are sometimes found in the Liverpcol asoents, but examination of
wind data by Starr and White gives no support for the significant presenoe of SUch a oiroulation.
Any contribution which suoh a oiroulation makes to the traMfer of ozone into the
troposphere will give outflow in ·the region of the subtropical Jet with a strong maximum
in late spril1l$and early summer when the ozone ooncentration near the lower part of the Jet
is highest.

7.

StM1ARy

(a)
Ozone is creatold in the atmosphere at about the same leVels that megatoii nuolear
weapons deposit their debris. The subselluent Il\ovemente of OZOiie mny therefoI'e be similar
to that of the debris, and both will probably be transported to the tropospheI'e by similar
meahMisms.
(b)
The o~one makes no attempt to travel dOWiiward in e~uato~ial regions.
(0)
During the winte~ the o~one is ~edist~ibuted and by the end of the winte~ a aubatan~
tial lIuantity bas been hI'ought down into the lowe~ tempe~ate st~atospheI'e where it is available for transport into the tropospheI'e.
(d)
The annual amount of '02one brought down cannot be dete~ined with oe~taintrl it is
at leaat one~tenth. and pI'obebly one~f1fth, of the total hemiepheI'ic sto~e.
(e)
Pour different meahSiiisMS aI'e deso~ibed as appaI'eiitlr available foI' the final trans~
port of the Ollone into the tt'opospheI'e. Three will give the main efflux nea~ the eUbt~opioal
Jet. All lIt'e bound to give varying t'ates of outflow aooo~ding to the OZOiie available but
SOIll8 lire more sens!tive tl1an others. The greatest 1l.Il\0unts aI'e available in late spI'ins aiid
the smallest in autumn.
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Meteorologists dealing with the daily weather are used to studying air masses and

fronts.
An air mass is a large quantity of air of horizontal dimensions of 1,000 km and vertical dimensions of at least 1 km where the atmosphere has in every horizontal surface approximately the same properties. As an example, the temperature has approximately the same value,
the moisture content is the same, the cloud types are approximately the same, the visibility
is the same, etc.
Air masses are formed in source regions, extensive regions where the surface of the
earth is homogeneous and where the surface air cah remain for a long time. (Sub)tropical air
is formed in the tropical high-pressure area, arctic air'in the arctic regions, and polar air
is formed in the areas between'tropics and arctic.
The air masses may leave their source regions; tropical air often makes excursions
far to the north, arctic and polar airs often penetrate far to the south. Stations in temperate latitudes therefore often undergo changes in weather Which are connected with changes in
the air mass regime.
It is generally accepted that different air masses are separated from each other by
frontal surfaces, where the properties mentioned above change more or less abruptly. Colder
air underlies warmer air. The frontal surface cuts the surface of the earth along a front
(Figure 1). There exists a rising motion of the air along the frontal surface, which leads

/ ' - - - - - - --7------;;0
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Figure 1 - Frontal surfaoe and front.

to the formation of cloud and rain. A change in the air mass regime at a station is usually
connected with the passage of a front, and conversely every frontal passage at a station marks
a change of air mass, whereby the values of various meteorological elements undergo smaller
or larger variations. Now, the question has arisen whether frontal passages are not also
characterized by changes in the radioactivity regime. It carmot be expected that this is the
case in a period long after the injection of radioactive matt.er into the atmosphere, as "the
air has become more or less homogeneous by then, but it might be the case in the period immediately following an explosion.
The period after the U.S.S.R. October 1958 test series in the arctic area has supplied
us with some striking examples which demonstrate quite clearly that, several frontal passages
at that time were accompanied by more or less abrupt variations in the radioactivity. Figure 2
shows the changes in the 21~-hour gross radioactivity of the air for the period 6-12 October
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Figure 2 - The variation of the 24··hour airborne gross radloactlvi ty
and changes :f.n liir masses during the period from 5 - 12 October 1958
(000 ~ occluded front, nf = cold front, wf _ warm front) a
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Figure 3 - Position of stations where radioactivity
measurements were made.
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1958 for the stations I Valentia, DUblin, Harwell, various s"oatlona in the Netherlands, })el~
gium and Germany (for position of the stations see Figure 3). The diagram also demonstrates

Figura 4 - Meteorologioal map of 10 Oatober 1958. Isobars are drawn
fronts ara indloetad by thiok lines With triangles and Bam101ro103~

fOl'"

every ml111lJfU."1I

that various air masses.. indicated by different hatched and s-C1ppled areas.!> passed the stations. Since clUUlges in air masses as mentioned above are connected with frontal passages,
the diagram also indioates the frontal passages, which took place \'Ihen one air mass was I"e",
placed by another (ace _ occluded front, of = cold front, lif = warm front, fl r.: front.olysis)
It 16 obvious from the figure that a radioactive cloud marked by an inorease of the rad.:toactl.".
Vltyp travelled via Ireland and England from west to east, but tllat it apparently only penetrated North-west Germany (stations Emden and Schleswig) and North and Cerroral Netherlor,ds
9
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(stations Petten, den Helder, Rijswijk, de Bi1t). No increase of any importance in radioactivity occurred in South-east Netherlands (station Eindhoven), in Belgium (stations Uccle, Mol
and Dourbes) and in the German station~Essen and Aachen.
It is also interesting to study the air masses as shown in Figure 2, and in particular the eastward movement of a cold front which marks the arrival of a

maSB

of oold air,

indicated by inclined hatching. This cold air arrived in Valentia, a October, 5.00 GMTI in

RADIOACTIVITY IARTIFICIAL)

UNIT: pelln'
OCTOBER I NOVEMBER 1958
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Figure 5 ... The variation of the 24..hour airborne grOBS radioaotivitJ
during the period 26 Cotober - 4 November 1958.

Dublin, a Ootober, 9.00 GMTI in Harwell, a October, 15.00 GMrI in Petten and den Helder, 9
October, 2.00 GMT! in Rijswijk, 9 October, 15.00 GMTI in de Bilt, 9 October,la.OO GMTI and in
Emden and Schleswig between 3.00· and 6.00 GMT on the 9th. It was present for only a few hours
at Eindhoven and Mol, and did not reach the Belgian stations of Ucc1e and Dourbes, nor the
German stations of Aaohen and Essen.

Now, realizing that the radioactivity
very likely that the increase of radioactivity
air. It is furthermore interesting to see that
connected with the withdrawal of this cold air

values refer to 24-hour averages, it appears
is closely related to the arrival of this oold
the decrease of radioactivity Was apparently
and the arrival of another air mass.

Figure 4 demonstrates the meteorological situation on 10 October, at 9.00 GMT. The
polar air, which carries the radioactivity, 1iee between the.frontal system, indioated by a
thiok line with triangles and semi-circles, whioh extends £'rom South Sweden via Eastem Denmark, North-west Germany, Central Netherlands, the North Sea, South-east England, the EngliSh
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Channel, and the western tip of France south-westward and another frontal system g indicated
by a thick line with triangles. which extends from Scotland via Wales w1d the Scilly IslWlds
south-westward. It is interesting to compare this map with Figure 2 g whioh indicates low
radioactivity over Ireland.. where the radioactive air 1s no longel" present, high over Harwell,
which 1s situated in the radioactive air between the two frontal systems, also relatively high
over -the Northern ,apd Central part of the Netherlands and North-west Germany.. all of which
lie in the radioactive air, but low over Belgium and the adjacent German stations which were
not reached bY the radioactive air.
Figure 5 gives the values ·of the 24-hour airbor~e gross radioactivity for the period
26 October - 4 November 1958, as measured at a number
stations in the Netherlandsj> Belgium
and Western Germany (for positions see Figure 3). The figure shows two conspicuous rises of
radioactivity, one on 30 and 31 October and one on 3 and 4 Novembert the latter increase is
very pronounced at the stations in the Netherlands and Belgium, but less considerable at the
German stations~ Both rises were again connected with the passage of a cold front and we shall
discuss the frontal passage of 31 October in more detailo

of

Figure 6 demonstrates the general meteorological situation over Western Europe, 31
Ootober 1958. 12.00 GMT. For the present study it is important to note that a cold front
(thick line with small triangles) stretches from the Bothnian Gulf via Oslo, Northern Denmark

Figure 6 - Meteorological map of 31 October 1958,
12.00 GMT. Isobars are drawn every 5 millibars
fronte are indicated by thick lines with triangles
and semicircles (after Bleiobrodt, Bleeker and
Sohmidt, r.hanges in the radioactivity r~g~me during
the passage of a cold f~ont over ~he Netherlands,
Tellu6j> 12, p. l88 g 196o)~

towards the Netherlands and Belgium, from where it continues in southerly direction over Central France. The air east of the front, over Germany is relatively warm (SUbtropical air),
the air west of the front, over the British Isles is relatively cold (polar air). The front
moved from west to east.
The differences in structure between the subtropical air east of the frontj> and the
polar air west of the front, can best be appreciated from Table I, which gives the temperatures at various levels over de Bllt for 31 October 00.00 and 12.00 GMT and for 1 November
00.00 GMT.
It is seen that the air masS over de Bilt changed completely" On 31 October, 00,00
GMT, the temperatures in the subtropical air mass were relatively high between 1,500 and
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Table I

Upper-air temperatures

(Oe)

Height in m

1,500

Surface

5,000

7,500

10,000

15,000

-17.0
-17.2

-34;0

·54.5

-36.7
-43.0

~50.8

-59.3
-51.4

-47.1

-55.9

Time

31 Oct. 00.00 GMT
31 Oct. 12.00 GMT
1 Nov. 00.00 GMT

0

•

VISIBILITY

5.8
7.5
5.8
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Figure 7 - Recording of meteorological
elements and radioaotivity at Eindhoven
and "Mol during frontal passage on 31
Oatober 1958 (Mol full. lines, Eindhoven
broken l1nes).

24 GMT

Figure 8 - Variation of various meteorological elements and radioactivity at
Ypenburg and Rijswijk during frontal
passage on 31 October 1958 (after Bleichrodt .. Bleeker and Schmidt, Changes in the
radioaotivity r~glme during the passage
of a oold front over The i Netherlands ..
Te11us, ~, p. 188, 1960).
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7,500 metres mId on 1 November, 00.00 GMT, they had dropped 6 - Boc with the arrival of the
polar air over the station At the higher levels, 10,000 and 15,000 metres, a considerable
rise of temperature is noted4
Q

These changes induce us to study in more detail the various meteorological elements
at the stations Eindhoven (Netherlands) and Mol (Belgium) (for positions of Figure 3). Figure 7 gives the variations of visibility, temperature, relative humidity, pressure, wind
direction (accumulated), rainfall and natural and artificial- radioacti.vity. Tne veering of
the wind from 200 to 330 degrees (i.e. from SSW to Nfl), which takes place between 9.45 and
15.00 GMT marks the passage of the front. It will be noted that ~ith the arrival of the
polar air the visibility increased, the temperature and humidity dropped, and the pressure
started to rise.
We are fortunate also to have available recordings of the natural and artificial
radioactivity of the air. The natural radioactivity started to drop suddenly at 14.00 GMT,
at a moment when the wind had begun to veer more abruptly. This indicates that this was the
exact moment when the continental subtropical air, which had picked up quite a lot of radon
and thoron~ was replaced by polar air of maritime origin, which is usually free from these
natural radioactivity products originating from rocks and soil. At the same moment that the
natural radioactivity falls, the artificial radioactivity rises, whlch again clearly indicates the arrival of another ai~ massa
The frontal passage of 30 October 1958 has also been investigated in detail at
another vail' of stations~ namely Rijswijk and Ypenburg (for positions see Figure 3)a Figure 8
shows the recordings of various meteorological elements during the frontal passage. Again
the variatio~ of visibility, relative humidity, temperature, pressure, wind speed and wind
direction are shown, but instead of the accumulated rainfall this figure shows the rain intensity. No recordings of the- radioactivity of the air have been made at these stations; however, the gross radioactivity (artificial) of rain samples taken at short intervals was determined and also the age of a number of sampleso
The fron-t pa.ssed between lLOO and 11.30 GMT when the wind veered from SW to NNW.
with the arrival of the polar air the visibility increased and the humidity decreasedo
It will be seen that during the frontal passage there was a slight rise in the artificial
radioact~vity of the rain; this radioactivity increased however to rather hi~ values when
the station was really in the polar airG This is another interesting point, but it is even
ll
more interesting to look at the lowest curve of the diagram, which indicates the "age
of
1a2
the radioactivity as determined with the t_law. It will be seen that this " age l! was
approximately 50 days in pre-frontal rain, whereas it is approximately 18 days 'in post-frontal rain.
The explanation of the change in the radioactivity regime on 31 October is easily
found when ODe investigates the recent history of the subtropical air (east of the front)
and the polar air (west of the front)~ Under the assumption of horizontal motion, trajectories have been computed for the air mass present over the Netherlands on 31 October 1958,
00.00 G~IT (representing tropical air), and an air mass which covered the Netherlands on 1
November, 00.00 GMT (representing polar air). Figures 9 and 10 show these trajectories for
approximately 1,000 and 5~000 metres. It appears that the tropical air can be traced back
to the Mediterranean area and that the polar air came from the arctic regions. According to
information published by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, nuclear test explosions were
performed north of the arctic ,circle during several days in October o The radioactivity found
in the polar air and in -the rain that formed in polar air is undoubtedly due to one or more
of these test explosions~

Again~

The results of these interesting observations give the meteorologists ample opportunity to speculate on the processes which take place at fronts. One polnt which is particularly
interesting is indeed why the changes in radioactivity occur so abruptly at the front. It is
unlikely that radioactivity we.s introduced in the polar air just in the vicinity of the front.
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Figure 9 - TraJeotories of air, pre-frontal
an4poBt-frontal~ at 1,000 metree (900 mb)
(after Bleiohrodt, Bleeker and Sohmidt,
Changes in the radioaotivity regime during the
passage of a oold front over The Netherlands,
Tellu8, 12, p. 188, 1960).

Figure 10 - Air trajectories of pre-frontal
and post-frontal air at 5,SQO metres (500 mb)
(after Bleiohrodt, Bleeker and Schmidt,
Clianges in the radioactivity regime during the
passage of ecoId front over The Netherlands,
Tellu8, ~, p. 188, 1960).

It must therefore have moved. towards the front and when it reached there it was carried upward. Thi8 mean8 that not only the warm air but a180 the oold air takes part in the vertical
circulation of the front. It is olear that fronts are an efficient manner of transporting
surface radioactivity to higher layers, where part of it will be caught in the precipitation
process as a result of which it will be deposited on the earth's surface.
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LA PRECIPITATION PAR VOIE HUMIDE DES PARTICULES RADIOACTIVES
(WEr REMOVAL OF RADIOACTIVE PARTICLES)

LE LESSlVAGE DE L' ATMOSPHERE: PAR LA DIFFUSION AU
BEIN DU NUAGE Er LA CAPTURE PAR LA PIUIE OU PAR LA NEIGE
(WASH OUT PROCESSES: SCAVENGING IN
TIlE CLOUDY AIR, RAIN OUT AND SNOW OUT)

1.

CONSIDERATIONS GENERALES

Taut que lleau presente dans llatmosphere demeure SOliS la forme vapeur, ses molecules
se comportant comme celles des gaz, aucune modifioation nlest apportee aux processus de transport des particules ~ar voie seehe. Par contre des que la condensation prend naissance, des
la formation des gouttelettes de uuage, des mecanismes nouveaux interviennent, mecanismes qui
accroissent considerablement les possibilites de capture des aerosols, radioactifs ou non,
presents dans l'atmosphere.
II faut toutefois distinguer deux phases essentiellement differentes dans les proces ...
sus de purification de llatmosphere faisant intervenir la presence de la phase liquide.

Dans un premier stade, des mecanismes divers, au llechelle moleculaire predomine, se
produisent exclusivement dans Ie uuage lui-mgrne, au cours de sa formation, au cours de son
evolution, et quel que soit Ie destin final du nuage ainsi forme. Ces rnecanismes sont susceptibles de transporter, sur les gouttelettes, les aerosols presents dans la masse d1air au
slest operee la condensation. Selon les conditions thermodynamiques dlevolution de cette
masse d'air, selon ll~ge du nuage, une part plus au moins grande de l'activite specifique de
11 a ir sera ainsi transferee et accumulee sur des gouttelettes liquides. Ces dernieres, m@me
s1 eiles ne concourrent pas a former des precipitations destinees a atteindre Ie sol, nlen
laisseront pas mains subs1ster par la suit~, apres evaporation, des particules d1aerosol plus
grosses que Ie noyau de condensation primitif : des particules enrichies de toutes les impuretes qui etaient presentes dans l'espace intergouttelettes du nuage, et qui conserveront la
propriete de Jouer encore a nouveau Ie r6le de noyau de condensation au cours des modifications thermodynamiques que pourra subir ulterieurement la masse d'air ambiante qui lui sert
de vehicule.
clest a l'ensemble des rnecanismes intervenant dans la masse d1air eu a pris naissance
Ie nuage, a l'echelle merne des gouttelettes nuageuses, que Ie terme de "lessivage par diffusiontl (correspondant a l'expressien "scavenging") sera reserve.
Par contre l dans un deuxieme stade interviendront tous les mecanismes susceptibles de
ramener sur les precipitations, soit a l'etat liquide (rain out) soit a l'etat solide (snow
out), les particules dlaerosol presentes dans llatmosphere sur la trajectoire des gouttes de
pluie, des cristaux, au des flo cons de neige, tant au sein m@me du nuage, au prennent naissance les elements precipitants, qu1au-dessous du nuage entre la base de ce dernier et Ie sol~
II est bien evident que, selon l'importance des captures qui Interviendront a l'echelIe de la goutte de pluie ou du flacon de neige, selon l'activite propre des masses dlair ou
slest forme Ie nuage) ou de celIe comprise entre Ie sol et Ie nuage, des variations considerabIes d'activite specifique pourront gtre observees dans les precipitations. Ie rapport
entre I t activite de llair preleve au niveau du sol pendant les precipitations, et l'actlvite
de ces dernieres, depend de tellement de facteurs rneteorologiques OU microphysiques que sa
signification devient en realite extr@mement aleatoire.
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Toute l'activlte du volume d1air au la condensation a donne naissance a un nuage peut,
rigueur, se transferer en totalite sur les gouttelettes composant Ie nuage; mals seule
una partie de la radioactivite de l'air peut @tre captee par les gouttes de pluia au oours de
leur chute. Comme llactivite specifique de l'air est rarement une constanta entre Ie sol ~t
Ie niveau superieur des nuages} 11 est difficile de tirer des conclusions pratiques de la
comparaison des fissures de llactivlte des precipitations atteignant Ie 601 .at de l'activite
des poussieres contenues dans l'air a oe m@me nlveau.

a la

Lea mecanismes de la condensation au aein du nuage, la oapture par les gouttes de
pluia au cours de leur chute vera Ie sol, les effete de diffusion vers Ie cristal de glaoe au,
a oertains niveaux, vers Ie flacon de neige, sont autant de processus susceptibles de purifier
energiquement l'atmosphere et de lui enlever rapidement llao~ivite portee par les aerQsols
qulil contient. Mais, sans la connaissance precise de la valeur de la radioactivite existant
a taus les niveaux, des conditions thermodynamiques et meteorologiques determinantes de 1a
formation des masses nuageuses et du mecanisme de declenchement des preoipitations, 11 est
impossible de calculer llactivite finale -de la neige au de la pluie en fonction des seules
valeurs de la radioactivite de llair, m@me supposee· connue a tous les niveaux. II est hors
de question, sauf dans Ie cas de certaines situations meteorologiques particu1ierement simples,
de rattacher directement llactivite des precipitations a celIe de l(air preleve au niveau du
sol.
Ces situations meteorologiques privilegiees se rencontreront par exemple dans Ie caB
de nuages orographiques donnant lieu a des precipitations, et pour 'lesquels la masse d1air
assurant l'alimentation du nuage est parfaitement homogene tant du point de vue thermodynamique qu1en oe qui concerne les concentrations radioactives. De m@me, a ll~ohelle statistique#
pour un type de temps donne, pour des precipitations liees a ce type de temps, des comparaisons entre llactivite de llair et celIe des precipitations pourront redevenir significativesJ
mais neanmoins la connaissance precise des activites aux niveaux au se produisent les divers
mecanismes de capture demeure llelement determinant de llactivite totale des precipitations
recueillies au sol.

2.

rES MECANISMES DE IESSIVAGE AU SEIN DES NUAGES (SCAVENGING)

2.1

La coalescence aerosol-gouttelette

On peut en premier lieu considerer que tous les mecanismes de coalescence par voie
seche peuvent intervenir au sein dlun uuage entre gouttelettes et aerosol radioactif# exacte~
roent au m@me titre que si ces gouttelettes etaient des volumes solides sans proprietes thermodynamiques particulieres.
Si par des effets ffiecaniques purs, la partioule d1aerosol· et la gouttelette viennent
effectivement en contact" les forces de van der Waals suffisent alors a maintenir oe contact
et a rendre definitive la coalescence. Deux particules de llordre de lpexigent 10- 10 erg
pour pouvoir @tre separeesj pour des particules de O~Ol~le travail necessaire devient 10- 13
erg~ mais comne l'energie resultant du mouvement thermique n1atteint, aux temperatures ambjanteB, ·-qUe' 4.10- 14 erg, on volt que tant que les forces de pesanteur sont negligeables - soit
en fait pour des spheres de l'ordre de 30# - les forces de van der Waals suffisent pour asSurer la cohesion de llagglamerat.
De plus, la structure heterogene d1un agglomerat dlaerosols~ en favorisant m@me aux
basses humidites relatives les phenomenes de condensation capillaire~ assure une cohesion de
ses elements dependant surtout de la mouil1abilite de ces derniers et en general de llordre
de grandeur de la tension superficielle de l'eau.
Toutefois, ce nlest qu1avec une certaine reserve qu10n peut admettre que, par exemple,
llapplication des equations de la diffusion Brownienne donnera pour un aerosol particulaire
et pour un nuage de gouttelettes de caracteristiques donnees, un taux de coagulation conforme
aux valeurs statistiques des chacs d'origine purement thermique. En fait# quand on examine
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au microscope Ie comportement d1une gouttelette d1eau au sein d1une atmosphere dtaerosol J on
ntobserve Jamais de capulre lorsque la goutte-est en equilibre de tension de vapeur avec l'ambianc8 J1 on observe au oontraire un veritable "dust free space n , protegeant la goutte de l'amblance empoussieree lorsqu'11 y a evaporation, et clest seulement lorsqu1il ya condensation
sur la goutte que les captures interviennent alors, en veritable avalanche, les particules
etant precipitees sur la surface de la goutte avec 1m8 vitesse rigoureusem~nt proportionnelle
au gradient de tension de vapeur existant au voisinage de la gouttea
Cette absence totale de capture entre aerosol et gouttelette, dans Ie oas dlequilibre
thermodJ-'llarnique de oette derniere est a rapprooher de l'impossibilite d'observer experimentalement des coalescences entre gouttelettes au sein d'un nuage artificiel homogene d'eau,
d1huile, au de tout autre fluldeo Ce phenomene peut sans do~te slexpliquer si on admet, Borte
de calefaction a basse temperature, qu'une oouche limite formant matelas de vapeur entoure
la gouttelette en voie dtevaporation ou en etat d'equillbre, et que de plus, une certaine ener~
gie est indispensable, s t il nly a pas contaot prealable reel, pour de former Ie volume a sur~
face mlnimale qutest la goutteletteo Cette energie a pour valeur
ads J ou a est lrenergie
superficielle et d& l'accroissement de surfaoe oorrespondant a la formation d'ttn ombilioo
II faut des conditions thermodynam1ques particulieres, celles de lacondensation,
correspondant cette fois a un deficit dtaccllinulation de vapeur a la surface de 1a goutte, pour
~le Ie contact reel entre aerosQl et gouttelette puisse interveniro Selon la mouil1abilite
de l'aerosol, on observe nettement~ au microsoope optique J 1a chute de la particule sur 1a
surface de 1a goutte, puis J au bout d'un temps plus ou moins long~ sa disparition au sein du
l1quide.

l\IJ.ais i1. n I est toutefois pas impossible, il est m@me certain, que tous les mecanismeL?
de capture par voie seche pouvant mettre en jeu des energies d 1 impact superieures a
ads
soient susceptibles d'entra:tner des coalescences entre gouttelettes et aerosols au sein d1une
atmosphere nuageuse o La sedimentation differentielle sous l'actlon de la pesanteur peut a
elle seule~ etant donne la difference d'echelle entre aerosols et gouttelettes, entratner des
captures entre ces del~1ieresJ m@me en cas d1equilibre de tension de vapeur o II en est de meme
des deplac~nents dUB a des interactions eleotrostatiques entre gouttelette ou oristal et particule d'aerosol chargee electriquemente
De toutes fagons, ces coalescences effectives entre aerosols et gouttelettes du nuage
seront moins frequentes que celles qui pourraient 1ntervenir entre aerosols et particules
seches de m~rne repartition d1mensionelle que les gouttelettes o Dans ce dern1er cas en effet,
sauf pendant la phase condensante, un- seuil energetique uds est indispensable pour assurer
Ie contact reel~
2 .. 2

,Le deplacelEent des particules dans un gradient de tension de vapeur (scavenging)

Lorsqu1une particule dtaerosol se trouve dans un champ de pression d'une vapeur dlffusante dans l'atmosphere J tout se passe comme s1 la particule etait "poussee" par la vapeur
avec tUIe force proportionrlel1e au gradient de aette pression de vapeur partlellee La force
exercee sur la particule, dirigee d~B Ie sens de la diffusion de la vapeur, a pour expression
F=Kn1'2D

dp
(L'V

F=K'nJ'D~l:!.

dx

ou

K et K' sont des constantes,

fusion de la vapeur,

k

r

pour

r ({ A. ~

pour

r}) A,

est Ie rayon de la particule, D Ie coefficient de dif-

Ie gradient de 1a vapeur, et ). Ie libre parcours moyeno

Dans les deux cas, pour
r ({ A ou r) A., la vitesse de deplacement de 1a partioule
est constarrte, independante du rayon et de 1a forme ~
V

= cD dp,
dx
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ou c est IDle constanta, dlfferente pour chaque domaine.
op
En fait, pour une m@me valeur de
dx' 11 existe deux regimes a vitesse uniforme,
l'un pour les partioules plus petites, IJautre pour les partlcules plus grandes que Ie libre
parcours moyen; les deux regimes a vitesse constante sont raccordes par un domaine a vitesses
variables, pratlquement entre 0,01 f1 et 0,5 Jl. La vitesse s'exprimant alors par une expression reliant Ie domaine des vitesses elevees, pour r petit, a celui des vitesses faibles, pour
r

grand:
V ~ (°1

+

dp

0,

2/r) D dx

Bien entendu ces forces exereses sur les partlcules dtaerosol dans un champ de pression de vapeur sont a composer avec toutes celles pouvant deja exister en dehors de oe champ
de pression.
II en est alnsi des forces dJorigine electrostatique, celles dues a des gradients
thermiques (soit direotement, soit lndirectement dans Ie cas de la photophorese), des forces
resultant des chocs moleculaires et responsables de la diffusion par mouvement Brownien; et
enfin des forces resultant de llaotion de la gravite.
Pour des particules de l'ardre du 1 # les forces dues a la diffusion de vapeur d'eau
au voislnage immediat dlune gouttelette de nuage en voie de condensation,peuvent attelndre
Ie 1/3 des forces dues a la gravite. Pour des dimensions inferieures a 1 # , les forces cinetiques dues a la diffusion de vapeur deviennent superieures a celles de la gravite; elles
restent pour les tres petites particules tres au-des sus des effets resultant de la diffusion
Brownienne et, comme elles ne sont pas aleatoires, mais pour toutes les particules voisines,
concourantes vers la gouttelette en voie de condensation, leur importance devient preponderante devant les autres mecanismes de diffusion.
Du point de vue de la purification de l'atmosphere, ce qui compte ce sont les possibilites de coalescence repetees ayant pour resultat final de rassembler par capture, en une
particule de grosseur notable, -toutes celles qui, par suite de leur dimension propre, possedent des vitesses de sedimentation tellement faibles que leur temps de transit dans llatmosphere en devient considerable.
En dehors des deplacements dus aux attractionse1eetrostatiques et des cas encore plus
rares de capture par effet thermique direct, tous les mecanismes possibles de coalescence par
voie seehe ant un caractere de deplacement aleatoire pouvant certes amener a une reduction
sensible du nombre de particules par centimetre cube, mais seulement au bout d'un temps, considerable. Clest ainsi qU'il faut environ cinq semaines pour reduire de 1000 a 500 par cm3 la
concentration dlun nuage d'aerosolsdont les particules sont de l1 0rdre de 1#. II est dono
exclu de voir, dans des delais raisonnables, des nuages de particules radioactives de I'ordre
du l/lOe ou du 1/100e de # operer les millions de coalescences consecutives necessaires pour
obtenir des particules superieures au micron possedant alors une vitesse de sedimentation appreciable,
Ce nlest q~'au voisinage immediat du point zero que les mecanismes de coagulation directe jouent un rele important car les concentrations initiales sont tres elevees, et au bout
d'un temps tres court les vitesses de sedimentation devienne~t Ie facteur determinant des
retombees a faibles distances.
Par contre, a grande distance, apres ITexperimentation, les concentrations particulaires des aerosols atmospheriques _ radioactifs au non - comprises en moyenne entre 100 et
1000 particules par em), ne permettent plus, sauf peut-@tre dans les regions desertiques lorsqulil y a formation de vents de sable, de compter sur ees mecanismes de purification par voie
seehe (dry removal) pOI!r expliquer l'arri~ee au sol et Itintegration a la lithosphere des valeurs elevees d'activite specifique.
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TABLEAU

Temps neoessaire en secondes pour obtenir une reduction
de

n/2

d 'un nuage particulaire de rayon r

et de densita n par em3

Particules
par em3
Rayon
r

0,01 "
0,05 "
0,1 Jl
1,0 "

).10)
104

).10

2

).101
10 2

10)

1,8.104
).104

1,8.102
2
).10

1,8.10)
).10)

)

10
1,8.10 1
1
).10

C'est alors qu'interviennent les processus par vole humide, at que Ie rele de la vapeur d'eau atmospherique, de ses cycles de condensation-evaporation, deviennent, avec les
precipitations proprement dites, Ie mecanisme Ie plus general et Ie plus efficacede purifi-

cation de l'atmosphere.
Lors de la formation rn~me des masses nuageuses, dans les premiers stades de la condensation, les particules presentes dans l'environnement immediat de la gouttelette de nuage
initiale ont ete captees par l'afflux des molecules d'eau-vapeurse preoipitant vers Ie noyau
de condensation ayant fraucht Ie seuil critique de croissance.
D'autre part~ les gouttelettes d'un nuage etant
plus sOlivent par des cycles alternes de condensation et
pendant toute la fraction T~: du temps total T de'la vie
done periode pendant laquelle les mecanismes de capture
rendus possibles.

en perpetuelle evolution, passant Ie
d'evaporation, on peut admettre que
du nuage~ il y a eu condensation,
par· cinetlque moleoulaire ant ete

3i on designe par.N Ie nombre de gauttelettes de rayon a (et de vitesse de chute ~
cm/sec) par cm3 dlatmosph~re nuageuse~ Ie temps r ~au bout duquel l'espace intergouttelettea
sera enti~rement purifi4, sera donne par l'expresslon
r=

1
T~/T1CN1r:a2~

I

K deslgnant Ie coefficient de captation d'une gouttelette en voie de condensation. Ce coefficient est compris entre 1 (m~me pour de faibles valeurs de--dp et des particules captees
dx
de gros diametre) et une valeur qui peut atteindre plusieurs unites dans Ie oas des gradients
eleves et de particules de tres petites dimensions.

Ainsipar exemple en prenant pour K- la valeur unite~ en prenant un nuage de 100 gouttelettes de 10 Jl de rayon par c;m3 , il suffirait d 'un temps t de l' ordre de 1 h 40' pour purifier l'espace intergouttelettes d'un nuage n'ayant eonsacre que la moitie de ce temps B.
llaccroissement de.ses elements par condensation.
Bien entendu~ de toutes faQons les meoanismes olassiques de capture par inertie, plus
exaotement ioi par sedimentation differentielle entre les gouttelettes et les partioules d'aerosol peuvent touJours intervenir~ soit seuls, dans Ie cas aU la gouttelette est en equilibre
thermodynamique ou en cours d'evaporation, Bait s'ajoutant a la capture par diffusion de vapeur surtout dans Ie cas des grosses particules pour lesquelles les foroes de gravite sont
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predo11jinantes, et aU, par oonsequent, 11 y a une moindre efficaclte des mecanismes de capture pendant la condensation o
Dans Ie premier cas, 11 est bien entendu qu·'il n 'y aura rencontre effeotive gouttelette-aerosol que 51 oe dernier possede par rapport. a la goutte une anergie cinetique suf!isante pour valuere la barriere

ads

?'opposant au oontact reel l1quide-particule.

On volt ainsi, qu'a condition d'gtre certain d'avoir attaint Ie temps., limite determinant les conditions de purification absolue d'un espaca intergouttelettes, la valeur
de llactivite exprimee en curie par cm3 d'eau condenses sera identique a l'activite speoifique de l'air, en curie par m3 divisee par Ie contenu en eau du nuage, exprime conventionnellement en grammes par m3. Pour autant qu'aucWl autre mecanisme de lessivage par les precipitations ne vienne modifier l'~ctivite finale de la precipitation recueillie, on pourralt
a la rigueur, a partir des donnees du radiosondage et avec une hypothese simple sur la repartition de l'activite de l'air et sur Ie mecanisme des precipitations, retrouver finalement par Ie caleul les valeurs absolues.de l'activite de ces dernieres.

3.

LES CAPTURES PAR LA P=E OU PAR LA PHASE-GLACE (RAIN OUT, SNOW OUT REMOVAL PROCESSES)

3.1

Lessivage par la pluie

En fait, Ie ehangement d1eohelle qul,impliquent les precipitations s'accompagne encore
d'autres possibilites de capture des aerosols atmospheriques presents dans les traJectoires
que doivent emprunter l~s gouttes de pluie au les cristaux et flacons de neige avant d'attein~
dre Ie sol.

On peut evaluer par exemple la capacite de lessivage d'une pluie d'intensite determinee caracterisee par Ie nombre N de gouttelettes de pluie de rayon a tombant par unite
de temps sur l'urtite de surface. En limitant nos calouls a l'espace compris seulement entre
Ie sol et h, niveau de la base du nuage, l'activite specifique de l'air etant homogene au
debut de la precipitation et egale a A~ , et B~ designant Ie taux de capture (collection
efficiency) pour W1e goutte de rayon a et un aerosol radioactif de rayon r donne, on trouvel
gva ]_'

E. "" [ 1 +1.06 2dr ,V

aU d est la densite, r Ie rayon de la particule captee, VIa vitesse de chute de la goutte, at
v Ie coefficient de viscosite cinematique.
On obtient pour la decroissance de la radioactivite

A~,l·

au bout d'un temps

t

I

3i N~ represente Ie produit de N par la section droite d 'une goutte, la radioactique les precipitations enleveront a l'air et ameneront au sol, par unite de surfaoe,
pendant fJ secondes entre Ie temps t
et Ie temps t+(J peut s'ecrire

vite

a~

ff

h 1+6

a. =

A". N. E.dh dt,

o•

ce qui peut s'ecrire sous la forme simple

h

si on pose

S

=fA~" dh,

ou somme de la radioactivite comprise entre Ie sol et l'altitude h,

pour la surface °unite et si on pose de m@me pour simplifier B = N,Ee
que A~t soit de la forme d'une fonction simple en h et exp - B t l

et . en admettant enfin
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Cette expression simple de ar, en fenation des parametres de la precipitation et des
oaracteristiques dimensionnelles de l'aerosol radioactif present sous Ie nuage permet theoriqueme~t de calculer l'efflcience du pOllvoir de lessivage de la pluia. II faudra bien entendu
tenir oompte de l'actlvite d'origine des gouttelettes du uuage pour obtenir Ie bilan final
de l'activite des precipitaticns.
En fait Ie probleme est beaucoup plus complexe, l'activite de llair sous Ie uuage
peut varier par advection d'air provenant, soit du retour dfune cellule convective voisine,
soit d'une progression frontale. De plus, les'possibilites de lessivage de cet air ne sont
pas seulement fonction de llactivite specifique globale# mais dependent aussietroitement
du spectre de repartition des particules. Deux masses d'air de mgme activite globale par m3 1
dont l'une ne comporterait que des particules de l'ordre de 1 p , et llautre des partioules
de O.Olp , reagiraient de maniere tres differente a un lessivage par une pluie de caracteristiques identiques.

De_plUS i1 est bien evident que Ie schema d'une pluie uniforme de N gouttelettes de
rayon a par unite de surface est loin de correspondre a la realite. Les captures entre gouttes,
les ruptures de grosses gouttes, sont des phenomenes normaux dans les preoipitations depassant une certaine intensite; Ie coefficient Ec variera done et avec lui la valeur de l'activite colleatee par la pluie. Enfin dans Ie cas de grosses gouttes, il ne faut pas oublier que
ces dernieres entrent en vibration et que, sur la fin de leur traJectoire elles presentent
une face aplatie vers llamont pour laquelle Ie coefficient E c prendra alers des valeurs tres
elevees l mgme pour des aerosols de llordre du micron.
Differents auteurs ant etabli des diagrammes tbeeriques permettant d'evaluer la radioactivite d1une precipitation calculee a partir des hypotheses ci-dessus et bien entendu~ pour
des cas simples d1intensite constante de la precipitation.
3.2

Lessivage par la phase glace

Les precipitations SOllS forme solide procedent, du point de vue capture des aerosols
et lessivage de llatmosphere, des deux mecanismes precedentsG
II yale r61e.joue par des elements de grande dimension, Ie cristal elementaire de
glace ou Ie flacon de neige, qui, au cours de leur chute presentent du fait de leur geometrie
un coefficient de captation determine pour un aerosol de dimensions particulaires donnees.

a

II y a aussi~ slaJoutant
ce mecanisme, des effets de capture par diffusion de vapeur, puisque, taut au sein du miage que la plupart du temps au cours de la chute du cristal,
la tension de vapeur de la glace reste inferieure a celIe de l'eau en surfusion J ou a celIe
de l ' ambiance aux temperatures negatives.
Au sein du nuage, m~me si l'activite de l'air n'a pas encore eu Ie temps de se transferer en totalite.sur les gouttelettes, l'apparition de la phase glace entratne aut our des
cristaux en formation, et sur tout Ie sillage-de leur trajectoire, un afflux continu des aerosols presents dans l'atmosphere. La phase glace en presence dleau surfondue etant en voie
de condensation continue et rapide, les gradients de tension de vapeur sont extrgmement importants au voisinage du cristal et· on peut pratiquement considerer que Ie coefficient de captation d'un cristal en voie d1accroissement devient au moins egal a sa section droite au cours
de sa chute, compte tenu des effets· de diffusion de vapeur intervenant aux frontieres du
.cristal-.
Mals ceci ne demeure vrai que taut que Ie cristal est en phase condensante. 8i par
exemple entre la base du nuage et Ie sol, Ie flocon de neige traverse des couches d l atmosphere
ou, bien que la temperature soit encore negative, la tension de vapeur ambiante devient inferieure a celIe de la glace, Ie flocon de neige commencera a se sublimer et son coefficient
de captation tornbera alors Instantanement au-dessous de la valeur du coefficient de captation
dependant de la geometrie du flocon. Les effets cette fois repulsifs de la diffusion de vapeur mettant alors Ie cristal de glace dans la meme situation qu'une goutte de pluie en voie
d 1 evaporation.
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Dans certains cas on peut done observer au-dessous du nuage de neige, at s1 les temperatures restent negatives Jusqu'au sol, des situations au Ie cristal de glace pard toute
efficacite particuliere pour capter l'activite de l'air quIll traverse.
Dfautant plus quill n'est plus possible d'assimiler un cristal de glace en vole de
sublimation a una gouttelette liquide en CQurs d'evaporation. 31 d'un cate une anergie superieure a ads etait parfots eXigee pour 1 Iintegration a la goutte, en contre partie la partioule d'aerosol une fols ,captee demeurait acquise, at, m@me dans Ie cas dfevaporation totale
de la gouttelette, 11 demeurait un magma residuel temoin de toutes les oaptures de la goutte.

Par contre un cristal en voie de sublimation s'oppose a tout contaot permanent entre
une particule oaptee par inertie et Ie corps merne du cristal. Les forces de van der Waals
disparaissent au fur et a mesure, que, par sublimation, disparatt sour 111 particule recennnent
captee Ies couches cristallines sQus-jacentes. La particule est alors reprise par l'ecQulement de l'air et se trouve reJetee dans llatmosphere apres une tres breve incorporation au
flocon de neige ..
Bien plus, toute llactivite ramassee par 1e cristal au cours de sa periode d'accroissement pourra ainsi se trouver reJetee dans l'atmosphere, entre la base du uuage et Ie sol ..
Cette de charge de radioactivite durera tant que les conditions favorables a la sublimation
du cristal ,permettront la dislocation de Bes structures superficielles et, avec elles, des
particules captees par diffusion lars des phases de condensation'" On pourra done observer au
contraire un accroissement de la radioactivite de 11 air, une activite spec1fique peut-~tre
plus elevee que celIe de la neige, mais seulement dans les cas oU la tension de vapeur de
l'ambiance est inferieure a celIe de Ie glace, compte tenu de la temperature d'equilibre de
1a precipitation.
On voit ainsi que oe so~t des processus tres varies, a premiere vue imprevlsibles,
se situant Ie plus sOlivent a des eohelles voisines de la cinetique moleoulaire au des dimensions reticulaires des edifices cristallins, qui conditionnent en fait, surtout dans Ie cas
des precipitations solides, llextr@me variabilite des mesures observees ..

4.

LES CAPTURES DIRECTES PAR LE SOL DE LA RADIOACT!VITE DE L I AIR

4.. 1

Importance des echanges turbulents
En principe les tlretombees lf seches s'entendent de particules radioactives amenees au

contact merne du sol ou de ses prolongements par leur vitesse de sedimentation propre.. Comme
ces vitesses sont touJours tres faibles pour les aerosols provenant de retombees differees,
il est interessant de passer en revue les conditions physiques susceptibles de favoriser 1a
capture des particules submicroniques.
II est tres souvent fait etat des vitesses de sedlmentation propre des particules
submicroniques pour etablir des previsions de duree de stockage dans la stratosphere ou du
temps de residence dans la troposphere .. En realite ces donnees a l'echelle particulaire ne
presentent d'interet que dans certaines conditions tres rarement realisees en atmosphere libre
et les forces de gravfte ne sont determinantes des concentrations au des captures d'un aerosol qutau Yoisinage immediat des surfaces au sloperent les echanges ..

Le facteur determinant dans la repartition a llechelle synoptique des concentrations
radioactives est uniquernent la turbulence qui, a des echelles tres diverses atteignant 1010
et parfois 1013 fois la valeur des coefficients de diffusion des nuages particulaires, transporte et brasse de maniere hornogene d1enormes volumes d'air pollueo
Le transport direct, dans un regime d'ecoulement a l'echel1e hemispherique, tel qulil
predomine dans la stratosphere, est Ie premier responsable de llentratnement des nuages radioactifs provenant des experiences, mais la diffusion extremement rapide de Ia radioactivite
vers les basses couches est due, elle, a des echanges turbulents entre divers etages de I'atmosphere amenant finalement au sol" et avec un retard m:J.nime, une partie parfois Importante
du nuage circulant a haute altitude.
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Cette diffusion verticale acceleree, que materialise parfois, pour une tranche lsolee, des formations de nuages moyens cumuliformes, rejoint dans les couches voisines du sol
Ie convection partant de oe dernier. D'une fagan indirecte clest encore lleau oantenue sous
~orme de vapeur qui joue Ie r81e determinant dans ces processus de diffusion a tres grande
echelle, oar clest Ie stabilite de Ia masse d'air qui conditionne ses mouvements vertioaux.
Mais 11 est possible que ces echanges par diffusion verticale ne saient pas limites
uniquement a des transferts vers les basses couches. Les prelevements au-dessus-d1altitudes
de llordre de 20 a 30 kilometres Bont pratiquement impossibles et nos connaissances en matiere de circulation stratospherique.encore trop fragmentaires pour pouvoir affirmer qu'une
partie de la radioaotivlte deja emise ne se soit pas diffusee jusqu'a un plafond qui pourrait,
pour les particules les plus fines, atteindre 0.1 ou 0.01 mi,llibar. Des mesures d'irradiation
par fusees pourraient sans doute etre interpretees dans ce sens et fournir llexpliqatlon part1elle du deficit constate jusqu1a present dans les retombees au sol.
Dans chaque tranche dratmosphere ou la diffusion verticale a ains! transfere la radioactivite de la circulation stratospherique, intervlennent ensuite les diffusions selon
les composantes meridienne ou zonale. 8i la diffusion verticale etait maximale dans la zone
de discontinuite existant entre la tropopause equatoriale et la tropopause polaire, il existe
de m~me des zones privilegiees pour la diffusion horizontale. L'echelle maximale de turbulence
correspondant ioi aux latitudes balayees par les perturbations du front polaire et:par les
trajectoires plus Oll mains privl1egiees des oourants-jet.
A une eohelle moindr~des acoidents orographiques peuvent amener, pour des eooulements privilegies, des conoentrations elevees, prinoipalement par 1 'action des precipitations.
4.2

Les captures par vole seche

3i dans les couohes voislnes du solon fait abstraction des eohanges turbulents verticaux, Ie nombre des particu.les radio actives de dimensions inferieures. a 1 Ii devrait suivre
une progression constante dans les basses couohes voisines du sol, et l'etat d'equilibre correspondre au bilan de llapport provenant de la stratosphere et des oaptures par Ie sol~ 3i
oe dernier etait assimilable a une surfaoe Ii sse, non rugueuse, on observeralt dans les basses
couches de llatmasphere une ooncentration d1aerosols radioaotifs qui, bien avant l'arret des
experienoes, aurait deja atteint des valeurs dangereuses pour les voies respiratoires des etres
vivants
6

a

L'integration
la lithosphere des retombees radioactives, malgre ses consequences
inevitables de fixation selective et d'introduction de certains de ses elements da~s la oha1ne
alimentaire, presente neanmoins l'avantage d1eviter une pollution exoessive de l'air par une
vase atmospherique radioactive qui, par diffusion turbulente, aurait tres vite fait de s'etendre a toute la surfaoe de la terre. II est bien evident que si les ffiegaouries de3r-90 et
Cs-137 rejetees jusqu'a present dans l'atmosphere l'avaient ete sous forme de gaz lourds et
de faible solubilite dans l'eau, il nly auralt sans doute pas de problemes de retombees, mais
une pollution radioactive generalisee de l'air des basses oouohes, pollution dont la deoroissance ne serait fonction que de la periode propre des elements.
L l integration a la surface terrestre des aerosols provenant des retombees peut etre
consideree comme acquise de maniere irreversible des qulil y a contaot entre la partioule
radioactive et Ie sol. Merne sl Ie sol est sec et pulverulent, la granulometrie de ses elements est toujours tres superleure a oelle des nuages composant les retombees dlfferees. L' aa tivite se fixe sur les elements suffisamment grassiers pour, merne dans Ie oas de vents de
sable ou de poussiere, ne donner par la suite que des deplaoements relativement limites dans
Ie temps et dans l'espace. Cette fixation est encore accrue pour les sels les plus solubles
par leur entratnement dans les couches plus profondes du sol.
Les conditions favorisantes de oapture par Ie sol, en dehors de toute intervention
de lleau atmospherique, dependent a la fois de la structure et de la geometrie de la surface
terrestre ou des obstaoles qui lui sont rattaohes, et surtout de 1 'intervention de oonditions
meteorologiques determinantes.
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Un sol nu, rugueux, a prof!1 favorisant la formation de tourbillons ou d'ascendances
stationnaires attaches au relief, quelle quren soit l'echelle (rides de sable, dunes, diSconti~ultes orographiques), une structure superficielle discontinue ou pareuae, peuvent 8galement retenir at absorbep definitlvement des aerosols qui, sur des surfaces paliesQu lisses
pourraient autrement ~tre repris par l'atmosphere.
Du point de vue conditions meteorologiques, una stabilite des basses couches de I'atmosphere, una turbulence faible et localisee favoriseront les captures par sedimentation seche.
Mals c'est surtout la vegetation qui joue Ie rele Ie plus important dans les captures
d'aerosols en suspension, tant par voie seche que par voie humide. Chaque tige, chaque feuille
prelevera une partie du contenu en aerosol de l'air ambiant ayec une efficacite qui, grossierement, est proportionnelle a la vitesse du vent, a la densfte et au oarre du rayon de la
particul~ dfaerosol, et inversement proportionnelle au diarnetre de l'ohstacle capteur.
Si un tronc d'arbre ou des vegetaux de grosse section n'ont qu'un coefficient de captation negligeable vis-a-vis des aerosois submicroniques, il ri'en est pa~ de m@me pour les
cereales, les graminees en general, et pour la plupart des especes composant Ie tapis vegetal.
Le coefficient de captation devient egalement important pour les conif~res dont les
aigull1es forment d'excellents capteurs. Ce sont dfailleurs les especes vegetales les'premieres atteintes, dans les enviro~ements des usines reJetant des produits toxiques dans l'atmosphere. Pres des usines d'aluminium~ par exemple, lorsque les conditions meteorologiques.
permettent la formation de brouil1ards au sol, l'acide fluorhydrique qui slyest dissout detru1t en mains de 24 heures les aiguilles des'coniferes du vo1sinage, alors que les' arbres
feuillus ne presentent que des attaques tres localisees ne mettant pas la vie de l'arbre en
danger.
II est done difficile de comparer, dans une region donnee, les quantites de Sr-90
prelevees sur les parties aeriennes de la vegetation, si, en mgme temps, on ne precise pas
la nature ou plut$t la geometr1e des vegetaux ayant ete, choisis pour l~ prelevement. De m~me,
pour une mgme cereale, a un stade de developpement identique, et pour une mgme concentration
en aerosol, les captures seront directement proportionnelles a la force des vents dominants.
4.3

Intervention de la vapeur d'eau

atmospher~que des

basses couches

La complexite des facteurs favorisant la capture seehe par Ie sol ou la vegetation
est encore accrue s1 lion tient compte des echanges incessants d'eau_vapeur entre Ie sol et
les basses couches de llatmosphere.
Des que Ia condensation intervient, la surface qui JOlle Ie rale de pUitsde tension
de vapeur, possede un coefficient de captation tres eleve par suite de l'entree en action des
mecanismes de cinetique moleculaire.
II y aura 'done c~pture effieaee des aerosols presents au voisinage du sol cbaque fois
que les conditions de formation de rosse ou de givrage seront rea11seessuv Ie sol ou sur la
vegetation. Le givrage sera particulierement.efficaee en presence de brouillards d'eau en surfusion, mais l'integration definitive au sol ne sera assuree que s'il y a fusion ulterleure
de la phase glaoe deposee; toute'sublimat1on ayant pour efret de restituer a l'atmosphere les
aerosols captes par Ie cristal.
Ce mgme mecanisme de condensation favorisera la capture des aerosols par les plans
d'eau, mers, lacs ou rivieres, lorsque des masses d1air chaud et sature viennent courir audessus de surfaces d'eau plus froides. Le plus souvent ces echanges se feront par Ie relais
des brouillards de melange dont les gouttelettes s'evaporent dans la couche limite de l'intersurface.
Mais les apports d'eau a la surface terrestre ne sont pas limites aces exemples,
l'affinite du sol pour la vapeur d'eau atmospherique est un phenomene important, continu a
certaines heures de la Joumee.. et qui SOllS Ie nom de "precipitations occultes lt permet a lui
seul la fixation de nombreuses especes vegetales dans les regions a .climat semi-desertique.
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Ces sources secondaires d'humidite du 501 3 aussi paradoxalement que cela pulsse paraftre, forment l'equivalent, en Iltranspiration" de 1a surface terrestre, de pluiesde plusieur~ metres de hauteur annuelle.

Par exemple, dans les 4 a 5 centimetres superficiels d'une terre limoneuse, 1a quantits d ' eau apportee par condensation capillaire peut atteindre 250 grammes par metre carre

et par nuit, llste, dans les regions a climat du type mediterraneen. Ces apports sontd'autant plus importants que l'etat de dessication du sol est plus prononce. Merne pour une humidlta relative de l'air sous abri de l'ordre de 70 pour cent, ces apports nocturnes peuvent
atteindre 70 grammes par m2 pour Ie sol considere.
Cette fixation nocturne de la vapeur d'eau par les elements capillaires du sol s'en_
tend pour des temperatures superf~cielles superieures au point de rosee. C'est une veritable
adsorption~ et il peut bien entendu sly ajouter une condensation sous forme de rosee tres superficielle~ non observable visuellement sur les terrains nus. Des valeurs tres elevees
de
fixation aqueuse peuvent alors @tre atteintes~ mgme sur sol nu; de l'ordre de 400 grammes par
metre carre et par nuit.
Bien entendu~ de jour~ Ie rayonnement solaire reprendra au sol Ia plus grande partie.
8inon Ia totalite de lleau incorporee pendant Ia nuit~ mais du point de vue capture des aerosols, ces derniers n'en demeurent pas moins incorpores a Ia surface terrestre. C'est d ' ail_
leurs l ' explication d 'un effet observe de maniere courante dans les regions ou Ia faible hl1mld.1t.e specifique du sol favorise ces phenom~nes de fixation: par situation stable et vent
falble la purete de I lair' des basses couches est maximum au lever du soleil. Au pouvoir de
sedimentation propre des aerosols s'est ajoute l'action des gradients de tension de vapeur
des molecules d'eau diffusant vers Ie sol. Etant donne les quantites d 1 eau adsorb~es par metre
carre de sol, ces actlons pemreitt s' etendre sur tme couche de quelques centaines de metres
d 1 atmosphere et augmenter ainsi, d'une fagon parfois spectaculaire~ la visibilite horizontale
dans les basses couches.

5.

CONCLUSION

Cette analyse rapide et tres generale des divers mecanismes physiques responsables
de l'integration au sol des retombees radtoactives nlest certes pas exhaustive.
Dans les retombees seches, ne faisant pas appel, meme indirectement, a la vapeur
d'eau presente dans l'atmosphere, les problemes physiques poses par la diffusion Brownienne,
les actions electrostatiques, l'ionisation, les rayonnements lumineux ou calorifiques, interviennent tous, a des degres d'autant plus divers que la repartition dimensionnelle des parti~
cules est plus etendue et que ces dernieres sont par elles-m@mesplus petites.
Ltilltervention de l'eau atmospherique vient apporter tm element decisif dans l'integration rapide des aerosols a la surface de la terre.
Par Ie mecanisme des condensations nuageuses tout d'abord, dont Ie rale peut parfois
se limiter seulement a la coagulation acceleree d'aerosols inertes sur des particules hygroscopiques servant de noyaux de condensation. Le plus souvent aussi~ les masses nuageuses constituent Ie reservoir dTou partiront les precipitations, sous forme solide ou liquide. et
qui a leur tour, par leur action propre mais souvent a une autre echelle, seront slisceptibles
de capturer au cours de leur chute une proportion plus ou moins elevee des aerosols presents
entre Ie nuage et Ie solo
Les condensations et precipitations SOliS forme solide doivent tout particulierement
ret.enir l'a.ttention. Contrairement aux condensations en phase liquide qui 7 merae apres evaporation contribuent a dimlnuer Ia concentration numerique de Ilaerosol primitif 7 dans Ie cas
de la sublimation, 1a phase glace reJette dans llatmosphere la m@me distribution ponderale
que l'aerosol capte auparavan"t au cours de la phase condensante.
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Enf!n, dans les meoanlsmea qui interv1ennent

a 1 'intersurface

terre-atmosphere pour

la fixation des aerosols radioaotifs taut sur Ie sOl mllme quIa la surfaoe des eaux, surles
prolongements mineraux ou vegetaux de la surfaoe terr,estre, la diffusion de la vapeur d' eau
atmospherique intervient touJours pour aoorottre de fagon parfois oonsideraole les oapaoites
de sedimentatiOn des partioules en suspension et permet sinai d1arrtlter, par une integration
definitive"les posSioilites de diffusion planetaire des partioules de dimensions submioroDiques, at Ie dange~ plus grand encore que preaenterait llaocroissement oontenu de leur oon_
oentration dans les bassas oouohes de l'atmosphere.
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COAGULATION, FW\CTIONATION, AND RESIDENCE TIME OF FISSION PRODUCTS
IN TIlE ATMOSPHERE

1.

INTRODUCTION

The number of particles of a closed aerosol system decre~ses with time, whereas the
average diameter of the particles increases. This behaviour 1s to be attributed to the coagulation of the various aerosol elements into larger particles~ Small partioles deposit on those
with larger diameters. The increase of the mass of the particles may with time lead to fractionation processes in the aerosol system as a result of the fallout of larger particles.
In prinoiple, it may be assumed that radioactive bomb debris are also. SUbject ~o 00agillation. The various aspects of this question will be studied in this paper. We shall investigate \'lhether in surfaoe air coagulation processes take place. bet~'~een the par'ticles of a neu·tral aerosol and those of aerosols of nuclear-technioal origin. Furthermore, the ooagulation
process of fission produots in the stratosphere, where particles not originating from nuclear
test explosiQn~ are oonsidered of no importance, will be examined. Finally~ we shall discuss
the po~sibtlity of determining the residence time of fission products in the stratosphere from
the speclal beh~viour of nuclear-technical aerosols.

2.

COAGULATION PROCESSES IN SURFACE Am

It is interesting to start with the study of the diurnal~ seasonal and weekly variation of a neutral and a nuolear-teohnical aerosol for a large town. In so doing, care must be
taken that the instruments used are designed to show coagulation effects. It is well known
that~ on the average, the par'ticles of the neutral aerosol have larger diameters than those
of the radioactive aerosol. It Inay be assumed that our filters are less effioient for smaller
than' for larger particieso In cases where the radioactive particles coagulate with bigger dust
particles, the filter efficiency for radioactive 'dust will be higher.
If the diurnal and seasonal distribution of the two aerosol types show approximately
the same phases, this could be explained as reSUlting from two possible mechanisms. Firstly,
it may be assumed that both aerosol systems coexist without any functional relation with respect to coagulation processes and thus are equally influenced by the diurnal and the seasonal
variation of the meteorological parameters. Secondly, it may be possible that the (on the
average) smaller particles of nuclear bomb debris coagulate with the larger particles of the
neutral aerosol in. air layers near the ground so that the former necessarily follow the diurnal and seasonal variation of the latter~ which depends either on meteorological influenc~s
or productlon factors. H01'lever, a comparison of the weekly variations can confirm whether
the coagulat.ion processes of b9th aerosol systems are linked up or not. There are indeed no
meteorological processes Which show a weekly period. When the weekly variation also shows
identical phases~ it may be concluded that. fission products in air layers near the ground
coagulate predominantly with the neutral aerosol.

7

Observations on neutral aerosol data have been made by Effenberger ;-1
in Hamburg
during the period 1954 through -1957. The equipment used was suitable for me"a:'suring particles
with a diameter of 0.5 p and more, and we shall designate this aerosol as dust. The data are
given in arbitrary units which indicate the relative degree of blackening of a band through
which air 15 suoked via a nozzle. It has been sho\'m
37 that normally there exists a
good correle.tlol1 between the degree of blackening of-such
band, and the number of dust particles per unit volume ~ ;1111.e lIdust intensity" ~ as derived from the appearance of the band~ is
therefore a reUable rel!itive measure for the number of particles per unit volume.

r2,. a
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The basic material is available in the form of half-hourly mean values. These data
have been combined to six-hourly mean values. since a six-hour period has alao been used for

p -aetiv!ty

the study of the

of air layers near the ground.
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Figure 1 - Diurnal variation of dust intensity in Hamburg Cor
the period 1954-1957
The curve gives deviations from the
daily mean value.
G

Figure 1 shows the diurnal variation of the dust intensity as deviation from the mean
values for the period 1954 through 1957 for Hamburg. The maximum is reaohed at 9.00 a.m. when
the dust production of industry and traffic starts and the turbulenoe.has also begun. The
minimum is observed at 3.00 a.m •
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Figure 2 - Seasonal variation of dust intensity in Hamburg for the
period 1954-1957. The aUI've gives deviations from the annual mean.

Figure 2 shows the seasonal variation of the dust intensity. Seasonal mean values
have been calculated and attributed to January, April, July and Octobere The ordinate again
indicates deviations from the annual mean value. The maximum between October and March can
be explained by the increased heating during the winter months. Furthermore, inversions in
the surface air layers occur more frequently in winter than in summerJ they hamper the exohange of dust with the higher atmospherio layers. The minimum of dust intensity occurs in
July.
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Figure 3 - Weekly variation of dust intensity in Hamburg
for the period 1954-1957. The curve gives deviations from
the weekly mean.

Figure 3 shows the weekly variation, evidentlY with a minimum at the weekend due to reduced
industrial activity.
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TIle diurnal, seasonal and weekly variation of nuclear bomb debris cannot be computed
by Just tw<ing arithmetical means, as the accidental presence of fresh fission produc·ts depends on the moment of a test explosion and as the variations resulting from appearance and
disappearance of the cloud predominate over meteorological influences. It is believed that
the following procedure at least partly re~oves the influence of accidental variations, so
that a better idea Is obtained of the meteorologically influenced variations in nuclear bomb
debris

£4J.
A

r'l

is supposed to be the mean specific

of the previous period

o.

p'-activity of period 1 (six hours or a day).

are computed.

The values AL /A L '
1
0

In the case of the study of the diurnal variation the mean value of the AL]/AL
o
for the first combination of two periods each representing six hours is computed, then A~/ALI
for the second combination of two periods,-etc~ By simply taking AL
I all other values
for A for different periods of the day can then be computed.
o.
L
For the study of the weekly variation a similar prooess is followed with respect to
the average daily values~
Finally, for the study of the seasonal variation mean values of the quotient Atn/A

Ln _1

for consecutive days rave been ~omputed for the periods December-February, March-May, JuneAugust and September-November. These values have been allocated to January, April, July and
October~

Fi.gure 4 shows an example of the changes in the p -activity of the surface layers
which occurred during the pass~ge of fresh nuclear clouds at Munich, Nuremberg and stuttgart
stations. This p -ac-tivity was determined by means of the filter method. Filters were measured
48 hours after the sampling period.

K-1fO was used as calibration standard
J.l diameter.

in use show an efficiency of 70 per cent for particles of 0.4
Since
radioactivity
with the dust
regard to t,he

r4- 7.

The filters

-

no observations of the artificial P -activity are available for Hamburg, the
data of Stuttgart and Berlin have been studied with the aim of comparing them
tntensity data of Hamburgo The former towns are comparable to Hamburg with
production of dust, particles by industl"y.
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Figure

5 represents the diurnal variation, in per cent of the daily mean, of the 1n-

tEmsity of nuclear bomb debris for stuttgart (May through August 19?8) calculated with the

n
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Figure 5 - Diurnal variation of the
p -radioaotivity tn surface air in
Stuttgart for the period May-August
1958. The curve shows deviations
from the daily mean in percentage.
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quotient procedure. The value fer 03.00 represents the period 0.00-6.00 etc. The times of
the minimum and the maximum (3.00 a.m. and 9.00 a.m.) are the same as those shown for the
dust particles in Figure 1.
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The seasonal variation of the quotient AL fAr.
(and therefore not of the values Ar. )
n '"11-1
'"11
is given in Figure 6. For the period October-April the value of Ar.n:JAIy._l is above the annual mean, and for the remainder of the year it is smaller. All values of AT. /A L
are greater
'"11
n-l

than 1 and therefore it is difficult to study the seasonal variation of Am itself. From Figure

6 one may conclude, however, that it is likely that the maximum will 'fall in winter and the
minimum in summer,

the dust.

80

that here also there exists an identity with the seasonal variation of
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%, ' \
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"
101---'1,
",-----Figure 7 - Weekly variation of nuclear
bomb debris in Berlin for the period
JanuarY-August 1958. The ourve shows
deviations from the weekly mean in
peroentage.
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The weekly variation of nuclear bomb debris for Berlin for the period January-August
1958 is shown in Figure 7. As in the case of dust particles, the minimum is reached on Sunday.
However, the we8kly variation 1s less smooth than in Figure 3.
Since the times of the maximum and minimum of the weekly variation in dust intensity
and radioactivity are the same, it may be concluded that nuclear bomb debris near the ground
are to a large extent coagulated with dust particles.

3.

COAGULATION IN THE STRATOSPHERE

r5

In the framework of the Ashcan Project of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
7,
air sampling has been carriea to great altitudes by n~ans of free balloons. (Compare-coIltri_
bution of R.J. List, StratoBphericdata from balloons.) The values of Cs-137 and Sr-90 ob~
talned in this project, and in particular, the ratio C6-137/Sr-90, have been" used as a characteristic magnitude to study the possibility of the existence of periodical variations in the
stratosphere.

Due to the different ways of formation of Cs-137 and 8r-90 it is probable that each
of these nuclids is found predominantly on particles of specific and different diameters. It
is reasonable to assume that the diameters of the 8r-90 particles are larger than those of
the Cs-137 particles
7. The presumably smaller Cs-137 particles WOuld, we assume, coagulate with the larg~r:3r-90 particlesQThe particles are of course not homogeneous but 10clude~ ap~rt from Cs-137 and 8r-90, other nuclids as well. We may assume that the occu~rence
of coagulation processes, if any, may be revealed by the variation of the ratio Cs~137/3r-9D.
Such a variation can, however, not be. discovered if the activity of the various fission products in a given air volume is determined from samples collected by means of highly efficient
filters, since all Cs-137 (coagulated or not) and all Sr~90 are measured. In this 'connexion
the relatively low efficiency of the filters used for the Ashcan Project may be of advantage
for our purpose .. The eff-iciency for "the particles concerned (of some 10-6 in diameter) is as
follows:* aL I5"km 40 per cent~ 19.5 1ml 60 per cent, 24 km 80 per cent~ 27 km 90 per cent ..
It may be expected that the efficiency of the fIlter will increase with increasing particle
diameter ..

r6

If the hypothesis is accepted that Cs-137 is formed predominantly on particles which
aresrnaller than those of Sr-90~ then -the following sequence of events may be expected: increasing rate of coagulation leads to concentration of Cs-137 onSr-90 and to increasing efficiency of filters for colleoting Cs-137, resulting in apparently larger values
the ratio
Cs-137/Sr-90. This hypothesis ~ill be checked. Should thIs inter-relatIonshIp be really affirlned, it would be no proof that fractionation has been present in reality as the changes
were sinmlated by the variability in the erficiency of the filters for various particle sizes ..
The distributIon of the fission products per volume un! t - not taldug into account the radioactive decay - remains unchanged U11less a true fractionation takes place caused by thed1sappearance of very large particles from the mixture ..

of

~; According to personal fnformatlon by Miss N. Hallden~ US-AEC, New York.
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The data of the Ashcan Project are available for the following stations : Minneapolis
(45°KJ 93°W.), San Angelo (31.5°N.; lOOoW.), Panama (9)N., 79.5°W.), and Sao Paolo (23°S.1
46°W.). In order to obtain a sUfficient number of observations, data of the layers 24 to 'Z7 kIn
and 15 to 19.5 km have been used and they were arranged for each layer in increasing order.
The material for eaoh layer has then been divided into four groups, eaoh group oontaining an
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Figure 8 - Seasonal variation of the ratio Cs-137/Sr-90 1n the layers
24-27 km and 15-19.5 km. expressed 1n per oent of the mean value.

equal number of data. For each group and each station the arithmetic means for the concentration, of Cs-137 and Sr-£X] have been calCUlated, which are called "nominal values ll • Then the
ratio measured value over nominal value has been, computed for the individual data in each of
the groups. The mean values of the ratios for the periods December-February, March-May etc.
have been determined and assigned to the months January, April, July and October. Thus the
seasonal variat~on of the ratio Cs-137/Sr-90 for each layer has been found. It is represented
in Figure 8 separately for the layers 24 to 27 km and 15 to 19.5 kIn. The ordinate indicates
the deviations from the annual mean value in per cent. The mean error of each of the points
is .:!:. 42 per cent. It is surprising that two curves are of opposite phase.
An important meteorological quantity which is different in the two layers concerned
is the content of'atmospheric ozone. The vertical distribution of ozone for Tromsp, stuttgart
and Arosa, situated at different latitudes, is shown in Figure 9. It appears from Figure 10
that the seasonal variation of the total ozone content is in phase with the variation of the
ratio CS-137/Sr-90 at altitudes petween 24 and 27 kIn.
It is well known that the rate of coagulation of an aerosol system increases when
the turbulence in the system increases. If it is possible to demonstrate that the layer of
maximum ozone content is connected with a certain type of microturbulence, then the annual
variation in ozone content of ~his layer could probably explain the seasonal variation of
the ratio Cs-137/Sr-90 at 25 to 'Z7 kIn.
Indeed, it has occasionally been suggested that the layer of maximum ozone content
is related to a certain special microstructure of the air. Observations of mother-of-pearl
clouds indicate that turbulent evaporation and condensation processes occur at these altitudes. It may be assumed that this is due to vertical differences in the radiation balance.
Thus minor turbulent exchange currents ,may be produced similar to those observed in certain
cloud systems of the lower atmospheric layersG
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The following observations may also be an indication of the existence of high-level
The upper-air stations of the Deutscher Wetterdienst launch corner reflectors
mounted on balloons in order to measure by radar upper winds" The upper surface of the corner
refle~tor6 has an area of 0.81 m2j two triangular surfaces are mOlUlted underneath along the
turbulence~

I<m

50 , - - - . . . , - - _ , -_ _--,

-Aro,sct
--Slutlgarf

··..··Troms6

'"
2B+----j-..:::..."":;:""I+-+----1

Figure 9 - Vertioal distribution of ozone in
Arosa, Stuttgart and TromsB, according to (9)"
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Figure 10 - Seasonal variation
of total ozone in Potsdam for
the period 1942-1943, aooording
to (10).

diagonal as shown in Figure 11. All surfaces are covered with aluminium foil. The radiosonde,
which measures pressure, temperature and humidity, is suspended under the triangles at a
distance of 20 m.

\-/hen the -balloon bursts, the equipment falls down and the corner reflectoIl

acts as a brake. The free-falling equipment is in good approximation a defined aerodynamic
body of which the mass M and the ~fficient surface S (1Ge. the cross-section, perpendicular
to the direction of motion) are known. When the fall speed v is measured and the air density
~ 1s determined, the drag coefficient c of the total equipment can be computed as follow51
2 g M
c = /"'8 y2

H2
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CorntLr reflector"

Figure 11 - Schematic representation of corner reflector
(radar reflector) for the observation of upper winds.
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In Figure 12 the mean values of the drag coefficients of day and night descents of
one year are plotted against the corresponding Reynolds numbers.
Between 1. 37 x lCP
~I\e< 2.74 x ItY. at altitudes of about 18.5 and 9 km, the value of c amounts to about 1.58.
For the smaller values of Re the dra@; ooefficient is considerably

~ower

and it has only a

value of 1.22 at 27 km with a Re-number of 0.97 x 105 • Since this Re range is not critical,
it may be assumed that the decrease of the a-values is caused by microturbulence of the ozone
layer. This implies that there exist variations in the mloroturbulence in the ozone layer,
which may be influenced by the variations in the total value and in the vertical distribution
of the ozone. If this is indeed the case then'it would not be surprising that the seasonal
v~ria~lon in the total amount of ozone would, via ohanges in the vertical gradient of ozone,
~ontrol the seasonal variaticn of the ratio Cs-137/Sr-9O at 24 to 27 km (Figure 8). The verti,cal ozone gradient at 15 - 19.5 km could possibly show an oppcsite seasonal variation. being
far below the ozone maximum, Which would result in a seasonal variation in the ratio Cs-1371
Sr-9O. opposite to that at 24 to 27 km.
The following table shows that the annual variation of the drag coefficient c, and
therefore the corresponding turbulence is, at 24 and 27 km, completely different from that
in the lower layers. The higher layers show a minimum of c in April! it coincides with the
month of'maximum ozone oontent. The lower layers have a minimum in Julyo
Table
Seasonal variation of the drag coefficient c attributed to
January, AprH. July and October

km

January

Apdl

July

October

9
10.5

1.62

1.54

1.48

1.57

1.65

1.56

1.48

1.56

12

1.70

1.57

1.45

1.56

14

1.64

1.55

1.46

1.57

16

1.70

1.63

1.45

1.60

18

1.79

1.62

1.43

1.66

20.5

1.66

1.51

1.41

1.51

24

1.25

1.28

1.18

1.30

26

1.47

1.06

1.09

1.34

0.56

0.77

0.90
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FRACTIONATION PROCESSES IN TIlE STRATOSPHERE
If the above-described coagulation processes indeed take place, fractionation will
occur since after a sufficiently long time particles above a certain size will have left the
aerosol. As these larger particles carry more Cs-137 than Sr~90, it may furthermore be expected that the ratio Cs-137/Sr-9O decreases with time.

4.

To check this hYpothesis, the age of each sample for Which values of CS-137 and Sr-9O
are known has been determined using the ratio Ba-140/Sr-89 and the Hunter and Ballou tables

L7J.

It appears that on the average the ratio Cs-137/Sr-9O as determined from the filters
decreases with time for the levels 15. 19.5 and 27 kml it increases, however with time at
the level of 24 km. As discussed above. due to the imperfect efficiency of the filters. one
would expect an increase of the ratio with time.
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From the fact that there Is a decrease with time at three levels one might conclude
that there exists a real fractionation process in the stratosphere~
It goes without saying that the above-discussed relations need further investigation,
especially from a quantitative point of view. All results are, however~ qualitatively fitting
into a harmonious picture of the coagulation and fractionation processes.

5.

RESIDENCE TIME IN THE STRATOSPHERE

An attempt will be made to compute also the residence time of nuclear bomb debris at
levels between- 15 and 27 km. The Hunter alid Ballou
tables can serve this purpose. Care
has to be exercised when long-lived nuclids are used. For example, the determined age of a
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Figure 13 - Determination of residence time o~ nuclear bomb debris in
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sample will be too high, in case it is based on the ratio sr-89/Sr-90, since the latter value
is too small as a result of the occurrence of long-lived Sr-90 of former test explosions~ The
age of samples originating from fairly recent explosions should preferably be deternnned by
using· the short-lived nuclids, lil,e Ba-140 and Sr-89. It mey be assumed in fIrst approximation that only negligible amounts of fission products of old n~clear bomb debris are found
in the stratosphere, if the ratio of two short-lived nuclids and that of a short-lived and
a long-lived nuclid results in the same age according to Hunter and Ballou.
Figpre 13 gives for all data, available from the Ashcan Project ;-5-17, a diagram containing the age determined on the base of the Ba-140/Sr-89 ratio and the-Value of the age
calculated from the ratio Sr-89/Sr-90 divided by the age accordlllg to the ratio Ba-140/Sr-89.
Where the ordinate equals 1, the two computed ages are the same. This means that at the mo~ent that the sample waS taken, probably all fission products other tItan those originating
from the· most recent test explosion, had fallen out. This is the case for a value of about
250 days. It will be seen from Figure 13 that the individual data deviate very little from
the line. of best fit; the deviations are largest in the right-hand side of the diagram where
age determinations are most difftcult since only small amounts of Sr~89 and Ba-140 have been
retained ..
Provided that all the above-mentioned assumptions are correct we may conclude from
Figure 13 that there exists a l~wer limit of about 250 days for the residence time of fission
products. It is realized that it is not possible to derive from Figure 13 a value of the
mean residence time. Nevertheless, it should be noted that our figure of 250 days is of the
~ order as that recently found by U.S.A. soientists, namely 6 - 13 months for higher latitudes and 13 - 22 months for equatorial regions. These values are all consid~rably lower than
the value of ten years which was formerly given by Libby /:8-17.
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"DRY" REMOVAL OF PARTICLE'S FROM THE ATMOSPHERE

The me.terial submitted is contained in the follOi·dng artioles .. abst.raots of which
are presented here so that readers can quickly' form an :tdea about thej,r oon·tent,,,

Junge, C.E.
Atmospheric Chemistry
Advances in Geophysics, vol. l~ .• 1958.

PP. 1 - 108.

Atmospherlc chemis"l:,ry, if it is to be oomprehensive, must treat. such varied problems
as the origin of our atmosphere as a phenomenon of general geochemistry, the temporal changes
and geochemical cycles of its components, the effects of biological prooesses at the earth's
surface and in its oceans, ffild finally, the photochemistry of the upper atmosphere .. Sinee space
limitations preclude a. comprehensive treatment the paper limits ltself to one particular field
of atmospheric chemistry, the chemistry of active trace substances in the troposphere~ thJ.s
field ts also of importance with regard to the distribution and removal of radioactive atmospherio particlesq

Active trace substances may be defined as those atmospheric constituents which form
but an infinitesimal part of the total atmosphere, and wlLlch are continually in the process
of being removed and added to the atJno8phere by chelnical or meteorological processes. As a
result, their concentration varies greatly with time and space~ in contrast to the perUlanent
gases~ including rare ones, which we will regard here as the given carrier gasG Trace substances comprise primarily compounds of nitrogen, sulphur, chlorine~ carbon and oxygen~ as
well as all substances present in the form of aerosols (radioactive or notlg
The discussion is restricted to the troposphere; its
independent of, and different from, that of the stratosphere~
treat.ed are formed at the earth I s surface and confined to the
a large number of the products formed photochemically at high

chemistry is to a large degree
A number of the trace substances
troposphere.. On the other hand ~
altltudes remains at these levels ..

OUr knOWledge of tropospheric trace substances is quite fragmentary; there are, however, a number of vague hypotheses, most of which have been -formulated on the basis of only
a very few measuremerrtsa Therefore, the paper first sUlnmarizes as comprehensively as possible
the most reliable fac·tual material and points out in what respect it is inadequate .. Hypotheses
and assumptions regarding the nature of the chemical decompositions and the cycle of the sub~
stances are mentioned only insofar as they appear to be reasonably supported by observation,
or possess a certain degree of probability on the basis of our present knowledge.
In our description of the chemical components distinctions are made according to the
phase, i.e g whether the components are present in particle form (as an aerosol) or as a gasa
This appears to be the most reasonable division, and is of fundamental importance for those
substances which may occur in both forms", One of the sections starts with a detailed discus~
sion of the physics and meteorology of natural aerosols, since it is only on this basis tha"t
one will be able to understand properly the behaviour of certain chemical compounds and their
r8le in cloud and precipitation chemistryo
Cloud ffild precipitation chemistry, of particular importance in an age of increasing
industrial pollution of t.he atmosphere, are discussed separately, as clouds and precipitation
provide the ma,jor means whereby numerous chemical components arfi removed from the atmosphereo
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There exists a need for a careful discussion of the physicochemical prooesses involved in
order to attempt a proper interpretation of the extensive observational data from rain-water
analyses.
Finally, air pollution 1s briefly dealt with in terms of its significance for the
general chemistry of the troposphere. The r81e of anthropogenic trace substances in the troposphere has occasionally been over-estimated, though in certain cases, and especially in
the case of artifioial radioactivity, their influence has been found to attain continental
soale.

Junge, C.E.
Air Chemistry
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, vol. 40; 1959. pp. 493-498.
The field of atmospheric chemistry, which is defined as .the chemistry of trace substances in the troposphere, is reviewed. Trace substances can be present as aerosols or as
gases. Major sources of aerosols are the ocean and industrial activities. The chemical oomposition of the aerosol particles is not only determined by their source but also by various
processes in the atmosphere - no~ably, reactions with trace gases.
Only little is known about trace ga~es like S02' H2S or N02 • Of special importanoe
for meteorology is C02 and its long-term fluctuations. The faots and possible reasons for its
10 per cent increase during this oentury are discussed.
The last part of the discussion is concerned with the physical processes by which
the trace substances are removed from the atmosphere, primarily the rale of precipitation.

Junge, o,~. and Gustafson, P.E.
On the distribution of sea-salt over the United states and its removal by precipitation
Tellus, vol. 9, 1957. PP. 164-173.
Average maps for summer and winter of the distribution of chloride concentration in
rain-water over the United states are presented, and an attempt is made to explain them quantitat~vely. From various considerations) it must be concluded that the essential features
of
these maps - the drop in the 01: concentration along the coast and a oonstant level of 01=
concentration inland - are determined by large-soale vertical mixing in the troposphere rather
'than by washout. Large-scale washout appears to be rather inefficient, so that even farge and
hygroscopic particles) such as sea spray) can move across continents without being effectively
removed from the a~mosphere.

Junge, C.E. and Werby, R.T.
Concentration of chloride, sodi~,potassium, caloium and sulfate in rain-water over the United
States
Journal of Meteorology, vol. 15. 1958. pp. 417-425.
The yearly averages of.the concentration of various inorganic ions in rain-water
over the U.S. were determined. The ocean is the major source of Cl-. The ratio of 01- to Na+
in rain-water was considerably less than in sea-water. The excess Na+ probably came from the
soil. Except for the coast, the soil, rather than the sea, was the source of ~. Both Na+ and
K+ were uniformly distributed over the U.S., whereas the highest Ca++ values were found over
the south-west, which agrees with the occurrence of dust storms there. Moat of the 304-- over
the ocean cCmes from sea spray. Additional S04-- comes from the land. About 30 per cent of
this additional S04-- is caused by human activities. It was estimated that the average global
residence time of 80 2 was 40 days.
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Eriksson, Erik
The yearly ctrculation of chloride and sulfur in nature~
meteorological, geochemical and pedological implications$ Parts I and II.
Te11us, vol. 11, November 1959. pp. 375-403.
Tellus, vol. 12, February 1960. pp. 63-109.
The circulation of airborne oceanic constituents is discussed to the extent

avail~

able data permi"t;" From data on sea-salt particles in the a.tmosphere and their fall rate, it.

is estimated t.hat they are produced at a rate of the order of magnitude 1,000 million tons
a year over the ocean areas" About 90 per cent of this material is precipitated over the
oceans, the rest is carried into continents and is brought back to the sea in riversn The estimated residence time for sea-salt particles in the atmosphere is only a few daysp higher
for smaller particles, which lose their identity through ooalescence, and lower for larger
particles, lost by rainout or falloutG From the rate of production of sea-salt particles in
bre~(ing waves it is concluded that about 0.3 per cent of the ocean areas is covered by brew{ing waves u On land the residence time of sea-salt may vary from a few years in peripherally
drained humid areas to thousands of years in arid areas or areas without peripheral runofL
Geochemical balance computations indicate that a major part of the sulphur in the
atmosphere is of oceanic origin but does not originate as chloride through spray emitted from
breaking waves~ Of chemical reactions tllicing place in the atmosphere between sea-salt consti~
tuents the release of Hel from sea-salt particles due to absorption of oxidized sulphur dioxide seems to be quantitatively important and mainly responsible for variations in the Cl/Na
ratio in precipitationu The deposition of chloride In precipitation over continents shows
nicely the ma~n areas of inflow of maritime air~ Dry deposition of sea-salt components seems
to be an important process ~ '1:he rate at which these constituents are carried to the ground
from the air is about 1-2 em per second" a figure concordant \1ith the turbulent nature of air
close to the grolmdc
As for proportions of sea-salti components in precipitation some fractionation processes seem to take place at the sea surface (probably involving organic matter derived from
surface films) c In typ;J.cal maritime areas there is always an excess of cations over inorganic
anions suggesting association of some cations with organic acid material in precipitation.
The p1"esence of sea-salt components in ground-'w'Tater can be taken advantage of in the estima~
tion of regional evaporation using chloride as an indicator. Reduction of sulphur in grOlmdwaters can cause precipitation of calcium and magnesium, thus modifying the chemical properties of ground~waters considerably. The r81e of airborne sea-salt components for the development and properties of soils is discussed in principle~
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A BRIEF SUMMARY

1.

INTRODUCTION

It 1s the purpose of this paper to summarize# as objectively as possible, the results
of the discussions held during 12, 14 and 15 January 1960 at the United Nations Scientific
Comnittee in New York 7 particularly in relationship to known and speculative features A In
addition, where relevant; other remarks which were not presented or emphasized at the meeting
will be included.
The subject matter will be divided intc three categories,
active debris and (3) dust removal.
2.

(1) meteorology, (2) radio-

METEOROLOGY

West-to-e,ast or east~to-west air motions dominate the airflow of both the troposphere
and stratosphere. The vertical wind shear, that is the change of wind with altitude, combined.
with even small vertical mixing, ~esults in the rapid zonal extension of tracer material in
the airQ This zonal elongation as well as the zonal transport is, on the average, much more
rapid than meridional and vertical transport; Thus 6 it may be safely assumed that after a
relative'ly short time of weeks or months clouds surround the earth roughly parallel to circles
of latitude. The problem then becomes one of determ~ning the more difficult north-south and
vertical ·transporto Therefore s one may reasonably consider a north-south cros~-section of
the atmosphere.

2.1

Transport in the troposphere

Transport in the atmosphere of that part of the tracer material which has a negligible
settling speed relative to the air can be accomplished either through circulations" such as a
rising current at the Equator which spreads polewards, or by turbulent horizontal or vertical
diffusion, in which the' flux is proportipnal to tre gradient ofa property. It should be noted
that simple atmospheric waves, such as gravity waves, do not result in a net transport. ~~re
compJ.ex. waves may" t.hrough interaction between waves of different properties, hOl'fever" al?o
diffuse tracer material.
First consider Vlhat is Immm of tropospheric cirCUlations. In Figure 1, one
observes a north-south cross-section
of· the atmosphere in which both latitude and altitude are presented on a
linear scale. Just north of the geographical Equator a convergence zone
exists in the lower troposphere: The
p~sition varies both
with longitude
and season and is believed to be more
w.el1 defined over water than over land.
It is a region of heavy rainfall ..Northern hemisphere air ~rom about latitude
20-30o N. moves toward the convergence
zone at a speed of a few metres per
second from the north-east or east_
north-east and in the southern hemisphere the equatorward motion from
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about the same latitude south of the Equator is from the south-east or east-sQuth-east. Convergence is known to take place to altitudes of a kilometre or so. Continuity demands that
the air rises in the zone and that an outflow takes place above ito Meteorologists are certain that most, if not all, .of the compensating outflow takes place in the troposphere aithough the details of the divergence from the zone ~re not known. The air sinks in about the
latitude of 25~30oN. and S. where semi-permanent high-pressure belts exist over the oceans.
The descending motions are reflected in the absence of cloudiness (exoept for low stratus
clouds)., However, it is not known to what extent all of the poleward moving air sinks into
this latitude belt or whether some of the air' continues to spiral poleward to sink in the
polar regions. The oiroulation between the high-p~essure belts and the equatorial convergence
zone, known as the Hadley cell, is the only univers~lly accepted mean meridional circulation
in the atmosphere.
It should be noted that there is a lack of inter-hemispheric exchange across the
equatorial convergence zone in the lower few kilometres and that particulate debris might
suffer intense removal by rain in this region. The subsidence over the 25-30° latitude belts
encourages downward transport but not removal since there is so ~ittle ra~n in the belt.
The intensity of turbulent diffusion is proportional to- the so-called mixing coefficients whioh are reaso~ably well known in the troposphere. These coefficients are the
proportionality factors between the flux and gradient of concentration and have the dimensions
of (length)2 x (time)-l.
One may oonvert the coefficients of mixing to a length dimension by using the fact
that the standard deviation of the orosswind concentration profile of a cloud_of tracer
material is related to the coeffioient of mixing and the time over which the mixing has transpired. Thus, if _ is the standard deviation, K,; the coefficient of mixing and t" the time,
then:

Eddies whioh act as diffusion agents cover a very wide spectrum of sizes in the troposphere
from small whirls of a few centimetres to the storms which cover thousands of square kilometres. As the volume occupied by a tracer material grows due to the action of-turbUlence
or wind shear, larger and larger eddies become effeotive in spreading the oloud. The present
discussion deals with clouds which are being dispersed by eddies of all sizes.
Most meteorologists agree that the intensity of north-south mixing increases with
altitude in the troposphere along with the increase of wind speed with height. Further, the
range of horizontal diffusion coefficients usually quoted in the literature for nort~-south
mixing lies between 1010 and about. 5 x 1011cm2 sec- l •
It is not known to what extent this
large scale, or any small scale north-south mixing is inhibited near the Equator. It is
probable that the intensity of north-south mixing is greater in the stormy winter half of the
year than in the swruner half of the year. Muoh less is known about mixing in the southern
hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere.
_
Vertical mixing is appreciably smaller than north...south mixing. The average values
2
quoted in the literature range from 104 to 5 x l050m sec-I. Under certain oircumstanoes it
is known that the coefficient lies well outside this range. In·thunderstormg, the urdraUghts
and downdraughts are probably associated with a mixing intensity at least 10 om2seo-. When
the horizontal air movements are small and vertical temperature stability is strong, the diffusion coefficient may be several orders of magnitude smaller than l04cm2sec-l. This condition occurs at night with clear skies and light winds. The intensity of vertical mixing is
probably larger over continents in summer than in winter, on the average. In general, most
meteorologists associate thermal stability (that is, constant or increasing temperature with
height) with the absenc~ of strong vertical mixing. This follows from the fact that intense
vertical mixing will produce a temperature decrease with height of about 10°C per kilometre
if other effects are not present.
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in the stratosphere

There are no universallyaocept.ed circulation models in the north-south plane for
the stratosphere a Some rema!'ks about motions which may form a part Df a circulation systein
are however approprj.ate. The sinking motion associated with the drastic warming ovel~ the

poles occurs at different times during the late winter in the northern hemisphere and p
although the data are limited, coincides with the arrival of the sun over Antarctica in the
southern hemisphere8 locally, the descent may reach magnitudes of a feu em sec- 1 for several
days in the northern hemisphere. The air whidh compensates the loss at upper levels must, of
course, come from regions situated at lower latitudes; this polewa+d movement has not peen
observed, however. In recent times, many meteorologiB~s llave interpreted the absence of ozone
for the first few kilometres above the equatorial tropopause" as an indication of ascending
motion, possibly from the troposphere. Brewer and others have completed the circulation model
and hypothesized a linking J such that air rises into the equatorial stratosphere, moves poleward, sinks in temperate or polar area's, and moves to t.he Equator again in the troposphere~
It must be noted that there are no direct"proofs of this closed circulation and that many
meteorologists have made objections to itG
If the Brewer model is correct" it will result in a stratospheric poleward transfer
of tracer material& Proponents of this circulation idea cannot agree whether the exit of the
material from the stratosphere takes place in the polar latitudes or 3 as Brewer prefers, in
the mid-lat,itudes where isentropic surfaces (along which air moves largely tmhindered by
buoyancy forces) pass from stratosphere to troposphere.
The lo"mr stratosphere is characterized by a vertical temperature profile which
either remains constant or increases with height. rrhis thermal structure, in the opinion of
most. meteorologists~ involves smaller vertical mixing in the stratosphere than in the tropo...
sphere where temperature decreases with altitude. It is suggested that the coefficient of
vertical mixing in the stratosphere may lie in the range 103 to 104cm2sec-l~ since there are
reasons for not expecting the entire lower stratosphere to"have a smaller vertical mixing
coefficient than 103cm2 sec... l o There is~ however, one important area of the stratosphere in
which the temperature actually decreases slightly w:Lth height and in which region vertical
mixing may be greater than in the remainder of the strato::;phere. This region is the polar
winter stratosphere. There are also reasons for believing that in the region of the stratosphere near the tropopause gaps~ where there are strong horIzontal wind speeds associated
with the jet, stream" vertical mixing may also be greater than elsewhere in the stratosphere.
Little Is known of' the intensity of the horizontal oorth,..south mixing in the stratosphere. Certain of the smaller and intermediate eddies found in the troposphere are missing
and one may infer from this a smaller mixing coefficient than in the troposphere. Very un~
certain estimates from radioactive tracers in the stratosphere suggest a value of about
109cm2sec-l~

If it i.s true that both vertical mixing and hori.zontal mixing are slower in the
stratosphere than in the troposphere it makes the rale of meridional circulations" such as
proposed by Brewer, much more important. It is generally accepted that diffusive mixing
would be a more important "transport agent ln the tr0.p0sphere even if there were meridional
circulatlons other than the Hadley cell. On the other hand" if mixing in -the stratosphere
is an order or more of magnj:tude smaller than in the troposphere, the importance of meridional
circulation becomes greatly enhanced.
In one of -the proposed models of stratospherlc transport and removal (Spar).t all
transport is attributed to mixing. The unequal partitioning between hemispheres for fallout
from equatorial atomic tests and the peaJ~ in temperate latitude fallout is explained by
geographical differences in vertical and north··south mixing intenslties~ Specifically" the
equatorial stratosphere Is asstgned small horizont.al and vertical mixing" the jet_stream gap
in the tropopause region strong vertical mixing, the polar winter stratosphere stroD~ vertical
and horizontal mixifl..g. The main exit is t:tJrough the gap in the tropopause.
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A BRIEF SUMMARY
FALLOUT AND OTHER RELATED DATA

The following items will be dieoussed below: (1) world-wide fallout distribution,
("2) possible seasona.l variation" and (3) air concentration observations" partioularly those
in the stratosphere.
3.1

Wor14-wide fallout distribution

The'non-uniforrn world-wide fallout distribution discussed in the committee has been
amply verified in its broad aspects. All information points to greater fallout of long-lived
fission products in the northern than in the southern hemisphere. The evidence in the earlier
data for a marked peak in the 30o _60o N. band oompared with zones north and south of the band
has beoome somewhat less certain in the 1959 d~ta. There ha~e always been difficulties in
fallout measurements in the polar latitudes and some of the more recent information has tended
to indicate either a flat peak from 25° almost to the north pole or a suggestion of a peak in
the 25°N. latitude region. A more thorough analysis is required to determine if the pattern
or north-south averag~ fallout has changed recently~ A peak in the temperate 'latitudes of the
southern hemisphere has always been very weak although there .appears. to be enough evidence in
its favour to Justify its acceptance~
3~2

Possible seasonal variations

Fallout and air concentration meas~ements in the north temperate zones collected by
the U~S. and U.K. strongly suggest a seasonal variation~ .A maximum occurs in late winter or
spring (sometimes as late as June)~ . Many other stations in the same latitude.band do pot
report the same seasonal variation. However, in 1959 all northern hemisphere stations report~
ing at this time show a seasonal trend with a maximum in April, Mayor June and a sharp decrease thereafter. Evidence for a seasonal variation in the southern hemisphere is very weak.
If a seasonal variation is accepted as being valid, there appear to be two pl~usible
explanations. First, it may be meteorological in origin. A similar seasonal variation, in
the northern hemisphere, is found in the measurements of ozone which, like the long-lived
fission products, origipates in the stratosphere~ Second, it has been suggested that the
spring maximum of the fission products follows the stratospheric injection of the previo~~
.autumn in the north temperate or north polar latitudes. Since there have been no stratospheric injeotions in the autumn of 1959; the spring of 1960 shou~d p~ovide an·answer to thiS
latter point.
3.3

Air concentration observations

Long-lived fission products in the stratosphere have been found to be non-uniformly
distributed in both latitude and altitude even as late as mid-1959 •. There are more fission
products in the northern than southern hemisphere stratosphere. The peak concentration is
below 25 kilometres and there is evidence of only small amounts above 30 kilometres.
Tungsten-185 produced in the swmner ·of 1958 in the Marshall Islands still has a peak
the equatorial stratosphere in mid-1959 and decreases to the north and
south. It appears to be located in a layer just above the tropopause at almost all latitudes~
These data do not, at first sight~ appear to support the Brewer circulation model. The carbon14 measurements taken in 1955 do~ however, support but not prove the same model.
conc~ntration over

The apparent age of the stratospheric fission produots in the spring of 1959 over the

U.S. (latitudes 3lo N. and 42°N.) and U.K. (latitude 50oN.) is considerably older than the

fallout observed .in the northern hemisphere temperate zone at the' same time~ As derived from
the ratios. of shorter_ and longerwlived fission products I the fallout appears to originate
largely from the October 1958 test series· in the arctic region. If the sampling is assumed
adequate and fractionation negligible, one may interpret these differences in terms ot the
probable region of exit of stratospheric air into the troposp~ere. Since the activity was
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formed north of the stratospheric sampling points and apparently did not pass south of 50oN.
before leaving the stratosphere, it follows that the exit must be north of 50oN. Howev~r, the
measurement,s i.n the lower st,ratosphere over the U.K. and Scandinavia show a rapid

d~orease

of

air conoentration from about January to Ootober 1959. This suggests that only a small. fraotion
of the total fallout in the spring of 1959 oonsisted of debris of earlisr origin than Ootober
1958.
4.

SCAVENGING MECHANISMS

There appears to be agreelnent that moat of the long-lived fission produots are

deposited on horizonoal surfaces mainly by precipitation. Most of the estimates given by
the specialla-os suggest that dry fallout is less than 20 per ,cent, on the average. Furthermore, it is very likely that the removal tekes ,plaoe within the natural oloud rather than
during the doscent of the preolpHation elemente. Facy has emphasized the likely meohanism
to be movement of particulates along the vapour gradient toward a condensing water or 10e cloud
element.

In general, It Is agreed that there wIll be greater fallout in areas of greeter
preoipitatlon wHhin the same latHude band. There is Some evidenoe tho:o the relationship
between fallout and rainfall amounts may be more oomplioated than initially ooneidered. How~
ever, as a very orude approximation, drier ol1ma'oio r6gimes in the eame latitude belts have
higher re.ln-water conoenora'tions (speoifio aotivities) than wetter regions.
Removal during non-preoipitaoing weather is aotually unknown sinoe all measurement.
are made on horIzontally exposed surfaoes. Information from the ohloride oontent of river
water and rain->tater in Sweden euggests greater removal than 'ohe 20 per oent sugges'oed above
during dry weather. There can be llttle doubt that deposition on a horizontal surface in
rain and durIng dry perIods underestImates the true removal from the atmosphere but no quantitatIve estimete of thIs oan be gIven.
Removal over the oceans, whioh covers over 70 per oent of the earthls area~ represents
another major unknown. Measurements In the Paoifio IndIcate more fallout than over land but
thie is undOUbtedly due to water transport of the looal fallout from Pacifio 'tests. However,
if a dIscrepancy exists'between land and ooean statione, it ie In favo~ of a hIgher fallout
over-the ooeans~ even in the Atlantic.
.

----
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An attempt is made to enumerate in t~ts paper some of the high-lights of radioactivity
data colleoted since January 1960, primarily as it pertains to meteorology and especially to
some of the questions left unsolved during the United Nations meeting in New York City, January

1960.
1.

~tium-90

inventory

It 1s possible to estimate the inventory of world-wide Sr-gO in the atmosphere and
on the ground, and it is interesting to compare this amount with the amount believed to have
been produced. Table I shows that, aocording to an official U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
statement, the weapon production of ·Sr-gO as at the end of May 1960, amounted to about 8.2
megacuries. Approximately one...third (a very uncertain number) was deposited locally around
the proving grounds, leaving about 5.5 megaouries for world-wide fallout.

Table 1
A Balance Sheet of Strontium-90 iQ May 1960
(Units - Megacuries)
Environmental aooountability
Atmospheric content

1.0

Deposited and decayed ·fallout

soil (to mid-1959)

4.0

Pot and ion exchange

0.5

(July 1959 - May 1960)
Total world-wide Sr-90

5.5
u.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Release information

Period

Sr-90
produotion

1945-1951
1952-1954
1955-1956
1957-1958
Loss due to local fallout (1/3 production)
Residual world-wide fallout

0.076
3.80
1.31
If.O

Sr-90 decayed
to May 1960
0.06
3.20
1.17
3.80
8.2
-2.7
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Figure 1 shows a north-south oross-sect:l.on with Sr-90 concentration measurements in
-May 1960, obtained from aircraft and balloons as well as from 80th meridian surface network.
Integration of the air content to 100,000 feet and over the whole earth yields a total Inven~

tory of atmospheric Sr-90 of abcut 1.0 megacurie. Figure 2 shows the latitudinal distribution
of Sr-90 fallout at the end of May 1960. The values have been built up by using the accumulated (and decayed) soil observations collected by Dr. L. Alexander of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and

~alysed

by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and the rain-water collections

from the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's pot and ion-exchange network beyond mid-19591 the
total amount deposited at the earth 5~rface
approximately 4.5 rnegacuries.
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Figure 1 - A north-south oross-seotion containing Sra90 concen.
tration measurements in May 1960. SCF means ptandard (76 om Hg
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The total Sr-gO accounted for in the atmosphere and from the land station network is
5.5 megacuries. The agreement between the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's production estimate
with this observed inventory of,atmosphere and earth surface is better than either of the sets
of data may warrant.
There are still many loose ends with respect to the inventory calculation as noted in
other papers of this monograph. Of these the most disturbing continues to be the poor know~

ledge of the fallout information over the oceans (see section

4

below).

Furthermore, debris from some high-altitude megaton yield tests at Johnston Island
in 1958 may not have been ~dequately sampled by the aircraft and balloon network.
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Sr-90 distribution in the atmosphere

Addlti?nal observations of Sr-90 and other weapon-produced radioactivity in 1959
confirm the increase of air concentration with increasing altitude. The variability of such
data from day to day and place to place is well illustrated by Figure 1. The figures plotted
in the diagram represent the Sr~90 conoentrations of daily samples, most of them collected by
aircraft during a two.... to three-week period near the end of May 196o~ The surface values,
obtained from the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory's 80th meridian network, are average monthly
values for May 1960.

[IT'rr........-.-r-.--,-,--,-,-''rrn
WOALD-WlOE SR~90 FALLOUT
10

JULY 1959_MAY 1960

POT AND ION EXCHANGE

.,
,i!
•
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I
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----- POT AND ION EXCHANGE

Figure 2 - A north-south profile of Sr-90 fallout accumulated and decayed to the end of May 1960.
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The tropospheric values show ·an increase from the ground to about 151000 feet; above
. this level the increase is doubtful, which may be due to the small amount ofdata~ The small
equatorial concentrations observed earlier at ground level are confirmed and are present
throughout the troposphere. The small mid-latitude secondary increase in the southern hemisphere troposphere continues to be in evidence at ground level as well as in the free air.
The stratospheric picture also shows at the altitudes reached by the aircraft a
Perhaps surprisingly, the 81'-90 concentrations of the
minimum at the equatorial statio!?
highest southern hemisphere altitudes are greater than the high-level values at the two
northern stations. Aircraft data show that the concentrations increase upwards and the
balloon data indicate that even at 90,000 feet the concentrations are relatively high~ Conlments on the possible source of this hi~h-level Sr-90 will be given under section 9. It may
also be noted that a large rise in the values of the higher stratosphere (the greatest ever
recorded by the stratosphere balloons over the United States) took place during the winter
of 1958-598 However J the age determinations based on 31'-89 to Sr-90 ratios, indicated that
this increase could not be due to the arctic tests in October 1958~ The source appeared to
be earlier) it was perhaps due to the equatorial mid-l958 tests4
Figure 1 also reveals an abrupt increase in concentration at the tropopause.
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North-south distribution of deposited fallout

Figure 2 provides the north-south distribution of deposited Sr-901 the lower part
gives the accumulated values, the upper part the values from mid-1959 to May 1960. It is
evident that the peaks in the temperate latitudes shown by the accumulated soil data are also
present in the mid-1959 to May 1960 period, when (essentially) all of the Sr-90 was of strato~
spheric origin. It should be noted that the data of the polar regions are sparse and not
very reliable.
The north-south distribution of the Si-90 concentration in rain (often referred to
as the speci.fic activity of rain-water) would have roughly the same north-south pattern as
appears in Figure 2 , except in the polar regions. Recent data indicate that the Sr-90

concentration of rain-water (or snow-water) in the polar regions 1s as high as in the temperate zones.
The large increase in the Sr-90 concentration in rain-water in the spring of 1959
appeared only in the northern hemisphere. This has been taken as evidence that the debris
from the polar injections in Ootober 1958 did not spread to the southern hemisphere. It was,
unfortunately, not possible to prove that this was indeed the case by means of dating methods,
as the October 1958 tests were preceded by an equatorial test which took place only one month
earlier and as dating teChniques are inadequate for separating tests which are only one month
apart.
4.

Fallout over oceans

The problems related to fallout over oceans have not been clarified since January
1960. The limited oceanic fallout observations in the Atlantic Ocean since then obtained by
Bowen of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution also seem to indicate that the fallout over the
oceans is greater than that over land.

5.

Tropospheric fallout

Tests conducted in the Sahara desert on 13 February and 1 April 1960 and on 27
December 1960 provided additional information abo~t tropospheric transport. Debris of the
first test, whose yield is believed to be about 70 kilotons, was observed at most stations
in the northern hemisphere. The sequence of first appearance for all stations, except those
in Africa, as well as meteorological considerations indicate a west to east transport in the
upper troposphere; it took the debris about two weeks to return to the same meridian as the
. proving grounds. Most European stations identified debris from the February tests in early
March with a surge of south-westerly flow. Identification of the debris of the second test,
detonated about a month and one-half later, was difficult because of the smaller yield and
also of the possible confusion with the second transit of the February cloud ,around the world.
The identification of qebris from the test in December 1960 reported to be of low yield has
not yet been mentioned in the literature. Measurements of Dr. Lockhart of the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory made at San Juan (Puerto Rico) and the Panama Canal zone, and by the
Netherlands Meteorological Institute made at Curagao (Netherlands Antilles) indicate that it
was found in readily identifiable amounts in the Caribbean area about two weeks after the test.
The meteorological situation was such that part of the debris may have been carried across
the Atlantic Ocean with the low-level trade winds.

6.

Seasonal variation

All stations in the northern hemisphere reported a fallout maximum in spring 1959.
The month of highest air concentration and/or deposited Sr-90 varied from April to June.
The decrease in concentration or fallout after June or July 1959 was rapid compared with
former years which showed a spring maximum. The behaviour in a northern hemisphere temperate
zone location is demonstrated in Figure 3. The air concentration measurements for Washington,
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D.C. are taken from the U.S. Naval Researoh Laboratory 80th meridian network observations,
while the New York City, N.Y., deposition measurements are from the, U.S. Atomio Energy Commission station in that city. Unfortunately, the rainfall records are based on observations
made at the official U.S. Weather Bureau stations, located several miles from the fallout .
oollector. The monthNto-month variability of the fallout reflects its dependence on the
amount of preoipitation and on the air concentration.
Compared with the preceding period, the levels of activity in both rain and air in
1960 were low. The graphs show a spring maximum, which also exists in other U.S. stations
and in U.K. stations. It has been amply demonstrated that these spring peaks cannot have
originated from the French tests. Further confirmation from other parts in the north temperate
zone is desirable; it may however be oonoluded that it becomes more and more probable that the
spring peaks are due to seasonal variation of meteorologioal ·processes and not to the sohedules
of testing the temperate and polar zones. Additional oomments are given in seotions 8, 9
and 10.

The rapid deorease in air ooncentration in the summer of 1959 has been used to obtain
a maximum tropospheric residence time for debris entering the troposphere from the stratosphere. If it is assumed that the entrance of stratospheric debris into the troposphere stops
at the time of maximum air concentration, say, May 1959, in the case of Washington, D.C., then
the decrease in concentration at ground level reflects the rate of tropospheric oleansing from
which the mean residence time can- be computed. In oase there is still a slight continuation
of the stratospheric "dri p l l , the computed residence time wi-II have to be reduced. Lookhart
of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory and others have made estimates of tropospheric residence
times by this procedure and they found values of the order of 30 days or less. Comments on
this subject are also given in section 8.
Seasonal variations in either precipitation or surface air concentration are much
less distinct in the southern hemisphere. The record shown in Figure 4 is typical of southern hemisphere stations. The data on fallout and on rainfall have been provided to the U.8.
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Atomic Energy Commission by Dr. Rafter of New Zealand; the station of Puerto Montt, where air
concentration measurements have been made, is part of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory's
80th meridian network. The graphs seem to indicate that there may be true meteorological differences between hemispheres; one should, however, note that the lower level of radioactivity
in the southern hemisphere, to at least mid-1959, may make the signal to noise ratio small and
may obscure the true variability.

7.

Correlation of Sr-90 rain concentration with rainfall amount

Earlier data appeared to show differences between laboratories in the fallout-rainfall
relationship. This difference, to be described below, is al&o still present in the more recent
observations.
Most workers in the field agree that individual storms in the same season show a
decrease of concentration of Sr-90 with increasing amounts of rainfall. Successive collections during the passage of a storm are very scarce l but the~imited results indioate a slight
decrease in concentration with time on the average. It has furthermore been shown that smaller
rain droplets have higher concentrations of fission products than large raindrops.
The differenoe in-the f~llout-rainfall relationship referred to above pertains to a
oomparison of fallout of individual statIons in the same "region ll having different rainfall
amounts. In some oases, the "region" encompasses stations only a few tens of miles apart I
sometimes stations a few hundreds of miles apart, and sometimes stations of an entire latitude
band. The U.K. and Scandinavian oountries report, for lI regions" within their countries" a
constant Sr-90 rain-water concentration (or specific activity) over a large range of rainfall
amounts. A very much larger body of data collected in the U.S. shows equ~11y clearly a decreasing concentration with increasing rainfall amounts" irrespective of whether the "regiont!
is small or large. The cause of these differences had not yet been found~ although there are
reasons to expect that differences in the seasonal variation of the rain playa r8Ie.

8.

The Tungsten-IS5 observations

The U.S. equatorial tests conductud in the Marshall Islands during the summer of
1958 were a source of a unique radioactive traoer" w-185. Thes-e tests produced clouds which
were not as high as those in the Castle (spring 1954) nuclear tests~ and thus represent a
source of w-l85 in the equatorial troposphere and the lower equatorial stratosphere.
The early clouds of w-185J which undoubtedly followed a purely tropospheric path"
found their way in almost equal amounts to both hemispheres. After about three months folloWing the end of the test series~ concentrations of W-l85 in air and rain were IllUch higher in
the northern than in the southern hemisphere. A distinct northern hemisphere peak in the
concentration of air and rain-water appeared in the spring of 1959 along with larger and
clearer peaks in the Sr-90 and many other fission products. This gives added evidence that
the northern hemisphere seasonal maximum in tropospheric concentrations of tracer material
of stratospheric origin has a meteorological cause. The-decrease of w-185 concentration in
the summer of 1959 was slower than for Sr-90. This means eith~r a longer tropospheric resjdence time or a re~atively more persistent w-l85 than Sr-90 drip from above.
The geographical distribution of w-l85 in the upper air is extremely interesting in
connexion with latitudinal stratospheric transport mechanisms. Elsewhere in this monograph
Spar has stated that more than a year after the injection the highest w-185 concentrations
were found over the lower stratospheric equatorial r~gion. Figure 5 shows that this same
pattern has persisted for almost two years after the injection. The distribution of the May
1960 data of w-185 in the northern hemisphere (north of 20oN.) is similar to that of the HASP
data alluded to by Spar; as in the case of the HASP data the greatest concentration appears
to lie along a downward (toward the pole) sloping surface. The presence" long after the
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injection took places of a peak concentration near the Equator makes it difficult to believe
that there exists a rising air circulation which passes upward through the 60,000 to 70,,000foot levelo Palmer has associated the persistent peak concentrat.ion with the Berson Westerlies, since the highest ccncentration over the HASP flight line (about 700 W,) shifted from'
~ts source at lIoN. to a point closer to the Equator or closer to the usual latitude of the
Berson westerlies. However i it should be noted that a thorough check of the winds encountered
by the HASP sampling aircraft a'o 65,000 feet during the first. half of 1959 failed to disolose
any westerly winds in the equatorial region.
It is io°t-eresting to note that -the' southern hemisphere sampling station oontains more
w-185 at its higher altitudes than at either the nort.h temperat.e or polar stations of the
northern hemisphere. Further, there is no suggestion that the max:lmum ooncentration is below
the highest. altitude as in the polar station. However, at this time, it is not known whether
this differenoe between hemispheres is due to differences in the meteorological factors or
to the asymme"l"iry of the point of injection9

9.

The Rhodium-102 observations

About 3 megacuries of Rhodium-102 (half-life 210 d,ays) were released by a nuclear
explosion at an altitude of slig~tly over 100,000 feet at Johnston Island (17°N.hon 12 August
1958~ The cloud rose to altitudes believed to be far in excess of those of all previous tests
with the possible exception of 'Ghe very small Argus tes~9 The energy yield was described as
being in the megaton rangeo Small amounts of Rh-l02 were also brought into the lower stratosphere by other tests which took place in the Marshall Islands during the summer of 19580
Hovlever, the signii'ican-l; amounts of Rh-l02 which appeared late in 1959 in the fallout almost
certainly had their origin in the high altitude tests~ There is one additional feature which
is still obscuring the Rh-I02 data; that is the presence of a longer~lived isomer of Rhodium
which may dominate 't.he radioactivity, when the Rh-l02 decays through several half-lives. The
data in Figure 6 have been collected over a suffioiently short period so that one may have
oomplete confidence in thelr relative values J although the absolute values may be incorrecto
,!lhe May 1960 picture of the Rh-l02 distribution on Figure 6 clearly shows that the
highest Rh-l02 appears near the poles and least in the equatorial latitude despite the fact
that the injection took place at 170 M. However, at this time it is difficult to decide whether
the debris reached the polar area via an organized circulation or whether geographical differences in the intensity of vertical mixing are responsible for the high concentration at the
pole .. It may be no"l;ed that the HASP programme provided data during the winter of 1959-60 whioh,
in the nort11em hemisphere, revealed almost exactly the smne distribution as found in Figure 6.
Dr. P. Gustafson of Argonne National Laboratory in the U.SoA~ has determhled the
Rh-l02 cont,ent of very large air samples collect.ed at several locations near Chicago, 11linoi50
He has analysed the Rh-102 by gamma spectrometry and checked these measurements by radiochemioal analysis. Gustafson's preliminary results show that there is a distinct spring maximum in the Rh-102 ground level air concentration in April 1960. ·This lends further support
to the idea that there is a mete,orological reason for the spri~g maximum.

10.

Berylium-7

!'.E~_~:::d-~.10

observations

The same aircraft.. programme which provided the data for the Sr-90, w-185, and Rh-102
in May 1960, also gave information on two naturally oocurI'lng isotopes, Be...7 and Pb-210. Fi~.
gure .( shows the north-south vertical section of Be-7 eoncentration .. The lines represent the
expected equilibrium concentration. These lines are based on the production figures of Be-7
computed by Lal and Peters and corrected by Lal, Arnold and Honda and. on a half•.life of Be-7
of 53 days~ The equilibrlum concentrations are those which would be present if there were
no air transpor-t processes .. 'rhus JI from the difference between the observed concentrati.ons
and the expected values,. one may derive information concerni.ng the motions of the atmosphere
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and the physical removal of the Be-7 atoms from the atmosphere o It is evident that mo~t or
the observed ooncentrations in the stratosphere are slightly smaller than the equilibrium
values~ These differenoes were also observed in the winter of 1959-60 by the HASP analystso
The deficiency means that there is either mixing with air from below, where concentrations
are lower, or a transport across lines of equal concentration from low concentration toward
high ooncentration as suggested by Lal and Peterso
Gustafson of Argonne National Laboratory and others have also analysed the ground
level air for its Be-7 concentration. In 1959 and 1960 they found the same seasonal variation, maximum in spring and minimum in autumn, as was discovered earlier in the Canadian observations. The seasonal trend of Be-7 follows Gustafsonls record for ground level Cesium-137
concentration during the same period. These results as well as an indication of a seasonal
variation in Be-7 concentration in the lower temperate zone" stratosphere suggest that Be-7
atoms from the stratosphere contribute to ground level air concentration.
The Pb-210 (half-life 22 years) concentration is given in Figure 8. The ground values
in the southern hemisphere were provided through the courtesy of Dr. Lockhart of the U.3.
Naval Research Laboratory. Two values, the 5 and 10 dpm/103SCF, at 34°N. are in excess of
any tropospheric Pb-210 values known to this writer. It is presumed that they are in error
although such checks as could be made provide no basis for disregarding them.
It is interesting to note that the highest stratospheric Pb-210 concentra~ions were
found in the equatorial region. Unfortunately there are so few data in this figure that speculation on the explanation for the observed'distribution may be premature.
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